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Abstract 
 
The ESA-mission DARWIN will be a formation-flying interferometer, consisting of a total of eight 
spacecraft whereof six will carry telescopes. Launch is planned for 2015. The primary aim is to detect 
Earth-like planets around nearby stars, and to determine whether there are any signs of life.  

The interferometry requires precise and stable positioning of the spacecraft in the constellation, which 
puts high demands on the attitude and position control system. The purpose of this report is to evaluate 
both current and emerging micropropulsion technologies, resulting in a recommendation and further 
investigation of the systems best suited for the DARWIN micropropulsion system. Field-Emission 
Electric Propulsion (FEEP), Colloid thrusters, Cold Gas Microthrusters and Pulsed-Plasma Thrusters 
(PPT) are among the technologies included in the study. Separate trade-offs are made for precision-
pointing and coarse manoeuvres, taking into account properties such as thrust resolution and range, power 
consumption, mass and volume. In addition, key mission drivers of DARWIN are closely assessed. 
Contamination of the telescopes and other highly sensitive optical hardware is one of the main issues, in 
addition to the extreme demands on resolution and variable thrust in the micronewton range. The 
cryogenic payload needs to be kept at temperatures down to 40 K, which adds thermal restrictions on the 
propulsion system. Furthermore, since the mission lifetime is set to 5 years with a possible extension to 
10 years, reliability and lifetime are other major factors. 
   It is found that the emerging concept of micro-machined Cold Gas Thrusters appears to be the most 
promising choice. Cold Gas Microthrusters with internal heating have a number of advantages that make 
them more favourable than other systems, e.g. clean propellant, low power consumption and a wide thrust 
range. The low specific impulse is the main drawback. With internal heating it however exceeds 100 s, 
which seems acceptable for DARWIN. 
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Introduction 
 
The potential for conducting interferometry in space was recognized by the European space agency 
(ESA) already in the early eighties. Since then, research and development has made this concept more 
mature, and ESA is now planning the first space interferometry missions for launch in the next decade. 
   Using six telescopes and the principle of “nulling interferometry”, the ESA-mission DARWIN will be 
able to discern Earth-like planets around other stars. For the interferometry to work however, the 
spacecraft in the constellation need to be positioned relative to each other with a precision in the range of 
centimetres to nanometres. This calls for a highly accurate attitude and position control system. 

The concept of space-based interferometry and the current trend towards smaller spacecraft and multi-
spacecraft missions have led to the initiation of various micropropulsion development projects worldwide 
for meeting the growing demand for thrusters in the range of micronewton and millinewton.  It is the 
purpose of this report to evaluate the suitability of current and emerging micropropulsion concepts for the 
DARWIN mission, and eventually to provide a recommendation and a thorough investigation of the most 
suitable candidates. 

The report starts with a brief introductory chapter where key propulsion concepts are explained, 
followed by an introduction to the concept of micropropulsion. Subsequently a chapter is dedicated to the 
DARWIN design, and another chapter to the DARWIN orbit, manoeuvres and operations. Finally the 
current DARWIN mission requirements are presented.  

In the next chapter, a number of micropropulsion technologies are presented and their suitability for the 
DARWIN micropropulsion system is evaluated. A trade-off is made in order to determine which 
candidate technologies seem most promising, and thereafter these are investigated in more detail.  
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1. KEY CONCEPTS IN PROPULSION APPLICATIONS 
This chapter presents a short overview of some of the most commonly used notions in propulsion applications. 
The report subsequently uses these concepts. 

1.1 Specific impulse 
The specific impulse (Isp) indicates how much energy the propellant contains. The reader can think of Isp 
as a measure on how efficiently a propulsion system converts the propellant into thrust. It is defined as the 
ratio of the thrust magnitude to the propellant mass flow rate: 

 

0gm
FI sp &

= , 

Equation 1 - Specific impulse (sec) 

where  Isp = Specific impulse (s) 
 F = Thrust magnitude (N) 
 m& = Propellant mass flow rate (kg/s) 
 g0 = 9.807 (m/s2). 
 
For a rocket burning a chemical fuel, the Isp is directly proportional to the square root of the ratio of the 
chamber temperature, TC, and the average molecular weight of the exhaust gases, M. 

 

M
T

KI C
sp ≡ . 

Equation 2 – Isp dependancy in chemical rocket 

K is a proportionality constant, often called the thrust coefficient. Its value is dependent on the ratio of 
specific heats of the exhaust gases and the engine pressure ratio, according to Wertz and Larson2, p.689. 
In Rogers Aeroscience27, it is defined as: 
 

thc AP
FK
⋅

= , 

Equation 3 - The thrust coefficient (proportionality constant) 

where F = Thrust of the nozzle (N) 
 Pc = Chamber pressure (Pa) 
 Ath = Throat-area of thruster (m2). 
 
A typical value of the thrust coefficient is used by Roth17 when making assumptions for analysis of a 
simplified J-79 Cycle model. Here the thrust coefficient is 0.985, or approximately 1. 

1.2 Electric efficiency 
The efficiency of electric propulsion (EP) systems reflects how well electric power is transformed into 
thrust, according to the formula: 
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Pm
F
&2

2

=η , 

Equation 4 - Electric efficiency 

where  η = Electric efficiency (%) 
F = Thrust magnitude (N) 
P = Electric power (W) 

 m& = Propellant mass-flow rate (kg/s). 
 
This expression is valid as long as the initial pressure (FInitial) by which the propellant is fed to the thruster 
is very small compared to the thrust. For very small electric powers this is not always true, and the 
efficiency has to be expressed as: 
 

2

2

2 InitialFPm
F
+⋅

=
&

η . 

Equation 5 - Electric efficiency for very small power levels 

Equation 4 can also be rewritten in order to calculate the power consumption, given a certain efficiency, 
thrust, and specific impulse. Inserting Equation 1 in Equation 4, and rearranging, we get: 
 

η2
gIF

P sp ⋅⋅
= , 

Equation 6 - Power consumption of electric propulsion system 

where P = Power consumption (W) 
F = Thrust magnitude (N) 

 Isp = Specific impulse (s) 
g = 9.807 (m/s2) 
η = Electric efficiency (%). 

 
This expression explains a common characteristic typically found with electrical propulsion systems, 
namely that the performance tends to drop at lower power levels. A considerable drop in Isp at low-thrust 
operation (where the power levels are low) is a serious problem especially for micropropulsion systems.  
   Another feature explained by Equation 6 is that higher thrust levels require increased power levels, else 
the Isp decreases (assuming constant efficiency). This behaviour and its practical impact on electric 
propulsion systems will be encountered many times in the report. 

1.3 Power-to-thrust 
The Power-to-thrust (P/F) ratio is a figure used on electric propulsion systems in order to measure how 
much power is required to produce a certain amount of thrust, given a certain propellant exhaust velocity: 
 

η2
ev

F
P = , 

Equation 7 - Power-to-thrust ratio 

where P = Power (W) 
 F = Thrust (N) 
 ve = Propellant exhaust velocity (m/s) 
 η = Electric efficiency (%). 
 
To improve the P/F ratio, either a decrease in exhaust velocity or increase in efficiency is needed. 
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1.4 Delta-v 
When performing an orbital manoeuvre in space, the so-called delta-v is the measure of the magnitude of 
the velocity change, denoted in metres per second. Different orbits have different velocity vectors, and the 
delta-v required for a specific manoeuvre is calculated by the following simple formula: 
 

CURRENTNEED VVV −=∆ , 

Equation 8 - Definition of delta-v 

where ∆V = Magnitude of velocity change (m/s) 
 Vneed = Desired new velocity-vector (m/s) 
 Vcurrent = Current velocity-vector (m/s). 
 
Theoretically, the delta-v impulse has to be instantaneous in order to precisely achieve the desired new 
orbit. If the delta-v burn is however short compared to the orbital period, it can in practice be considered 
an instantaneous velocity change. 
   The delta-v is a common parameter when calculating propellant requirements. First, estimations are 
made in order to acquire a good indication of the total delta-v that will be required throughout a mission, 
to which a margin is added. When translating the delta-v into amount of required propellant, it is 
important to keep in mind that thruster firing-vectors will probably not always be optimised. This depends 
on thruster positions and “coverage” (ability to orient thrusters). As a result, the thrust efficiency depends 
on the trigonometric loss factor at the instant of firing in order to yield the required velocity-vector. This 
inefficiency of un-optimised thruster firings has to be included in the calculations when translating delta-v 
requirements into a propellant budget, which in an ideal case can be done using the rocket equation: 
 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−
⋅=∆

p
sp mm

m
IgV

0

0
0 ln , 

Equation 9 – The rocket equation 

where ∆V = Absolute velocity change (m/s) 
 Isp = Specific impulse of propellant (s) 
 m0 = Mass of spacecraft before thruster firing (kg) 
 mp = Mass of propellant consumed in the manoeuvre (kg) 
 g0 = 9.807 (m/s2). 

1.5 Propellant mass for delta-v 
The rocket equation can be rearranged for calculation of the propellant mass required for a certain delta-v. 
Using Equation 9, and rearranging in order to get the propellant mass mp: 
   

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
−=

∆−

010
gI
V

p
spemm , 

Equation 10 - Propellant consumption (kg) 

where mp = Propellant mass (kg) 
m0 = Initial dry mass of the spacecraft (kg) 
∆V = Absolute velocity change (m/s) 
Isp = Specific impulse of propellant (s) 
g0 = 9.807 (m/s2). 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROPULSION 
There are different definitions of the concept micropropulsion. Micci and Ketsdever1 define 
micropropulsion as “any propulsion system that is applicable to a microspacecraft (mass less than 100 kg) 
mission”. In their example, they use the terminology of the U.S. Air Force for classifying spacecraft-
sizes. Furthermore according to this terminology, spacecraft with masses of 1,000 kg or less are called 
“small spacecraft”, while spacecraft with masses of 10 kg or less are referred to as “nanospacecraft”. 
   In this report, the term micropropulsion will be used for denoting propulsion systems that produce thrust 
levels in the order of micronewtons (µN) to several millinewtons (mN). Such propulsion systems are 
suitable not only for microspacecraft, but also for larger spacecraft with stringent requirements on 
precision and stability. Examples are interferometer missions (or other missions requiring high precision 
laser metrology), where a number of spacecraft in precise formation interact for obtaining high-resolution 
information from the combined data. Upcoming interferometry missions include the ESA-missions 
DARWIN and LISA, and NASA’s Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF). These are planned for launch in the 
2012-2015 timeframe. 

 

  
Figure 1 - The three spacecraft of the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) mission 
[Courtesy of ESA] 

2.1 Formation Flying 
As mentioned in the previous section, interferometry missions in space are enabled through the use of 
multiple spacecraft flying in formation. In recent years, many other possible advantages of multi-
spacecraft missions have been recognized. An example is Earth-observation missions, which are able to 
combine data from several satellites that fly in formation to achieve unique results such as stereo views 
and data from various angles. Another major advantage of multi-spacecraft missions is that risks can be 
reduced if payloads are distributed on a number of spacecraft instead of being accommodated on a single 
satellite. Losing a spacecraft could mean the loss of a payload, and not a total mission failure (though this 
is not the case for DARWIN). In turn, the reduced criticality of each spacecraft allows for a reduced level 
of redundancy, leading to possible savings in both weight and volume. 
   The numerous benefits of multi-spacecraft formation flying missions have lead to an increasingly 
growing interest in this concept, and also in the related propulsion technologies, e.g. micropropulsion. 
New micropropulsion systems are currently being developed in both Europe and the U.S., and the efforts 
can basically be divided in two main categories: scaling down of conventional systems and developing 
completely new designs using Micro-Electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. 

2.2 Micro-Electromechanical Systems 
A new engineering concept that is gaining popularity is micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). This 
technology can be applied to various devices, including spacecraft propulsion systems. A generic MEMS 
system is based on micromachining of chips, usually of silicon, and etching the desired design from the 
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chip. Most MEMS-based fabrication technologies are silicon-based, although alternatives are under 
development.  
   The use of MEMS-technology can lead to extremely compact and highly integrated systems. This is the 
reason why a large number of emerging micropropulsion technologies are using MEMS-based designs. 
There are nevertheless drawbacks with this new concept. The size-reduction of propulsion systems 
imposes restrictions due to physical laws related to geometric downscaling of devices. Downscaled 
propulsion systems are affected negatively in many ways, which generally leads to a much lower Isp than 
the theoretical maximum. One of the physical effects responsible for this is change in properties related to 
viscosity. As a thruster system is scaled down, the viscosity will become more of a problem than for 
larger systems, where viscous effects can be more or less disregarded. Also, the simple isentropic 
expansion expressions utilized in conventional rocket engine design apply less and less as the dimensions 
shrink. 
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3. DARWIN SPACECRAFT DESIGN 

3.1 Overview 
The DARWIN mission comprises eight spacecraft with a total mass of 4240 kg23, including six telescope 
flyers (TF), one beam combiner (hub) and one master satellite. The telescope flyers are used for 
observations, during which the beams from the six telescopes are combined in the beam combiner 
spacecraft. The master satellite handles the communication between the constellation of spacecraft and 
ground, and it also supervises the free-flying formation. 

3.2 Telescope Flyers 

3.2.1 PURPOSE 
The telescope flyers collect the infrared flux from the target star and any orbiting planets, and redirect the 
resulting beam to the hub-satellite for interferometric combination. Pointing and positioning of the 
telescope flyers and the hub satellite is the key issue during observations. Another important aspect of the 
TF is to maintain the temperature of the optical payload below 40 K. If the temperature rises above this 
level, the thermal emission will become a major source of noise at the detector, which is unacceptable. As 
vibrations from an active cooling system could disrupt the delicate observation process, passive cooling is 
preferred. 

3.2.2 DESIGN 
The six telescope flyers have an identical design, with a passively cooled 1.5 m telescope separated from 
the warm service module by a 7.4 m diameter sunshield and two low-emissivity v-grooves. The telescope 
flyers are cylindrically shaped, with an outer diameter of 1.7 m (excluding sunshields) and a height of 2.8 
m. The spacecraft mass is 493 kg, and the power budget 146 W. More power could potentially be 
acquired by increasing the solar array size from the initial 2.0 m2.  
   Below is a schematic of the TF design, from the DARWIN Concept and Feasibility Study Report23.  

 

 
Figure 2 - Thermal architecture of the telescope flyers 

The 1.5 m inner-telescope is operating at 40 K and is thermally isolated from the spacecraft platform, 
which has a temperature of 300 K. The outer telescope baffle is passively controlled at 50 K. A truss with 
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very low conductivity connects the payload module to the service module. The telescopes use double 
tubes in order to minimize radiative thermal coupling with nearby telescope flyers.  

3.3 Beam Combiner 

3.3.1 PURPOSE 
The main purpose of the hub spacecraft is to collect and combine the beams transmitted from the six 
telescope flyers. It also acts as the central node during the so-called centralised control mode and carries 
much of the metrology equipment. 

3.3.2 DESIGN 
The general beam combiner design is similar to that of the TF. The hub has a cold optics payload module 
(see Figure 3) that is separated from the warm service module by a large sunshield. The detector unit 
requires active cooling to 6-8 K, and it is mounted at the level of the focal plane, on the upper stage. The 
cooling system is mounted on a ring around the detector, and is supported by a separate tripod in order to 
minimise any vibrations transferred by the cooling system to the beam-combining optics. Heat transport is 
performed by thermal blades, which connect the detector to the cooling module. The optical module with 
the cooling system is shown in Figure 3, with the connection to the service module (SVM) at the bottom 
of the picture. Note that the SVM is not included in the image. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Side view of the beam combiner spacecraft 

The 5 m diameter sunshield is located between the platform and the optical bench, protecting the optics 
from the emission produced by the sun and the relatively warm platform (~300 K). Contrary to the case 
for the telescope flyers, the hub sunshield uses only a single insulating layer, which should be sufficient 
for ensuring an operational temperature of 40 K for the optical bench. The beam-combiner has a mass of 
396 kg, and its power budget is 491 W (solar array size of 5.0 m2). 
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3.4 Master Satellite 

3.4.1 PURPOSE 
The master satellite functions mainly as a communications satellite, not actively involved in the 
interferometry and detection. Because of this, the stringent cooling requirements that apply to the TF and 
hub do not include the master satellite. The master satellite also monitors and controls the spacecraft 
formation, including “out-of-plane” movements. 

3.4.2 DESIGN 
The master satellite has the shape of a one-metre cube, with a mass of 179 kg. The solar array area of the 
master satellite is 3.0 m2, corresponding to a power budget of 283 W. A perspective view of the Master 
satellite is given below in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Schematic illustration of the master satellite 

3.5 Design Remarks 
The ratio of sunshield area to spacecraft mass is the same for all spacecraft, in order to avoid a differential 
solar pressure (which is the largest disturbing force at L2). As the solar arrays of the spacecraft are placed 
on the backside of the sunshields, they are constantly facing the Sun. 

3.6 Array Configuration 
The nominal configuration during observations is to have the six telescope spacecraft placed hexagonally 
in a plane facing the target star. The beam combiner spacecraft is located in the centre of the formation, 
whereas the master satellite is trailing behind at a certain distance (possibly about 100 m). An illustration 
of the array configuration is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 - DARWIN formation configuration 

The baseline (diameter) of the formation can vary between 50-500 m, and determines the resolution of the 
interferometer. Larger baselines lead to a higher resolution, and are required for more distant stars. 
According to Kaltenegger43 however, it is suggested from preliminary lists of target stars that a majority 
will be relatively close, which leads to an average baseline not much larger than 50 m. 
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4. DARWIN ORBIT, MANOEUVRES AND OPERATIONS 

4.1 Overview 
The DARWIN mission consists of eight spacecraft, including six telescope flyers (TF), one beam 
combiner (hub) and one master satellite. The spacecraft are to be put into a transfer orbit to the second 
Lagrange-point (L2) by an Ariane-V launcher. After insertion into the desired orbit around L2, the 
satellites will organise into a desired configuration and enter observation mode. The constellation will 
then stay in this orbit throughout the entire span of the mission. 
 

  
Figure 6- The second Lagrange point of the Earth-Sun system [Courtesy of ESA] 

4.2 Launch and initial trajectory 
The Ariane V launch from Kourou in French Guyana will put the dispenser containing the eight 
spacecraft into a LEO parking orbit. Some time after lift-off the launcher will make the necessary escape 
delta-v burn in order to acquire the transfer orbit towards L2. This is done before separation of the 
spacecraft from the launch-dispenser in order to avoid risk of collision with the spacecraft. When 
separated, the eight satellites are to be stabilized and maintained within a sphere of radius 4 km41. This 
manoeuvre is estimated to require a delta-v of 0.1 m/s per spacecraft23. A major issue during this 
deployment phase will be avoiding any collisions between the spacecraft. 

 
Overview of operations 

1) Launch 
2) Escape ∆V burn 
3) Separation of satellites from launcher 
4) Stabilization within 4 km radius (requires delta-v of 0.1 m/s) 
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Figure 7 - Trajectory of DARWIN in a co-rotating coordinate system with a fixed sun direction, 
projected to the xy-plane. The xy-plane is identical to the ecliptic plane with the x-axis pointing 
towards the sun. The z-axis is chosen perpendicular to the ecliptic forming a right-handed 
coordinate system. The solid line represents the trajectory of DARWIN. The Sun-direction is to 
the right. [from DARWIN Concept and Feasibility Study23, p.190.] 

4.3 Cruising towards L2 
After the constellation has been stabilized, each spacecraft will perform an orbit correction manoeuvre of 
an estimated 3 m/s using millinewton thrusters. During cruise to the L2 orbit, the satellite formation is to 
be kept inside the sphere of 4 km at all times. Depending on the selected trajectory, the time-of-flight 
from launch to orbit injection around L2 will be somewhere between 100-200 days. 
 
Overview of operations 

5) Orbit correction manoeuvre of 3 m/s 

4.4 Orbit insertion and Observation 
The preferred type of orbit around L2 is called a Lissajous orbit. A main advantage with this kind of orbit 
is that the injection from the transfer orbit can be achieved with almost no delta-v (<1 m/s), and thus very 
little propellant is required. In addition, Lissajous orbits exist that are free of eclipses for more than 6 
years. 
   When arriving into the desired orbit, the satellites will be organized creating the nominal formation as 
described in section 3.6, Array Configuration. The six telescope flyers will be positioned around the hub 
spacecraft in the same plane, perpendicular to the target star. The master spacecraft will be located a 
certain distance behind the plane, from where it will handle communications with Earth and also observe 
out-of-plane movements of the other spacecraft. 
   After the proper formation has been established, scientific observations will commence after aligning 
the array towards the first specified target star. The spacecraft are planned to operate in the L2 orbit for a 
nominal period of 5 years. 
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Overview of operations 
6) Organize the array in the observational configuration 
7) Start of scientific mode 

4.4.1 IN-ORBIT MANOEUVRES 

4.4.1.1 Overview 
Due to the instabilities of the Lissajous orbit around L2 and the solar pressure, occasional orbit 
maintenance manoeuvres are required. The delta-v from these manoeuvres is estimated to be 2.5 m/s per 
year, which adds to 12.5 m/s for the 5-year mission lifetime23. Still, it appears likely, according to 
Junge26, that the spacecraft formation control around L2 can be maintained exclusively by low-thrust 
manoeuvres with a required acceleration in the order of, or below 10-9m/s2. This comes from the fact that 
the gravitational disturbance forces in this area are very small. As a result, propellant consumption for 
formation control can be neglected compared with that for orbit control. This however excludes formation 
reconfiguration and precision-pointing manoeuvres, which are not considered part of the formation 
control. 

4.4.1.2 Summary of in-orbit manoeuvres 
A summary of the manoeuvres expected in orbit around L2 is given in Table 1. Since the occurrence and 
magnitude of the observation-related micropropulsion manoeuvres is difficult to estimate at this early 
stage, their delta-v requirements are referred to as “variable”, and preliminarily estimated in sections 5.3.3 
and 5.3.4. 
 

Micronewton Millinewton

Reconfiguration/resizing 
of the interferometer

Rotation of the 
interferometer

Overview of Darwin in-orbit 
micropropulsion manoeuvres

Thrust level

Formation deployment 
and failure recovery
Orbit maintenance 

manoeuvres

Precision-pointing (e.g. 
during fringe acquisition)

Optical path difference 
(OPD) control during 

scientific observations

 
Table 1 - Overview of expected in-orbit manoeuvres for DARWIN 

Reconfiguration/resizing is performed in order to adjust the resolution of the interferometer when a new 
star is to be targeted, and also during observation of a given star for obtaining data of different 
wavelengths (to be able to better characterize any orbiting planets around the target star). In a 
reconfiguration/resizing manoeuvre, the individual spacecraft in the formation are slewed and moved 
outwards/inwards with respect to the hub, depending on whether the formation is expanded or contracted. 
   Rotation is performed during observation of a star, in order to cover the whole possible orbit of target 
planets in the optical transmission map. Due to the characteristics of the transmission map, a 30° rotation 
is deemed adequate. 

4.4.2 SCIENCE-MODE OPERATIONS 
Once the spacecraft are properly in orbit around L2, planet detection operations will be performed 
according to a specified procedure, while high-resolution astrophysical imaging is a secondary option. 
These two kinds of operations will continue throughout the rest of the mission. 
   In order to detect a planet, the concept of “nulling interferometry” is used. Normally, the light from a 
star overpowers the light from any surrounding planets, thus making these virtually impossible to observe 
by visual means. With nulling interferometry though, the light from the target star is cancelled when 
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combined in the hub satellite. With the starlight reduced by many orders of magnitude, planets can be 
found. 
   Several revisits to target stars are necessary in order to confirm the existence of a planet. If a planet is 
actually found, the next step is to perform spectroscopy in order to analyse the optical signature of the 
planet. The purpose of this is to see whether oxygen, carbon dioxide and ozone exist in the atmosphere, 
something that strongly suggests the presence of life (as we know it). 

4.4.2.1 Planet Detection Operations 
The planet detection operations that are executed for each observed star are listed below: 
 

 Acquisition of target star 
The formation is configured in order to point towards the desired star, as described in section 
3.6. The time consumption and delta-v for reconfiguration depends on thrust level and the 
distance to be travelled. This will be investigated in section 5.3.4.3, Reconfiguration/Resizing.  

 
 Fringe acquisition (maximum 40 minutes) 

Once the desired formation configuration is acquired, micronewton thrusters perform fine-
pointing manoeuvres, improving the position of the spacecraft further. When the optical fringes 
are stable and accurate within 5 nm, observations can begin. 
 

 Nulling interferometry (10-30 hours) 
The light from the target star is suppressed, making observations of any orbiting planets in the 
habitable zone possible. Due to the very weak planet signal-to-noise ratio, the integration time is 
long. 
 

 Rotation for the covering of the entire orbit 
The time consumption and delta-v for rotation manoeuvres depends on the thrust level and the 
array diameter. This will be investigated section 5.3.4.4. 
 

Several revisits to observed stars are anticipated, to acquire enough data about detected planets to be able 
to characterize them in terms of mass, orbital parameters, atmospheric composition and temperature. 
Revisits are also required since the planet can “hide” behind or in front of the star, where it cannot be 
detected. The mission standard is 3-6 revisits, in this report we will assume an average of 4 revisits. 
   Performing spectroscopy in order to characterise the atmosphere on discovered planets will be a very 
time-consuming operation. The maximum duration is estimated to be about 20 days, while the average is 
approximated to 150 hours. Spectroscopy will nevertheless probably be done only on a limited amount of 
planets (depending on the number of Earth-like planets found). 

4.4.2.2 Astrophysical Imaging 
As a complement to the primary activity of planet detection, astrophysical imaging could be performed. 
The aim of the imaging operations would be to perform astrophysical imaging at spatial resolutions 2-3 
orders of magnitude higher than foreseen on the James Webb Space Telescope. This allows for very 
detailed pictures of various celestial objects. 
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5. DARWIN MICROPROPULSION REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 Summary of Thruster Constraints 
Micronewton manoeuvres are required for fine pointing and optical path difference (OPD) control 
during science operations (section 4.4.1), while millinewton thrust levels are needed for coarse 
manoeuvres such as reconfigurations and rotations (section 4.4.1). 
   The precision-pointing propulsion system should be able to provide proportional thrust in the range 
from 1 µN to at least 100 µN (ideally to at least 150 µN), with a thrust noise level less than 1.65 µN/Hz 
for thrust levels below 100 µN. Coarse manoeuvres will require maximum thrust levels of 1 mN or 
more, in order to be able to reconfigure the spacecraft position within reasonable time frames. The 
thrust noise and accuracy requirements are not as stringent for the coarse manoeuvres as for the 
precision pointing, since their main purpose is to reorient and reconfigure the spacecraft as fast as 
possible, in order to maximise science observation time. Still, the requirements are strict enough to rule 
out the use of reaction wheels for attitude control. A reasonable degree of precision is also necessary in 
order to enable smooth transitions from the coarse system to the micronewton system. 
   The above mentioned requirements should be seen as constraints that have to be met in order for the 
mission to be able to reach its scientific goals. The numbers are preliminary figures, possibly subject to 
future revisions. Basic constraints for the micronewton (precision pointing) and millinewton (coarse) 
systems are given below in Table 2. 
 

Micropropulsion 
requirements

µN (precision-
pointing)

mN (coarse 
manoeuvres)

Proportional thrust control required preferred
Minimum thrust level 0.5 - 3 µN ~ 0.5 mN*

Maximum thrust level 100 µN > 1 mN
Thrust resolution < 3 µN ~ 0.5 mN*

Thrust accuracy < 0.5 µN < 0.5 mN
Maximum thrust noise 1.65 µN / √Hz N/A*

*No stringent requirements have yet been defined  
Table 2 – Basic requirements for the fine and coarse micropropulsion systems 

5.2 Number of Thrusters 
In order to satisfy the demands for both coarse and fine-pointing manoeuvres, either two separate 
propulsion systems or a multipurpose (µN and mN) micropropulsion system needs to be employed. In 
any case, the requirement calls for attitude and position control for all 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), i.e. 
3 translations and 3 rotations. According to a previous DARWIN study, the minimum number of 
thrusters required for obtaining full control for both translations and rotations is 8. Yet this requires that 
all thrusters be placed in the same plane as the TF centre of mass (in order to avoid inducing 
disturbance torques), as shown in Figure 8 below. 
 

 
Figure 8 - Accomodation of 8 thrusters on each TF (from previous DARWIN study) 
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The arrows point towards the direction of the expelled propellant, opposite to the force directions. All 
thrusters are in the plane (C, X, Y), where C is the satellite centre of mass. An example of the thrusting 
strategy with this configuration is that to achieve a maximum thrust in the x-direction, thrusters 2, 4, 6 
and 8 are fired simultaneously. 
   If it is not possible to place all thrusters in the same plane as C, the minimum number of required 
thrusters increases to 12 (2 thrusters for each degree of freedom). Being conservative, we assume this 
to be the case, i.e. all spacecraft will be equipped with 12 nominal and 12 redundant thrusters for both 
precision-pointing and coarse manoeuvres. This adds to a total of 48 thrusters, implying that significant 
amounts of mass and volume can be saved if a single propulsion system is able to satisfy both the µN 
and mN requirements.  

5.3 Delta-v Calculations 

5.3.1 OVERVIEW 
The estimated “fix” delta-v requirements per spacecraft for the 5-year mission are summarised as: 
 

Manoeuvre Delta-v (m/s) Applicable section
Deployment stabilisation 0.1 4.2

Mid-course orbit correction 3 4.3
Station-keeping 12.5 4.4.1

Delta-v requirements per spacecraft

 
Table 3 - Estimated "fix" delta-v requirements per spacecraft 

The above figures add to a total delta-v of 15.6 m/s per spacecraft for a 5-year mission. This constitutes 
most likely only a small part of the total mission delta-v, and the major contributions are anticipated to 
come from the in-orbit observation-related manoeuvres described in section 4.4.2.1, Planet Detection 
Operations. Rough delta-v calculations of these manoeuvres are performed in the following sections, 
divided in micronewton and millinewton manoeuvres. 

5.3.2 LIMITATIONS 
The calculations made in the following sections are highly simplified, and consider only the telescope 
flyers. The reason why the focus is on the TF spacecraft is that there are six of them, as against only 
one beam combiner and one master satellite, and that there are very high requirements for their position 
(relative to each other and the hub). Hence it seems logical to begin focusing on the attitude and 
position control of the TF, and then, in future studies, to evaluate the feasibility of applying the same 
propulsion system onto the hub and the master spacecraft. 
   The calculations are based on standard DARWIN mission data, and a number of assumptions are 
made in order to attempt creating an average mission scenario. The main intent of the delta-v 
calculations in the following sections is to perform a first analysis, giving an idea of the magnitude of 
the DARWIN delta-v requirements and to illustrate the dependence of thrust level and number of target 
stars.  

5.3.3 DELTA-V FOR PRECISION POINTING MANOEUVRES 

5.3.3.1 Assumptions 
At this early phase of the DARWIN mission, it is difficult to make accurate predictions for the required 
thrust level for fine pointing and for the total duration of observations. Here we will be satisfied with 
the somewhat arbitrary assumption that observations will constitute 50% of the mission lifetime, 2.5 
years out of the 5-year mission. During observations, we assume that micronewton thrusters are 
continuously fired at an average total thrust level of 100 µN for keeping each TF steady during 
observations. This number is derived from previous simulations where the 8-thruster configuration 
described in section 5.2 was used. An average root mean square (rms) thrust of 12.36 µN per thruster 
was calculated, adding to roughly 100 µN for 8 thrusters. We here assume that the total required thrust 
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is the same for a configuration of 12 microthrusters as for an 8-thruster architecture (in reality, it might 
actually be lower due to more efficient thruster vectoring using more thrusters, see section 5.3.4.1). 

5.3.3.2 Calculations 
We first calculate the total impulse, which is a key figure for lifetime assessments. An average thrust of 
100 µN during 2.5 years adds to a total impulse of roughly 8,000 Ns, or 660 Ns per thruster (assuming 
12 thrusters): 
 
 7889)24.365246060(5.210100 6 =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ −  Ns. 

Equation 11 - Total impulse for precision-pointing 

In order to translate the precision pointing thrust into a delta-v budget per spacecraft, the following data 
is used: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
According to the second law of Newton (NII), the acceleration can be rewritten as 
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By integrating with respect to time on both sides, we obtain the total delta-v for continuous thrusting: 
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Equation 12 - Delta-v for 2.5 years as a factor of thrust and spacecraft mass 

Inserting numbers, we get: 
 

78.15
500

)24.365246060(5.210100 6

5.2 =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=
−

yrsv  m/s. 

Equation 13 - Delta-v for 2.5 years of constant 100 µN thrust 

Now, the thrust vector efficiency of 80% mentioned in section 5.3.4.1 has to be taken into account, as 
well as a typical delta-v margin of safety of 100%. Implementing this, the total delta-v from precision 
pointing manoeuvres is found to be almost 40 m/s: 
 

45.39
8.0

1278.155.2 =⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅=yrsv  m/s. 

Equation 14 Delta-v for 2.5 years continuous precision pointing, including margin of 
safety and thrust vector inefficiency 

Data 
Telescope spacecraft mass: 500 kg 

 
Assumptions 
Total observation time: 2.5 years 
Total continuous thrust during observations: 100 µN (per spacecraft) 
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5.3.3.3 Results 

5.3.3.3.1 TOTAL IMPULSE 

The total impulse for the precision-pointing micronewton manoeuvres has been calculated to about 
8,000 Ns, which means 660 Ns per thruster if 12 thrusters are used. This figure is an important lifetime 
requirement for the micronewton propulsion system.  

5.3.3.3.2 DELTA-V 

The total mission delta-v requirements for the continuous precision pointing during observations are 
about 40 m/s per telescope flyer. 

5.3.4 DELTA-V FOR COARSE MANOEUVRES 

5.3.4.1 Thrust Vectoring 
The maximum net thrust, |F|max, in a given direction is often lower than the total thruster output. This is 
due to inefficiencies in the thrust vectoring, called cosine-losses. An approach suggested by Ankersen41 
is to assume that on average, |F|max is approximately 80% of the total produced thrust. Lower figures 
around 60% have been calculated in a previous study for DARWIN, with the thruster configuration 
described in section 5.2 and shown in Figure 8. In this architecture, the total force capacity per TF axis 
with 4 thrusters firing simultaneously is 4/√3*Fmax: 
 

maxmax 3.2
3

4 FFF ⋅≈⋅= . 

Equation 15 - Force capacity per TF axis (4 thruster simultaneously fired) 

Hence the net thrust from each thruster is 1/√3*Fmax, or roughly 60% of the actual produced thrust. 
Similarly according to the same study, the torque capacity per TF axis can be expressed as 
 

maxmax 3.2
3

4 FaFaT ⋅⋅≈⋅⋅= *, 

Equation 16 - Torque capacity per TF axis (4 thruster simultaneously fired) 

where a~1 m is the distance from the thrust application points to the TF centre of mass (the moment 
arm). Also here, firing 4 thrusters simultaneously produces the thrust. The conclusion for this thruster 
configuration is that when calculating the Isp and translating it into a propellant budget, one should 
include a correction of 1/√3 (~0.6) to account for the projection factor of the thrust vector on the TF 
axes. 
   Since we decided in section 5.2 to assume the more conservative scenario with 12 thrusters instead of 
only 8, it is likely that the increased number of thrusters will allow for a more efficient thrust vectoring. 
Because of this, we adopt the approach of ~80% thrust efficiency. 

5.3.4.2 Limitations 
For simplicity, the “thrust” in the coarse manoeuvre calculations below refers to the net thrust in the 
specific direction, and not to the actual total produced thrust (according to section 5.3.4.1, Thrust 
Vectoring). Hence it is assumed that the actual produced thrust is about 25% higher (1/0.8), e.g. 6.25 
mN for a 5 mN net thrust level in a given direction. This will be implemented in the final delta-v 
calculations (section 5.3.4.6). 
   No delta-v calculations will be made for slew manoeuvres/attitude control, since the delta-v 
requirements are assumed to be small compared to the reconfigurations and rotations. Because of this, 
the delta-v for slew manoeuvres should be investigated in future studies. 
                                                           
* Except around the telescope’s line of sight, where the torque is twice as great. 
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5.3.4.3 Reconfiguration/Resizing 

5.3.4.3.1 OVERVIEW 

As described in section 4.4.1.2, reconfiguration of the telescope flyers and beam combiner is done 
whenever a new star is to be targeted, and also during observation of a given star in order to obtain data 
from different wavelengths (for better characterization of any orbiting planets around the target star). 
The formation plane is moved into a position perpendicular to the target, and the formation is adjusted 
in size in order to match the telescope optical attributes with the characteristics of the star, e.g. size and 
distance. 

5.3.4.3.2 BACKGROUND FOR CALCULATIONS 

5.3.4.3.2.1 Maximum deceleration distance 

For the reconfiguration manoeuvres, we assume constant acceleration to some reasonable cruise 
velocity, eventually followed by a constant deceleration. It is important that the cruise velocity is not 
too high, since it should permit quick deceleration of the spacecraft in case of a contingency. If for 
instance a spacecraft loses control and drifts towards another, a stop will be necessary within a 
relatively short distance in order to avoid collision. With the minimum distance between the spacecraft 
sunshields being roughly 12 m, a sound choice of maximum stop distance dstop seem to be 10 m. 
Smaller stop distances, e.g. 5 m would lead to lower cruise velocities or the demand for higher thrust 
levels, and are because of this not preferred. 

5.3.4.3.2.2 Velocity profile 

We assume a velocity-profile where the thrusters will accelerate the spacecraft during the first 10% of 
the manoeuvre duration, after which the spacecraft will cruise at a constant velocity for another 80%, 
and finally decelerate during the last 10% of the time. Compared with a so-called “bang-bang” profile 
where a constant acceleration is followed immediately by a constant deceleration, the “10% velocity 
profile” is more propellant efficient (has a lower delta-v), and allows for faster stopping of the 
spacecraft. The drawback is that this scheme leads to slower manoeuvres. An illustration of the two 
velocity profiles is given below in Figure 9: 
 

  
Figure 9 - (left) Assumed velocity profile, (right) "Bang-bang" velocity profile 

5.3.4.3.2.3 Maximum allowed cruise velocity and corresponding delta-v 

From the 10 m deceleration distance discussed in section 5.3.4.3.2.1 we can calculate the maximum 
cruise velocity, given a certain maximum thrust capacity. Since the deceleration is constant, the 
distance travelled during the deceleration is given by 

 
2

0 2
1

decdecdec tatvs ⋅+⋅= , 

Equation 17 - Distance travelled during constant deceleration 

where in this case sdec denotes the 10 m deceleration distance, v0 is the cruise velocity, tdec is the 
deceleration time and a is the magnitude of the deceleration.  
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The velocity during the constant deceleration is defined as 
 

dectavv ⋅+= 0 , 

Equation 18 - Velocity during constant deceleration 

where v is the final velocity, v0 is the initial velocity (in this case the cruise velocity), a is the constant 
deceleration and tdec is the duration of the deceleration. Since our final velocity after stopping will be 
zero, Equation 18 becomes 
 

 
a
v

ttavtav decdecdec
0

000 −=⇔⋅−=⇔⋅+= . 

Equation 19 – The duration of a deceleration manoeuvre 

Now, substituting Equation 19 into Equation 17, we obtain: 
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Equation 20 - Distance travelled during deceleration to zero velocity 

Since the acceleration is “negative”, i.e. in the opposite direction of the motion (deceleration), the 
minus sign in Equation 20 will cancel. 
   Using The Second Law of Newton (NII) and rearranging, we acquire the maximum allowed cruise 
velocity as a function of deceleration distance, thrust capacity, and spacecraft mass: 
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Equation 21 - The maximum allowed cruise velocity as a function of thrust capacity,  
maximum deceleration distance and spacecraft mass 

For simplicity, we approximate the TF mass to 500 kg (section 3.2). A table with cruise velocity and 
delta-v as a function of thrust capacity can now be created, where the delta-v simply is calculated as 
twice the cruise velocity (see the velocity profile to the left in Figure 9): 
 

Maximum 
thrust 

capacity

Cruise 
velocity 
(mm/s)

Delta-v 
(mm/s)

150 µN 2.5 4.9
0.5 mN 4.5 8.9
1 mN 6.3 12.6
5 mN 14.1 28.3
10 mN 20.0 40.0
50 mN 44.7 89.4  

Table 4 - The maximum allowed cruise velocity and corresponding delta-v 

5.3.4.3.2.4 Reconfiguration Distance 

The “worst-case” resizing that may be conducted is a transfer between the maximum baseline of 500 m 
and the minimum baseline of 50 m. This would mean moving each spacecraft inwards (or outwards) 
with respect to the beam combiner for a 225 m distance, according to Equation 22 and Figure 10 
below: 
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 225
2

50500 =−
m. 

Equation 22 - Worst-case resizing distance 

 

 
Figure 10 - Resizing between the two extreme array baselines, 50 m and 500 m 

Such extreme resize manoeuvres are likely to be rare events, since it is more propellant efficient to 
perform smaller “stepwise” transfers when changing from one target star to another. Since it seems a 
majority of the target stars will require short array baselines of about 50 m (according to the 
preliminary DARWIN-list of target stars, Kaltenegger43), the best strategy might be to start by 
observing all target stars of the 50 m baseline, then expand the array to the next applicable size and so 
on. Hence the average transfer distance is likely to be much shorter than the 225 m maximum, probably 
not more than 25-50 m including the “wavelength-resizing” during star observation that was described 
in section 4.4.1.2, Summary of in-orbit manoeuvres. 
   Since the DARWIN high-resolution astrophysical imaging will nonetheless require relatively large 
array baselines; the average resizing distance will most likely be longer. To be conservative, we 
therefore assume an average reconfiguration of 100 m in this report. Nevertheless, for completeness, 
we will also briefly investigate the transfer time and delta-v of three other reconfiguration distances: 25 
m, 50 m and 225 m. 

5.3.4.3.2.5 Summary of calculation input 

We summarize the input used for the reconfiguration/resizing calculations in the box below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.3.4.3.3 MINIMUM DURATION OF RECONFIGURATION MANOEUVRES 

In order to obtain an expression for the total time of a reconfiguration manoeuvre, we start by deriving 
two equations for the thrust. Since we assume both a linear acceleration and a linear deceleration 
during 10% of the manoeuvre time, the required thrust for the acceleration/deceleration can be 
calculated using Equation 19 combined with NII: 

Data 
Telescope spacecraft mass = 500 kg 
 
Assumptions 
Maximum deceleration distance = 10 m 
Average reconfiguration distance = 100 m 
Velocity profile: 

• Constant acceleration during first 10% of the manoeuvre duration 
• Constant speed during 80% of the manoeuvre duration 
• Constant deceleration during the last 10% of the manoeuvre duration 
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Equation 23 - Thrust required for the acceleration/deceleration (as a function of cruise 
velocity, spacecraft mass and total manoeuvre time) 

Another expression for the thrust can be derived from Equation 17; since the distance travelled during 
the linear acceleration is equal to the distance travelled during the linear deceleration (due to identical 
amounts of time and velocity changes): 
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Equation 24 - Thrust required for acceleration/deceleration (as a function of acceleration 
distance, spacecraft mass and total manoeuvre time) 

The acceleration distance can also be written as  
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Equation 25 - The acceleration distance (as a function of total manoeuvre distance, 
cruise velocity and total manoeuvre duration) 

which inserted into Equation 24 yields 
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Equation 26 - Thrust required for acceleration/deceleration (as a function of total 
manoeuvre distance, cruise velocity, total duration of manoeuvre and spacecraft mass) 

Now, the total manoeuvre duration can be obtained by combining Equation 23 with Equation 26: 
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Equation 27 - Total time of manoeuvre (as a function of total manoeuvre distance and 
cruise velocity) 
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A table with the minimum manoeuvre times as functions of the maximum allowed cruise velocities can 
be created using Equation 27 together with Table 4: 
 

25 50 100 225
150 µN 2.5 3.2 6.3 12.6 28.3
0.5 mN 4.5 1.7 3.5 6.9 15.5
1 mN 6.3 1.2 2.4 4.9 11.0
5 mN 14.1 0.6 1.1 2.2 4.9
10 mN 20.0 0.4 0.8 1.5 3.5
50 mN 44.7 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.6

Reconfiguration distance (m)

Minimum reconfiguration time (hours)

Thrust 
level

Maximum 
allowed cruise 
velocity (mm/s)

 
Table 5 - Reconfiguration time (as a function of maximum allowed velocity and 
reconfiguration distance) 

5.3.4.3.4 OBTAINABLE CRUISE VELOCITY 

We will now investigate whether the maximum cruise velocities calculated in section 5.3.4.3.2.3 and 
listed in Table 4 are actually obtainable with the assumed velocity profile, thrust capacity, spacecraft 
mass and reconfiguration distance. 
   Using Equation 24 in combination with Equation 27, the cruise velocity reached after a given 
acceleration time with a certain thrust level can be written as 
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Equation 28 - The maximum obtainable cruise velocity for a 10% acceleration time with 
a given thrust level, total manoeuvre distance, acceleration distance and spacecraft mass 

By combining Equation 25 with Equation 27, an expression for the acceleration distance can be 
derived: 
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Equation 29 - Acceleration distance (as a function of total manoeuvre distance) 
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Substituting Equation 29 into Equation 28 yields 
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Equation 30 - The obtainable cruise velocity (as a function of thrust, total manoeuvre 
distance and spacecraft mass) 

Equation 30 can be used to create a table with the actual obtainable cruise velocity as a function of 
thrust level and manoeuvre distance, applying the same assumptions for velocity profile and telescope 
flyer mass as described in section 5.3.4.3.2.5. For comparison, Table 4 with the maximum allowed 
cruise velocity and corresponding delta-v is implemented: 
 

25 50 100 225
150 µN 0.9 1.3 1.8 2.7 2.5
0.5 mN 1.7 2.4 3.3 5.0 4.5
1 mN 2.4 3.3 4.7 7.1 6.3
5 mN 5.3 7.5 10.5 15.8 14.1
10 mN 7.5 10.5 14.9 22.4 20.0
50 mN 16.7 23.6 33.3 50.0 44.7

Ob/Max* 0.37 0.53 0.75 1.12
*Ratio of the Obtainable velocity and Max. allowed velocity

Maximum 
allowed cruise 
velocity (mm/s)

Actual obtainable cruise velocity (mm/s)
Reconfiguration distance (m)Thrust 

level

 
Table 6 - Actual obtainable cruise velocity  

From Table 6 we see that the obtainable cruise velocity is lower than the maximum limit except for 
very long reconfiguration distances. This is due to the fact that a 10% acceleration time is in most cases 
not sufficient to make the spacecraft reach the maximum allowed velocity. For long reconfiguration 
manoeuvres where the maximum allowed velocity possibly could be exceeded, it is recommended not 
to violate the limit (see section 5.3.4.3.2.3, Maximum allowed cruise velocity and corresponding delta-
v). 

5.3.4.3.5 ACTUAL DURATION OF RECONFIGURATION MANOEUVRES 

The actual manoeuvre times from the obtainable cruise velocities are calculated using Table 6 together 
with Equation 27, and presented below in Table 7. In the bottom of the table, a comparison is made 
between the obtainable manoeuvre times and the minimum reconfiguration times from Table 5. 
 

25 50 100 225
150 µN 8.5 12.0 16.9 25.3
0.5 mN 4.6 6.5 9.3 13.9
1 mN 3.3 4.6 6.6 9.8
5 mN 1.5 2.1 2.9 4.4

10 mN 1.0 1.5 2.1 3.1
50 mN 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.4
Ob/Min* 2.7 1.9 1.3 0.9

Reconfiguration distance (m)

Actual obtainable reconfiguration 
time (hours)

Thrust 
level

*The ratio of the Obtainable rec. time and the 
Min. rec. time  
Table 7 – The actual obtainable reconfiguration time (hours) for different thrust levels 
and reconfiguration distances 
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5.3.4.3.6 DELTA-V FOR RECONFIGURATION MANOEUVRES 

The total delta-v for a reconfiguration manoeuvre is the sum of the velocity increment from 
accelerating and the velocity decrement from decelerating (see velocity profile in Figure 9): 
 
 cruvv ⋅=∆ 2 . 

Equation 31 - Delta-v for “symmetrical” manoeuvre (equal acceleration and 
deceleration) 

Based on the actual obtainable cruise velocities in Table 6, we can create a matrix with the delta-v for 
different reconfiguration distances: 
 

25 50 100 225
150 µN 1.8 2.6 3.7 5.5
0.5 mN 3.3 4.7 6.7 10.0
1 mN 4.7 6.7 9.4 14.1
5 mN 10.5 14.9 21.1 31.6

10 mN 14.9 21.1 29.8 44.7
50 mN 33.3 47.1 66.7 100.0

Reconfiguration delta-v (mm/s)
Reconfiguration distance (m)Thrust 

level

 
Table 8 - Delta-v for reconfiguration manoeuvres, based on the actual obtainable cruise 
velocity 

5.3.4.4 Rotation of the Array 

5.3.4.4.1 OVERVIEW 

During array rotations, the motion of each individual spacecraft is comprised of three components, a 
tangential component, a centripetal (normal) component and an attitude rotation component (Figure 
11). 
 

 
Figure 11 – Illustration of motion components during array rotations 

When the spacecraft are moved circularly during rotation of the array, the centrifugal acceleration away 
from the centre of the motion must be counteracted by a centripetal acceleration towards the centre of 
the motion. In addition, the telescope flyers must be rotated individually to keep their transfer optics 
pointed at the receiver of the beam combiner spacecraft. The delta-v contribution from the spacecraft 
attitude rotation is nevertheless neglected here, since it is assumed to be small in comparison with the 
delta-v from the centripetal and tangential acceleration (see section 5.3.4.2, Limitations). 

5.3.4.4.2 BACKGROUND TO CALCULATIONS 

5.3.4.4.2.1 Size of the Spacecraft Array 

As described in section 3.6, the array baseline is defined as the diameter of the array of spacecraft and 
it can vary between 50-500 m (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 – DARWIN formation configuration 

Observing closely located target stars requires a small baseline, and since it according to Kaltenegger43 
seems probable that a majority of the target stars will be relatively nearby our own solar system, the 
average array baseline will most likely be close to 50 m. Nevertheless, for comparison, three additional 
baselines are also investigated: 100 m, 200 m, and the maximum baseline of 500 m. 
   Since a baseline smaller than 50 m will increase the risk of collisions between the spacecraft, this 
might not be advisable. 

5.3.4.4.2.2 Maximum allowed angular velocity 

The centripetal acceleration of a circularly moving object is given by 
 

 
r

va T
c
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= , 

Equation 32 – Centripetal acceleration of circularly moving object 

where ac = Centripetal (normal) acceleration towards the centre of the motion (m/s2) 
vT = Tangential velocity (m/s) 
r = Distance to the centre of the motion (in this case the radius of the formation (m) 

 
Combining Equation 32 with NII leads to 
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Equation 33 – Centripetal force for circular acceleration of an object with mass m 

which can be rewritten as 
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Equation 34 - Velocity of circularly moving object 

where vT = Velocity of the circularly moving object (m/s) 
 Fc = Thrust towards the centre of motion (N) 
 r = Distance to the centre of the motion (in this case the radius of the formation (m) 
 m = Mass of object (kg). 
 
The angular velocity for a circular motion, ω, is defined as 
 

 
r

vT=ω , 

Equation 35 - Angular velocity (as a function of tangential velocity and radius of motion) 

which combined with Equation 34 yields 
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Equation 36 - The angular velocity (as a function of centripetal thrust, mass of object 
and radius of motion) 

Equation 36 can in our case with the rotation of the telescope flyer array be used to obtain the 
maximum allowed angular velocity where the thrusters are able to counteract the centrifugal 
acceleration, given a certain thrust level and array baseline. Using the input from section 5.3.4.4.2.5 
that the TF mass is 500 kg, Table 9 is obtained: 
 

25 50 100 250
150 µN 23 16 11 7
0.5 mN 41 29 21 13
1 mN 58 41 29 18
5 mN 130 92 65 41
10 mN 184 130 92 58
50 mN 413 292 206 130

Maximum allowed angular velocity (arcsec/s)
Maximum 

thrust 
capacity

Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)

 
Table 9 - Maximum allowed angular velocity 

Using Equation 35, we can create another table for the tangential velocities: 
 

25 50 100 250
150 µN 3 4 5 9
0.5 mN 5 7 10 16
1 mN 7 10 14 22
5 mN 16 22 32 50

10 mN 22 32 45 71
50 mN 50 71 100 158

Maximum allowed tangential velocity (mm/s)
Maximum 

thrust 
capacity

Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)

 
Table 10 - Maximum allowed tangential velocity 

5.3.4.4.2.3 Velocity profile 

The same velocity profile used in section 5.3.4.3.2.2 for the reconfiguration manoeuvres will be used 
for the angular velocity of the array rotations, i.e. acceleration during 10% of the manoeuvre duration, 
followed by 80% cruise at constant speed and deceleration during the last 10% of the manoeuvre 
duration. From this it follows that the distance travelled during the linear acceleration is equal to the 
distance travelled during the linear deceleration (due to identical amounts of time and velocity 
changes). 
 

decacctotdecacc ssttt =⇒⋅== 1.0  

Equation 37 – Conditions for the duration and distance of accelerations (and 
decelerations) 

5.3.4.4.2.4 Manoeuvre Distance of Array Rotations 

The distance to be travelled by each spacecraft during an array rotation can be calculated as a function 
of the array baseline, according to 
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θ∆⋅= rs , 

Equation 38 - Distance travelled during circular motion (m) 

where ∆θ denotes the angle travelled during the circular manoeuvre (see Figure 13 below). As 
mentioned in section 4.4.1.2, a rotation of 30° is deemed adequate due to the characteristics of the 
transmission map. 
 

 
Figure 13 - Spacecraft rotation of 30 degrees 

For a 30° rotation, the distance is then calculated from Equation 38 as: 
 

6180
30 rsrs rotrot

⋅=⇔⋅⋅= ππ
 

Equation 39 - Distance for a 30° rotation (as a function of the circle radius) 

5.3.4.4.2.5 Summary of Input 

The input used for the array rotation calculations is summarised as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.3.4.4.3 MINIMUM DURATION OF ARRAY ROTATION 

For the angular distance and velocity during constant acceleration, similar equations apply as for the 
case of reconfiguration manoeuvres in Equation 17 and Equation 18: 
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Equation 40 - Equations for angular distance and angular velocity 

Here, θ denotes the angular distance and α is the angular acceleration. Since the angular acceleration 
can be written as 

Data 
Telescope spacecraft mass = 500 kg 
 
Assumptions 
∆θ for array rotation = 30° 
Average baseline = 50 m  
Velocity profile: 

• Constant acceleration during first 10% of the manoeuvre duration 
• Constant speed during 80% of the manoeuvre duration 
• Constant deceleration during the last 10% of the manoeuvre duration 
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r
aT=α , 

Equation 41 - Angular acceleration, as a function of tangential acceleration and circle 
radius 

 
the formulae in Equation 40 appear as the follows when Equation 38 is substituted: 
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Equation 42 - Acceleration time (m), and angular velocity (rad/s) 

In order to obtain the minimum time of the array rotation (as a function of maximum allowed angular 
velocity), we will use the same strategy as was employed in section 5.3.4.3.3. Two expressions for the 
tangential thrust will be derived, and then combined to acquire the array rotation duration. 
   Since the deceleration ends when ω=0, Equation 42 can be simplified as: 
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Equation 43 - Deceleration time (final angular velocity = 0) 

Now, combining Equation 43 with Equation 37, the tangential thrust can be written as a function of 
angular velocity, formation radius, spacecraft mass and total manoeuvre time: 
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Equation 44 - Tangential thrust (as a function of angular velocity, formation radius, 
spacecraft mass and total manoeuvre time) 

Another formula for the tangential thrust can be obtained from Equation 42: 
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Equation 45 - Tangential thrust (as a function of deceleration distance, spacecraft mass 
and total manoeuvre time) 

The deceleration distance is acquired in a similar fashion as in section 5.3.4.3.3: 
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Equation 46 - The acceleration distance (as a function of total manoeuvre distance, 
angular velocity and duration of manoeuvre) 
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Inserting this into Equation 45 yields: 
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Equation 47 - The tangential thrust (as a function of spacecraft mass, total manoeuvre 
distance, angular cruise velocity and duration of manoeuvre) 

An equation system with Equation 47 and Equation 44 can be established for obtaining the total array 
rotation duration: 
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Equation 48 - The total duration of an array rotation (s) 

For a 30° rotation of the array, a table of rotation times as a function of formation baseline can be 
obtained using the maximum allowed angular velocities from Table 9: 
 

25 50 100 250
150 µN 10.1 16.2 24.6 40.7
0.5 mN 5.5 8.9 13.5 22.3
1 mN 3.9 6.3 9.5 15.8
5 mN 1.7 2.8 4.3 7.0

10 mN 1.2 2.0 3.0 5.0
50 mN 0.6 0.9 1.3 2.2

Minimum array rotation duration (hours)
Maximum 

thrust 
capacity

Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)

 
Table 11 - Minimum duration of array rotations 

5.3.4.4.4 OBTAINABLE ANGULAR VELOCITY 

Similar to what was done in section 5.3.4.3.4 for the reconfigurations; we will investigate whether the 
maximum allowed angular velocities in Table 9 are actually obtainable with the assumed velocity 
profile, corresponding acceleration distances and thrust capacity. 
   Using Equation 45 for the tangential thrust, and substituting Equation 46 for the 
deceleration/acceleration distance, Equation 48 for the total duration of the array rotation and Equation 
38 for the distance travelled during the angular motion, we get: 
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Equation 49 - Actual obtainable angular velocity 

A table of the actual obtainable angular velocity as a function of thrust and formation radius is created, 
based on Equation 49 and section 5.3.4.4.2.5, Summary of Input: 
 

25 50 100 250
150 µN 14 11 8 5
0.5 mN 26 20 14 9
1 mN 37 28 20 13
5 mN 82 62 45 29
10 mN 116 88 64 42
50 mN 260 196 144 93

Ob/Max* 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.71
*Ratio of the Obtainable velocity and Max. allowed velocity

Actual obtainable angular velocity (arcsec/s)

Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)
Maximum 

thrust 
capacity

 
Table 12 - Actual obtainable angular velocity 

Using Equation 35, we can translate the angular velocities into tangential velocities: 
 

25 50 100 250
150 µN 1.7 2.6 3.8 6.2
0.5 mN 3.1 4.7 7.0 11.3
1 mN 4.5 6.7 9.8 15.9
5 mN 10.0 15.0 22.0 35.6
10 mN 14.1 21.2 31.1 50.3
50 mN 31.5 47.5 69.6 112.6

Ob/Max* 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.71
*Ratio of the Obtainable velocity and Max. allowed velocity

Actual obtainable tangential velocity (mm/s)
Maximum 

thrust 
capacity

Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)

 
Table 13 - Actual obtainable tangential velocity 
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5.3.4.4.5 ACTUAL DURATION OF ARRAY ROTATIONS 

The actual duration of array rotations can now be calculated, using Equation 48 in combination with 
Table 12. The result is presented in Table 14 below: 
 

25 50 100 250
150 µN 16.0 24.1 35.3 57.1
0.5 mN 8.7 13.2 19.3 31.3
1 mN 6.2 9.3 13.7 22.1
5 mN 2.8 4.2 6.1 9.9
10 mN 2.0 3.0 4.3 7.0
50 mN 0.9 1.3 1.9 3.1

Ob/Min* 1.59 1.49 1.44 1.40
*Ratio of the Obtainable Rot. time and Mininimum Rot. Time

Actual obtainable array rotation time (hours)

Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)
Maximum 

thrust 
capacity

 
Table 14 - Actual obtainable array rotation duration 

5.3.4.4.6 DELTA-V FOR ARRAY ROTATIONS 

The delta-v from array rotations consists of three components, a tangential component, a centripetal 
(normal) component and an attitude rotation component. As mentioned in section 5.3.4.4.1, the delta-v 
contribution from the spacecraft attitude rotation is assumed to be small in comparison, and is therefore 
neglected in this study. 
   For the tangential component, the delta-v is calculated in a similar manner as was done for the 
reconfiguration manoeuvres in Equation 31, section 5.3.4.3.6. Here in the case of array rotation, it is 
obtained simply as twice the actual obtainable tangential cruise velocity, vT (see velocity profile in 
Figure 9). 
   The delta-v for the centripetal component is acquired by integrating the centripetal acceleration over 
the duration of the array rotation, using Equation 32: 
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Equation 50 - Delta-v from the centripetal acceleration 

Now, the total delta-v from array rotations (excluding the neglected attitude rotation component, see 
section 5.3.4.4.1) is calculated as the sum of the delta-v from the tangential and centripetal 
components: 
 

cTrot vvv ∆+∆=∆ . 

Equation 51 - Total delta-v from array rotations 

Using Table 13 for the actual obtainable tangential velocity and Table 14 for the array rotation 
duration, we can create a table of the array rotation delta-v: 
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25 50 100 250
150 µN 10 17 26 44
0.5 mN 19 31 48 80
1 mN 27 44 67 113
5 mN 59 98 151 252
10 mN 84 138 213 356
50 mN 188 309 476 796

Rot/Rec* 5.6 6.6 7.1 8.0

Array rotation delta-v (mm/s)
Thrust 
during 

rotation
Formation radius, i.e. baseline/2 (m)

*Ratio of the Array rotation delta-v and Reconfiguration 
delta-v  
Table 15 - Delta-v from array rotations 

From the ratio between rotation delta-v and reconfiguration delta-v, it seems the array rotations are 
more costly (in terms of delta-v). One way to reduce the delta-v consumption is to employ lower cruise 
velocities, which has to be traded off against longer array rotation durations. This should be further 
investigated in future studies, taking into account, e.g. how fast the rotations can be while still keeping 
the fringes locked (see “fringe acquisition”, section 4.4.2.1). 

5.3.4.4.7 BRIEF INVESTIGATION OF 180° AND 360° ROTATIONS 

According to recent input from observational preferences, it seems continuous slow rotations of several 
revolutions might be desired. Two scenarios will be used for briefly investigating the thrust and delta-v 
requirements of this, which are created from input for integration times and desired duration of the 
rotations. The results can be used as “building blocks”, for extrapolating if even more revolutions are 
desired. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Using Equation 48, we can calculate the required angular velocity given a certain array baseline, 
angular distance and duration of manoeuvre. A baseline of 50 m is assumed, as defined in section 
5.3.4.4.2.1. The corresponding required angular velocities are found to be: 

 
 
 
 
 

Assuming a 10% velocity profile (section 5.3.4.3.2.2), the required thrust levels for the tangential 
acceleration during 10% of the manoeuvre is calculated with Equation 49, and the required centripetal 
acceleration during the entire manoeuvre is acquired with Equation 33: 

 
 
 
 

 
These thrust levels seem reasonable, and could be met with 1 mN and 5 mN thrusters, respectively. 
   As described in section 5.3.4.4.6, the tangential delta-v component is calculated as twice the 
tangential cruise velocity. The centripetal delta-v is obtained using Equation 50: 
 

 
 

Case 1 
180° Rotation 
Duration = 24 hours 
 
Case 2 
360° Rotation 
Duration = 24 hours 

Case 1 (180°): ω = 0.2755 mrad/s = 56.82 arcsec/s => vT = 6.89 mm/s 
Case 2 (360): ω = 0.5509 mrad/s = 113.64 arcsec/s => vT = 13.77 mm/s 

Case 1 (180°): FT = 0.399 mN, Fc = 0.9487 mN 
Case 2 (360): FT = 0.797 mN, Fc = 3.79 mN

Case 1 (180°): ∆vT = 13.77 mm/s, ∆vc = 0.164 m/s => total ∆vrot = 0.178 m/s 
Case 2 (360): ∆vT = 27.54 mm/s, ∆vc = 0.655 m/s => total ∆vrot = 0.683 m/s 
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The values for total delta-v are much higher than what was calculated in Table 15, due to the long 
rotation durations with a continuous centripetal acceleration. A closer assessment of this is 
recommended for future studies, since the feasibility is unclear from these preliminary results. 

5.3.4.5 Total Delta-v from Reconfiguration and Array Rotation 
In order to acquire the total delta-v from the individual reconfiguration/rotation manoeuvres, the 
continuous operations procedure from section 4.4.2.1, Planet Detection Operations, is employed. 
Furthermore, some previously described assumptions for an average mission scenario will be used. 
They are presented in the box below, with their applicable sections in brackets:  
 

 
 
 
 
 

In accordance with section 4.4.2.1, one reconfiguration and one rotation manoeuvre is assumed to be 
required for each star observation. Based on this, we obtain the following expression for the delta-v 
required for the coarse manoeuvres assuming an average of 4 revisits to target stars: 
 

)(4/ recrotcoarse vvstarv ∆+∆⋅=∆ . 

Equation 52 - Average delta-v required per target star, assuming 4 revisits 

Now, the figures calculated for array rotation delta-v (Table 15) and reconfiguration delta-v (Table 8) 
are inserted into Equation 52. Multiplying by the number of stars to observe, we obtain the delta-v from 
coarse manoeuvres as a function of number of stars and thrust level. The number of target stars is likely 
to be around 150, although many more would of course be attractive. A main limitation seems to be 
imposed by the very long spectroscopy-times during observations.  
 

100 150 200 250 300 400 500
150 µN 6 8 11 14 17 22 28
0.5 mN 10 15 20 25 31 41 51
1 mN 14 22 29 36 43 58 72
5 mN 32 48 64 80 97 129 161
10 mN 46 68 91 114 137 182 228
50 mN 102 153 204 254 305 407 509

Number of stars
Delta-v for coarse manoeuvres (m/s)

Thrust 
level

 
Table 16 - Delta-v for coarse manoeuvres 

Looking at Table 16, it is important to realise that while a low thrust such as 150 µN leads to a very 
low delta-v, it ultimately also reduces the number of stars that can be observed due to slower 
manoeuvres. On the other hand, the use of relatively powerful thrusters (enabling quick manoeuvres) 
does not only lead to higher propellant consumption, it also increases the risk of spacecraft collisions. 
Hence moderate thrust levels of about 1-5 mN might be the most suitable choice. A closer assessment 
should nonetheless be made in future studies. 

5.3.4.6 Total Coarse Manoeuvres Delta-v 
In order to acquire the total coarse manoeuvre delta-v per spacecraft for the 5-year mission, the 
estimated “fix” delta-v requirements from Table 3 in section 5.3.1 needs to be added. Altogether, these 
contribute with another 15.6 m/s. In addition, the thrust vector efficiency of 80% mentioned in section 
5.3.4.1 has to be taken into account, as well as a typical delta-v margin of safety of 100%. 
   Table 16 is now updated in order to present the total delta-v requirements for the DARWIN coarse 
manoeuvres: 
 

Average reconfiguration distance = 100 m (5.3.4.3.2.4) 
Average formation baseline = 50 m (5.3.4.4.2.1) 
Average number of revisits to target stars = 4 (section 4.4.2.1)
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100 150 200 250 300 400 500
150 µN 53 60 67 74 81 95 109
0.5 mN 64 77 90 103 115 141 166
1 mN 75 93 111 129 147 183 219
5 mN 119 160 200 240 280 361 441
10 mN 153 210 267 323 380 494 608
50 mN 293 421 548 675 802 1057 1311

Number of stars
Total delta-v for coarse manoeuvres (m/s)

Thrust 
level

 
Table 17 - Total mission coarse manoeuvre delta-v per spacecraft 

5.3.5 TOTAL MISSION DELTA-V 
The total delta-v of the 5-year mission is obtained as the sum of the delta-v from precision pointing 
manoeuvres and coarse manoeuvres. Combining the results from Equation 14 in section 5.3.3.2 with 
Table 17 in section 5.3.4.6 yields a table where the delta-v is a function of the thrust level of the coarse 
manoeuvres and the number of stars: 
 

 

100 150 200 250 300 400 500
150 µN 92 99 106 113 120 134 148
0.5 mN 104 117 129 142 155 180 206
1 mN 114 132 150 168 186 222 258
5 mN 159 199 239 280 320 400 481
10 mN 192 249 306 363 420 534 647
50 mN 333 460 587 714 842 1096 1350

Number of stars
Total mission delta-v per telescope flyer (m/s)

Thrust 
level

 
Table 18 - Total mission delta-v, per spacecraft (s=100 m, r=30 m) 
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5.4 Propellant Calculations 
The delta-v figures from precision pointing (5.3.3) and coarse manoeuvres (5.3.4.6) can be translated 
into a propellant budget by Equation 10 from section 1.5, Propellant mass for delta-v: 
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where mp = Propellant mass (kg) 

m0 = Initial dry mass of the spacecraft (kg) 
∆V = Absolute velocity change (m/s) 
Isp = Specific impulse of propellant (s) 
g0 = 9.807 (m/s2). 

5.4.1 PRECISION POINTING PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 
We will use several values of Isp, in order to demonstrate the impact from the performance variations 
that exist between different propulsion systems. Using the delta-v figure calculated for the 
micronewton manoeuvres in Equation 14, section 5.3.3.2, the following table is obtained: 
 

Isp (s) mp (kg)
6000 0.3
3000 0.7
1500 1.3
300 6.7
100 19.7
50 38.7

Precision pointing 
propellant 

requirements

 
Table 19 - Total propellant consumption for precision pointing, per TF (kg) 

5.4.2 COARSE MANOEUVRE PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 
For the coarse manoeuvres we also use several values of Isp to demonstrate the impact from the 
variations that exist between different propulsion systems. In addition, the coarse manoeuvre thrust 
levels are varied. Using the delta-v figures from Table 17 in section 5.3.4.6 and assuming 150 observed 
stars (see section 5.3.4.5), the following table is obtained: 
 

150 µN 0.5 mN 1 mN 5 mN 10 mN 50 mN
6000 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.4 1.8 3.6
3000 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.7 3.6 7.1
1500 2.0 2.6 3.2 5.4 7.1 14.1
300 10.1 13.0 15.6 26.4 34.4 66.6
100 29.6 37.8 45.2 75.1 96.2 174.4
50 57.5 72.8 86.3 139.0 174.0 287.9

Coarse manoeuvre thrust level
Propellant required for coarse manoeuvres (kg)

Isp (s)

 
Table 20 - Total propellant consumption for coarse manoeuvres, per TF spacecraft (kg) 
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5.4.3 TOTAL MISSION PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 
The total propellant consumption of the 5-year mission is obtained as the sum of the propellant 
requirements from precision pointing manoeuvres (Table 19) and from coarse manoeuvres (Table 20). 

 

150 µN 0.5 mN 1 mN 5 mN 10 mN 50 mN
6000 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.7 2.1 3.9
3000 1.7 2.0 2.3 3.4 4.2 7.8
1500 3.4 4.0 4.5 6.7 8.4 15.4
300 16.7 19.6 22.2 33.1 41.1 73.3
100 49.3 57.5 64.9 94.8 116.0 194.1
50 96.2 111.4 125.0 177.6 212.6 326.6

Coarse manoeuvre thrust level
Total mission propellant requirements, per TF (kg)

Isp (s)

 
Table 21 - Total propellant requirements per TF spacecraft (kg) 

The figures in Table 21 do not include any propellant leakage, hence if gaseous (or liquid) propellants 
are used, leakage figures should be added to the propellant budget. 
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6. MICROPROPULSION TECHNOLOGIES 

6.1 Introduction 
With the increasing interest in small spacecraft applications, numerous propulsion technologies are 
presently being developed in order to meet the growing demand for high-performance micropropulsion 
systems. 
   This section presents an overview of existing and emerging propulsion technologies that could be used 
for microspacecraft missions. Some technologies are included in the study just for completeness, even 
though they might have poor performance characteristics, making them unsuitable for micropropulsion 
purposes. Others might have been left out, intentionally or unintentionally. The aim of this section is 
nevertheless to present the most promising micropropulsion technologies, and some not-so-promising 
propulsion technologies for comparison and completeness. 
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6.2 Cold Gas Microthrusters 

6.2.1 OVERVIEW 
Cold gas thrusters are known for their reliability and simplicity of operation. On the other hand, they are 
also known for their low performance, something that limits the usefulness of cold gas thrusters.  
   Presently several cold gas propulsion systems are being developed for microspacecraft applications, two 
of the most promising examples are the Polyflex microthrusters from U.K. and the MEMS-based Cold 
Gas Microthrusters (CGMT) by ACR in Sweden. The latter is presented in the section as an example for 
comparison of the feasibility of Cold Gas Microthrusters with other micropropulsion technologies. 
   It should be noted that both the ACR and Polyflex systems heat the gas before it is expelled in order to 
increase the Isp, in accordance with Equation 2 in section 1.1. Technically, this makes them resistojets. 
Nonetheless, due to historical reasons they are commonly referred to as cold gas thrusters, and this report 
has adopted that nomenclature. 

6.2.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
ACR Electronics in cooperation with the Ångström Space Technology Centre (ÅSTC) in Uppsala, 
Sweden, are developing an advanced system of cold gas microthrusters. These thrusters are built using 
Micro-Electromechanical Systems (MEMS) technology (see section 2.2). 
   The design is based on a highly integrated approach where all parts of the thruster system are fitted 
inside a small pod about the size of a golf ball. The diameter is 42.5 mm and the total mass is about 150 g 
(including a mounting bracket). In addition to four thrusters, the pod contains the gas handling unit, 
control electronics, filters and a dual CAN-bus interface. The propellant can be any non-corrosive gas, 
e.g. Nitrogen or Neon.  

6.2.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
Expelling the heated propellant gas through a nozzle produces the thrust. Thrust level is controlled with 
valves using phase-changing paraffin. Depending on the physical state (solid/liquid) of the paraffin, the 
valves can be controlled according to the principle that paraffin expands when it melts and contracts when 
it solidifies. With two different designs, the paraffin system can be used both for opening and closing of 
the valves. A big advantage with this design compared with more conventional valves is that it is not a 
major contributor to noise, since it does not involve any significant internal mass movements. 
   The four thrusters in the pod are mounted in orthogonal pairs of opposite thrusters. Since the net thrust 
is obtained as the difference between the thrust of each actuator, the minimum thrust obtainable is 
virtually zero. This opposite-mounting strategy also introduces a solution to the problem of continuous 
thrust from leakage, which normally constitutes a source of disturbances to the spacecraft. Since the 
valves never close completely, the small thrust from the opposite thrusters cancels out. In this way 
lifetime is also increased, because of reduced wear of the valve seats. 
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Figure 14 – Cold Gas Microthruster System block diagram [Courtesy of ACR] 

By using an analogue control signal for measuring the actual thrust delivered, indirect noise from 
parameter measurements are avoided. Instead, the force generated when the nozzle is activated is 
measured with high accuracy. This direct measurement also leads to a shorter response time. 

6.2.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Heating the propellant gas makes the specific impulse increase to values comparable to other 
micropropulsion systems. The ACR system is designed to increase the exhaust temperature by a factor of 
four, thus almost doubling the Isp from about 65 s to around 100-120 s. This is achieved through the use of 
several heater coils implemented in the gas channel, to increase the gas temperature from 300 K to 1200 
K. 
   The maximum thrust of the system is specified as 0.5-10 mN; with minimum thrust level between 1-5 
µN. At a thrust level of 500 µN, the propellant consumption will be less than 3 g/hour (assuming 
Nitrogen as propellant). The leakage rates are specified as 50 µg/s when the thrusters are activated but 
passive, and 5 µg/s when the main valve is closed. Power requirements are rather low, only a few watts 
are required at maximum thrust. 
   Based on the rough propellant calculations in section 5.4.3, the Cold Gas Microthrusters would have a 
propellant consumption of 95 kg for the 5-year mission∗. Leakage figures must nevertheless be added to 
this figure. 

Isp (s)
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 80-120c 1-5 µNc 0.5-5 mNc N/A
Typical

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Cold gas microthrusters

 
Table 22 - Cold Gas Microthruster performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.2.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
The ACR Cold Gas Microthrusters are intended to have a minimum thrust level of about 1-5 µN, with a 
correspondingly high resolution not exceeding a few micronewtons. Such low and accurate thrust has 
never before been achieved with cold gas thrusters, but calculations and simulations indicate that this 
highly miniaturised and MEMS-based propulsion system can meet the goals. 

                                                           
∗Assuming an Isp of 100 s and a coarse manoeuvre thrust level of 5 mN. 
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   Most other cold gas thruster systems have minimum thrust levels in the millinewton range, with the 
exception of, e.g., the aforementioned Polyflex Cold Gas Microthrusters which are also intended to 
operate on the micronewton levels. 

6.2.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
A number of cold gas systems exist that are operating in the millinewton range; an example of a major 
supplier is the U.S.-company Moog. The propellant used is commonly Nitrogen, with corresponding 
specific impulses around 65-70 s. 

6.2.5 STATUS 

6.2.5.1 Current Situation 
Recently, phase two of an ESA contract for developing “Micro Propulsion Cold Gas Thrusters” has been 
successfully completed. The main objective in this phase was to build a model with all Micromechanical 
Components integrated in the same stack of silicon wafers, while having the control electronics bread-
boarded outside the pod. 
   The testing performed has so far been relatively basic; focus has been on system properties such as the 
functioning of structure and components. Performance testing of i.e. the specific impulse is anticipated for 
the near future. 

6.2.5.2 Problems 
The microthruster development has experienced considerable problems with integration of the micro 
system components. The integration level is very high, and due to the complexity, the program has 
suffered delays. The integration process and methods are nonetheless now working well. 

6.2.5.3 Future Prospects 
For the moment, work is being done in order to optimise the system by using heater coils for increasing 
the Isp. Another challenge is to master the technique of “cold bonding”, in order to overcome the thermal 
issues with structural instabilities in the silicon at high temperatures.  
   In the final step of the development program (phase 3), the control electronics will be integrated in the 
thruster pod. A fully integrated thruster system is envisaged to be available within a few years, i.e. 2005-
2006. 

6.2.6 EVALUATION 
Very few cold gas thruster systems can meet the stringent requirements of the DARWIN attitude and 
position control system. The ACR and previously mentioned Polyflex systems are considered the most 
promising candidates.  
   As stated in section 2.2, new challenges arise when designing thruster systems on the micro-level using 
MEMS technology. Taking into account computer simulations and numerical calculations, it seems that 
the Cold Gas Microthrusters from the Ångström Laboratory have been developed with effective solutions 
to most of these micro-level phenomena. The results have though, yet to be validated in laboratory tests 
(and in space) before any definite conclusions can be made regarding the validity of the performance 
claims. 
   Generally, cold gas systems suffer from many performance disadvantages compared with electrical 
propulsion systems. This has to be compensated by factors such as low power consumption, reliability 
and cleanliness. In the end, the choice of propulsion system depends on the mission specifications, e.g. 
the demands on performance, available power and mission lifetime. 

6.2.6.1 Advantages 
+ Low power consumption 

At maximum thrust, the power consumption is only about 3 W. 
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+ Clean 

When using Nitrogen, Neon or other benign gases, spacecraft contamination issues are a minor 
concern. 

 
+ Low thrust noise 

The valve design uses silicon membranes moved by thermally expanding paraffin. This system is 
very quiet, since it uses no disturbing internal mass movements. 

6.2.6.2 Disadvantages 
- Low maturity 

The development of the CGMT system has yet to be completed. So far, no thruster performance or 
lifetime data is available. 
 

- Propellant leakage and inefficient use 
Using the principle of continuous thrust might lead to high propellant consumption. In addition, gas 
leakage is a well-known problem for cold gas thrusters, and it remains to be determined how severely 
the ACR system suffers from this in practice. 

 
- Low performance 

Although higher than most other cold gas systems, a specific impulse of around 100-120 s (Nitrogen) 
still leads to extra weight and volume in terms of propellant and tankage compared to a propulsion 
technology with higher Isp. 
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6.3 Field Emission Electric Propulsion 

6.3.1 OVERVIEW 
Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) is a type of electrostatic propulsion, with a European patent. 
The FEEP technology builds on the use of Liquid Metal Ion Sources (LMIS), a concept that was 
developed in the late 1960’s and being widely used for a variety of applications for the last three decades. 
The principle of LMIS is to establish an electric field between a conductive liquid and a closely located 
accelerator electrode. Typical values of this field are around 11 kV. The potential difference leads to a 
deformation of the liquid metal surface, creating protruding cusps pointing towards the negative 
accelerator electrode. The cusps are called “Taylor cones”. When a high enough voltage is achieved, 
usually around 109 V/m, the outermost atoms are ionised and accelerated towards the negative accelerator 
electrode. This method can be used for propulsion purposes, as in FEEP thrusters. 
   Research on field emission thrusters using this technology began in 1972, and was first tested in space 
on MIR in 1991. Even though FEEP technology has been developed for decades, additional flight 
experience is needed in order to increase the confidence and maturity level. Currently, FEEP is the 
standard choice for the DARWIN micropropulsion system. 

6.3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
A FEEP thruster system generally consists of a propellant reservoir, propellant flow control units with 
associated piping, heater assembly, thruster pod and neutralisers. The electrical system includes a power 
processing and control unit, electrical harness and housekeeping hardware.  
   The thrusters are usually put together to form clusters of 2-4 thrusters (including propellant). The total 
weight of such a cluster is 2-4 kg, depending on the number of thrusters (Micci and Ketsdever1). 
Including the associated Power Control Unit (PCU), the mass is about 5-8 kg. The total volume of a 
system with 6x4 thrusters would be about 45-75 dm3, depending on the type of FEEP (µN/mN). The mass 
of such a system is 20-30 kg, excluding power-processing electronics. 
   The two main developers of FEEP thrusters are ARC in Austria and ALTA in Italy. One of the 
differences between these systems is the choice of propellant. Generally in FEEP propulsion, a metal in 
liquid form is used. ALTA is using Caesium or Rubidium, while ARC uses Indium (which has more 
benign properties). Since the propellant is stored in solid form, the thruster system has to include heaters 
for heating of the propellant and for maintaining the temperature above the melting point. 
 

 
Figure 15 – Schematic of slit-emitter FEEP operation (Courtesy of ALTA) 

6.3.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
The liquid metal propellant is fed to the emitter tip by capillary forces. The emitter tip can have the shape 
of a needle (ARC), a capillary or a slit (ALTA). Opposite to the emitter is a negative electrode, less than a 
millimetre away. A high electric potential, usually about 11 kV, is applied between the positive emitter 
and the negative extractor electrode until an electric field-strength of about 109V/m is reached at the tip. 
At this stage, electrons are ripped off their atoms, and collected through the liquid metal column by the 
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channel walls. The ionised atoms are accelerated from the tip of the jet, by the same field that created 
them. Finally the expelled ions are neutralised by a beam of electrons, which is necessary in order to 
avoid spacecraft charging issues. The feature of ionisation and acceleration taking place in one step, using 
the same electric field, is unique in electric propulsion, and leads to a very high electric efficiency, 
usually above 90% for the ion source process. 

6.3.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The thrust level of FEEP systems currently under development ranges from about 1 µN to a few 
millinewtons; with specific impulses roughly between 4,000-8,000 s. High acceleration voltages are 
required, often about 10 kV or more. The power-to-thrust ratio of a FEEP system is relatively high, 
typically 60-75 W/mN. In addition, the associated Power Control Unit (PCU) usually requires a power of 
10-20 W. 
   Due to the very high specific impulse, the propellant consumption is insignificant. According to Table 
21, the total propellant required by a FEEP thruster system with a typical Isp of 6,000 s for the entire 5-
year DARWIN mission is merely 1.7 kg (assuming a coarse manoeuvre thrust level of 5 mN). 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
FEEP system min max

Span* 4,000-8,000m 1 µNm 2-5 mNb 50-90%m 40-60m

Typical 6000m 50%a 60e

Span* 1,000-5,000m 1 µNm 25-200 µN* 10-90%m 50-75m

Typical
*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

ARC (needle emitter)

Thrust range

ALTA (slit emitter)

  
Table 23 - FEEP performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.3.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
FEEP thrusters are generally known to be very accurate and capable of producing extremely low thrust 
levels, possibly even below 1 µN. Since the power-to-thrust ratio of FEEP thrusters is usually about 60 
W/mN, the power consumption in the micronewton range is minor. 
   The ARC system has a maximum thrust level of about 25 µN per thruster, which can be made higher by 
clustering a number of thrusters together. Yet this is feasible only to a certain point, possibly around 100-
200 µN. The FEEP thrusters from ALTA have a broader thrust range; one system (that is close to space 
qualification by ESA) has a maximum thrust of 150 µN. This figure could probably be increased several 
times by clustering several thrusters together. Another FEEP system from ALTA has a maximum thrust 
level of a few millinewtons.  

6.3.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
The FEEP thruster system with the highest maximum thrust level is currently being developed by ALTA; 
it has a maximum thrust of 2 mN. Clustering multiple thrusters together, this figure could be increased 
several times, possibly to about 5-8 mN. At this level though, the considerable power-to-thrust ratio of 
FEEP thrusters would possibly start to impose limitations for DARWIN. 

6.3.4.3 Current Situation 
Europe is in the forefront of FEEP-thruster technology. The current development of FEEP micro-thrusters 
in Europe is conducted mainly by two organisations, Centrospazio/ALTA in Italy, and ARC in Austria. 
Although the principle of the thrusters is basically the same, the two systems have some important 
differences. These differences provide them with distinctive characteristics, possibly making one or the 
other more suitable for a given set of mission specifications. 
   The lifetime of FEEP systems needs to be thoroughly tested before solid confidence in this thruster 
concept can be acquired. While the Indium single-needle FEEP from ARC have demonstrated more than 
1,000 hours of operation, FEEP thrusters from ALTA have only been tested for about 500 hours on 
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breadboards. From a technical point of view, the slit-emitter FEEP (ALTA) should have no wear-
phenomena that prevent operation for thousands of hours (according to Nicolini42). Ground testing is 
nonetheless very complicated, which is the main reason why no life test has been performed yet42. 
Theoretically, FEEP systems have a potentially better lifetime than ion engines, due to the absence of 
grids. Combining this fact with the considerable flight heritage of ion thrusters, having proven capable of 
operating for long durations, one might suspect that fully developed FEEP thrusters could have even 
longer lifetimes than ion engines have today. 

6.3.4.4 Future Prospects 
FEEP is foreseen for the European missions LISA Pathfinder, LISA, Microscope and DARWIN. Long-
duration ground testing of slit-emitter FEEP thrusters is expected during 2004 and 2005. 

6.3.5 EVALUATION 
Some of the main advantages with FEEP thrusters are their high specific impulse, and that the propellant 
can be stored in solid form. FEEP thrusters are able to produce accurate thrust in the micronewton and 
low millinewton levels, which render them useful for many microspacecraft applications (depending on 
the mission profile). The excellent throttling capabilities that allow FEEP thrusters to precisely control the 
thrust by adjusting the electric field is another highly attractive feature. 
   Major drawbacks with FEEP systems are the high power-to-thrust ratios and the required power-
processing unit (PPU), which usually adds a significant amount of additional mass. In addition, the high 
power levels can lead to a considerable heat dissipation, which might be a problem in missions with very 
cold payloads, such as the 40 K telescopes of DARWIN (section 3.2.1). According to Polzin et al.12, 
spacecraft contamination from Caesium FEEP systems is also a significant disadvantage. Others argue 
that since the propellant is expelled at such high velocities, contamination effects are strongly reduced. 
This is something that needs further investigation. 

6.3.5.1 Advantages 
+ High performance 

The specific impulse is typically around 6,000 s, higher than any other existing propulsion system. 
The electrical efficiency is also very high (>90%), with a total system efficiency of around 50%. 
 

+ Excellent throttling capabilities 
FEEP-thrusters can accurately control the impulse bit by adjusting the electric field, which allows for 
flexible throttling over the entire thrust-range. 

 
+ High accuracy 

The thrust level can be accurately controlled, and the resolution is excellent. These properties make 
FEEP thrusters a very attractive choice for precision-pointing purposes. 

 
+ Solid propellant storage 

Since the propellant is stored in solid form, fuel sloshing and leakage is avoided. It also leads to a 
simpler, more compact and more reliable system design without valves, piping and gas tanks. 

6.3.5.2 Disadvantages 
- High power consumption and high voltage levels 

FEEP systems generally require significant amounts of power (depending on the thrust level), and the 
high voltages (around 10 kV) lead to the requirement of dedicated power processing units having 
large masses. In addition, the high power levels lead to a significant heat-dissipation, which could be 
a severe issue for missions with very cold payloads (such as the telescopes in DARWIN). 

 
- Spacecraft contamination 

If Caesium (or Rubidium) is used as propellant, spacecraft contamination is a potential problem12. On 
the other hand, the high propellant exhaust velocities might help to reduce contamination. The aspect 
of contamination from FEEP thrusters should be investigated in more detail. 
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6.4 Colloid Thrusters 

6.4.1 OVERVIEW 
Colloid thrusters also belong to the electrostatic propulsion systems. Significant development work was 
done in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s for spacecraft attitude control and drag makeup, in part preceding 
work conducted on FEEP devices. Yet due to inferior performance compared with other propulsion 
systems at that time, colloid thrusters did not gain much popularity and were never flown in space. The 
main problem with the colloid thrusters was the need for extremely high voltage levels in order to achieve 
the desired (high) thrust levels. Up to hundreds of kilovolts could be required. Nowadays though, the 
physics behind colloid thrusters are better understood, and with the current strong trend towards smaller 
spacecraft they might become competitive. According to Leach19, colloid thrusters have only recently 
been operated in space. 
   The US is at the forefront in the area of colloid thrusters for micropropulsion, presently having several 
MEMS colloid thrusters under development. Europe is also developing colloid thrusters for 
micropropulsion; an example of this is the collaboration between the Queen Mary University of London 
and the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 

6.4.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
The general system design of a colloid thruster is very similar to that of FEEP thrusters, with a propellant 
reservoir, propellant flow control units with associated piping, thruster pod and neutralisers. Unlike the 
FEEP systems the only possible emitter configuration is the capillary-type emitter. Colloid thrusters also 
need a micro-pump operating at high voltages for the electrolytic fluid propellant. The electrical system 
of a colloid thruster includes a power processing and control unit, electrical harness and housekeeping 
hardware. 
   A major advantage of colloid thrusters over FEEP systems is that they use more benign propellants; 
instead of reactive metals such as Caesium they use electrolytic fluids. Colloid thrusters have a lower 
performance though, and are more complex (i.e. prone to failure). 
   As an example of a miniature colloid thruster system, we could mention that the Stanford university is 
developing a small colloid thruster for a nanosatellite mission, where the thruster package mass is less 
than a kilogram, and the volume is 10x10x20 cm3 (2 dm3). Targeted performance is 0.1 mN at a power 
level of 1 W. The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in the U.K. is also developing a colloid thruster 
system, with similar characteristics. 

6.4.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
The physics of colloid thruster systems are somewhat different from FEEP thrusters, being an 
electrostatic spray rather than an ion source. In order to produce a thrust, colloid thrusters use an 
electrostatic field to accelerate droplets from a positively charged capillary. A negatively charged 
extractor pulls the liquid propellant into a thin cusp, until positively charged droplets separate and 
accelerates to high velocities. Values on the acceleration voltages can range from 4-20 kV, but for 
micropropulsion the lower half is more likely to be sufficient. 
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Figure 16 - Single capillary colloid thruster concept 

Main differences between Colloid thrusters and FEEP systems are in the propellant used and the voltage 
levels. A small colloid thruster system can use lower voltages, and instead of liquid metal, the colloid 
thrusters use an electrolytic fluid (typically glycerol with dopants). Due to the lower potentials, the 
propellant is not completely ionised. Hence the expelled particles are mostly liquid droplets, not ions. 
This in turn leads to a lower mass-efficiency, which is one of the disadvantages of the colloid thruster. 

6.4.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Colloid thruster performance can be characterised by an Isp between 500-1,500 s (significantly lower than 
FEEP systems), an overall efficiency of 70-75% and a power-to-thrust ratio around 10 W/mN. In typical 
applications, colloid thrusters have a power consumption between 5-50 W. Laboratory tests nevertheless 
indicate that thrust levels of 0.5 mN could be achieved with only about 2 W of power. The thrust range of 
colloid thrusters is somewhat similar to that of FEEP systems; it ranges from micronewtons to a few 
millinewton (or possibly more). 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 500-1,500f 1 µNf 50 mNg 70-75%b 10b

Typical 1200g 5 µNg 1 mNb 75%a

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Colloid thrusters

 
Table 24 - Colloid thruster performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.4.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
Thrust levels between 100-200 µN are common, usually with corresponding Isp of around 1,300 s. For 
lower thrust levels, the specific impulse is likely to drop. An example of this is a system developed by 
Phrasor scientific, where thrust levels of 0.022 µN have been achieved with an Isp of 529 s1. The 
university of Stanford and Santa Clara is developing another kind of colloid microthruster under a project 
named EMERALD. The aim is thrust levels between 1-20 µN and an Isp of 500 s. So far, no µN-colloid 
system has been flown in space19. 

6.4.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
Thrust levels up to 25 mN and more have been demonstrated. Colloid thrusters are however best suited 
for lower thrust levels, on the micronewton level to about a millinewton. In the 1960’s, Perel et al. 
developed a sub-millinewton bipolar thruster concept that produced thrust levels ranging between 0.2-
0.56 mN at power levels of only 4.4 W/mN. The voltages required were lower than for most other colloid 
thruster concepts at that time, only around 10 kV (similar to the voltages in current FEEP-thrusters). The 
specific impulse for this system was nonetheless low: between 450-700 s. 
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6.4.5 STATUS 

6.4.5.1 Current Situation 
Colloid thrusters were extensively studied in the 1960’s and 1970’s, but due to inferior performance 
compared with other propulsion systems at the time, the interest in them sank. Now with the emerging 
micropropulsion demand, colloid thrusters could finally become feasible. Because of physical/technical 
reasons they are better suited for small thrust levels. Compared to FEEP thrusters, they have a much 
lower power consumption but also a lower performance.  

6.4.5.2 Future Prospects 
Many research groups in the U.S. are currently developing colloid thrusters for micropropulsion 
applications. It can be noted that NASA is planning to test-fly a colloid thruster system on SMART-2. 
Europe is also developing colloid thrusters for micropropulsion, e.g. at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory in Great Britain. 

6.4.6 EVALUATION 
Some experts in the field of micropropulsion see colloid thrusters as one of the most promising 
technological concepts, in addition to FEEP thrusters and PPT. The overall performance of colloid 
thrusters is good, a combination of decent Isp and low power consumption (especially compared to FEEP 
systems). The propellant is also more benign compared to FEEP thrusters. All this in addition to a high 
efficiency and the capability of producing very small thrust levels make colloid thrusters a highly 
interesting micropropulsion option. 
   Colloid thrusters are nonetheless more complicated to operate than FEEP thrusters and also more 
complicated to build, e.g. since they require a micro-pump operating at high voltages for the electrolytic 
propellant. The high system complexity leads to increased costs and possible also to reduced reliability 
and lifetime. 
   Due to the high voltages used, dedicated power-processing equipment is also needed (as for FEEP 
thrusters). This significantly adds to the system mass. In addition, the Isp is lower than for ion engines and 
FEEP thrusters. 

6.4.6.1  Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ Good performance 

Colloid thrusters have a high efficiency (70-75%) compared with most micropropulsion systems. The 
Isp is usually around 1,200 s, which is lower than some other EP systems but still a decent figure 
(especially compared to cold gas systems). 

 
+ Low power consumption 

For micropropulsion applications, the power consumption of colloid thrusters is low, especially 
compared with FEEP thrusters. For a thrust of some millinewtons, typically less than 10 W is needed. 

 
+ Benign propellants 

Colloid thrusters use electrolytic fluids as propellant. From a spacecraft contamination standpoint, 
these are more benign than the reactive metal Caesium that is used with FEEP thrusters. 

6.4.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
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- Complex system 
Colloid thrusters are more complicated to operate than FEEP thrusters and also more complicated to 
build, e.g. since they require a micro-pump operating at high voltages. The high system complexity 
leads to increased costs and possible also to reduced reliability and lifetime. 
 

- Heavy electronics 
The required voltages in colloid thrusters are high, ranging from 4 kV to 20 kV (depending on the 
application and thrust level). This makes necessary heavy power conditioning units, which can be 
difficult to accommodate on lightweight microspacecraft missions. 
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6.5 Ion Engines 

6.5.1 OVERVIEW 
Ion engines utilise the principle of electrostatic propulsion. They are known for their high efficiencies as 
well as relatively good power-to-thrust ratios.  
   Micro-ion engines possessing the same attractive characteristics would clearly be of interest for 
missions with thrust needs in the micronewton and low-millinewton level. It is believed that micro-ion 
engines have the potential of acquiring higher thrust-to-power ratios than FEEP systems. In addition to a 
high specific impulse, this makes it attractive to develop such systems. 
   Primarily in the U.S., research is being made on small micro-ion engines, which will have a thrust range 
from less than a micronewton to a number of micronewtons. Larger ion engines in the millinewton-range 
exist, and new types are also being developed in both the U.S. and Europe. An example is the RMT, 
Radio-frequency with Magnetic-field ion Thruster, which is developed by Laben-Proel (Italy) and 
provides a throttleable thrust between 2 and 12 mN. 

6.5.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
The basic elements of an electrostatic thruster is a source of charged particles, an acceleration region, and 
a way to neutralise the exhaust flow so a net charge does not develop on the spacecraft (that would 
prevent further thruster operation). The ion propulsion subsystem consists of the thruster, the power-
conditioning unit providing the required voltages to the engine, and the feed system. Within the thruster 
assembly, critical components include the engine cathode (for the electron bombardment-type), the 
accelerator grid system and the neutraliser. 
 

 
Figure 17 - Schematic of an electron-bombardment ion thruster [Courtesy of NASA] 

The propellant is typically a heavy inert gas such as Xenon or Argon. The advantage of Xenon is that 
when stored at around 13.8 MPa (2,000 psi), it enters a supercritical phase with a density of about twice 
that of water. This allows for a more compact propellant storage. In earlier days, the heavy metals 
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Mercury and Caesium were used in ion engines, but they lost their popularity due to contamination and 
propellant handling problems. 

6.5.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
In an ion thruster, the propellant is ionised either by electron bombardment or through incident high-
frequency electromagnetic radiation, and accelerated using high electrostatic potentials. In an electron-
bombardment thruster, electrons are emitted into the main discharge chamber and accelerated towards an 
anode to potentials of typically 1,000 V. The chamber is filled with the propellant gas, which becomes 
ionised by the energetic electrons. In order to increase the ionisation efficiency, a magnetic field is 
applied to create a gyro-movement of the electrons. With this spiralling motion, the chance is greater that 
the electrons will ionise a neutral propellant atom on their way to the anode.  
   The ions created are slowly pushed through an extractor grid by a small voltage drop between the grid 
and the anode, typically some tens of Volts. The ions are then accelerated by another grid at negative or 
ground potential to be expelled from the spacecraft at high velocities, typically 30 km/s. 
   To avoid a net charge build-up of the spacecraft due to the expelling of positive ions, electrons have to 
be injected externally into the ion beam. In addition, expelling only positive ions would create a strong 
positive potential in front of the thruster, which would slow the ions accelerated from the chamber. If this 
potential becomes high enough, it can even stop the ion current and the thrust becomes zero. This 
phenomenon is called “space charge limitation”, and is avoided using a neutralising beam of electrons. 
Space charge is also a limiting factor for the grid size, since high potentials over small distances can lead 
to sparks (according to the law of Child-Langmuir-Schottky).  
   Another process called “charge-exchange collision” is when high-speed ions collide with much slower 
neutral components, causing an exchange of impulse. If an ion looses momentum in this process and 
becomes slower, it might get attracted by the negative accelerator grid, which might lead to sputtering. 
This is the main lifetime limiting factor in an ion thruster. 

6.5.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Typical characteristics of an ion propulsion system are an input power of some hundred watts to a few 
kilowatt, an Isp between 2,500-3,500 s and thrust levels ranging from a few millinewton to some hundreds 
of millinewton. The power-to-thrust ratio is around 30 W/mN, and the efficiency is usually between 50-
80%. 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 2,000-3,500* 10 µNb 500 mNg 50-75%a 25-40g

Typical 3,000b 30 mNb 200 mNk 55%e 30b

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Ion thrusters

Thrust range

 
Table 25 - Ion engine performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.5.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
Micronewton ion engines are in very early stages of development, but the expectations are high on this 
new micropropulsion concept. These systems are envisioned to have high specific impulses as well as 
superior power-to-thrust ratios compared to FEEP and PPT systems. In addition, they will use inert, non-
contaminating propellants. 
   A number of micro-ion engines were actually developed already in the 1960’s and 70’s. In 1979 
Hughes developed a set of small Xenon ion engines, with thrust levels of around 140 µN and a power 
consumption of 45 W. The Isp was however only 350 s. Furthermore, both Mercury and Caesium type ion 
engines were built during the 1960’s and 70’s. Some Caesium-type thrusters delivered a very low thrust 
of 12-35 µN, with a power consumption of only around 4-6 W. Propellant-handling issues in addition to 
poor efficiency and spacecraft contamination problems nevertheless stopped the development of these 
thruster types. It should also be noted that during this period there was not a big need for micronewton 
thrusters, due to the relatively large size and low precision needs of the spacecraft at the time. 
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6.5.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
Several types of millinewton ion engines currently exist. Thrust levels typically range between 1-30 mN 
(or higher), with specific impulses around 2,500-3,000 s. The power consumption is often relatively high, 
usually more than 100-500 W. In Italy, Laben-Proel Technology Corporation is currently developing 
small RF-type ion engines, called RMT (Radio-frequency with Magnetic-field ion Thruster). During 
laboratory testing, these thrusters have produced thrust levels of 5 mN with an Isp of 3,000 s and a power 
consumption of 625 W/A. The targeted thrust range is between 2-12 mN. 
   Two kinds of 15-20 mN ion thrusters were used on the ESA project ARTEMIS, called RIT-10 and T5. 
They required a total power of 600 W, and the specific impulse was 3,000 s. Daimler-Benz Aerospace 
(Germany) develops the RIT-10, while the T5 is made by Qinetiq (UK). 

6.5.5 STATUS 

6.5.5.1 Current Situation 
Millinewton ion engine systems are frequently used on communication satellites for station keeping 
purposes. In addition, the first interplanetary electric propulsion mission, NASA’s Deep Space 1 
successfully used ion thrusters for primary propulsion (launched in 1998). Currently available state-of-the 
art ion thrusters for small spacecraft have thrust levels from 1-30 mN with specific impulses around 3,000 
s and power requirements usually around 30 W/mN. 
   Micronewton ion engines, on the other hand, are still a very advanced concept, and significant 
development is required to overcome the many feasibility issues that exist. An example of a design 
problem is how to control the plasma discharges with a much higher surface-to-volume ratio than for non 
scaled-down systems. It will clearly be many years before this type of thruster can be seriously considered 
for micropropulsion applications. 

6.5.5.2 Future Prospects 
The majority of micronewton ion thruster development is conducted in the U.S. in particular at the 
University of Southern California (USC) and the University of Michigan, in cooperation with JPL and the 
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). 

6.5.6 EVALUATION 
Ion thrusters as well as Hall thrusters and FEEP generally constitute the highest performance electrical 
propulsion technologies. For applications in the millinewton-range, ion thrusters are a mature and 
interesting option if the required power levels can be accepted. On the other hand, micronewton ion 
engines still require years of development before any systems will ready for serious flight applications. 

6.5.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ High performance 

The attractive figures for ion thrusters in both Isp and efficiency make them an attractive propulsion 
option. The thrust-to-power ratios are also higher than FEEP thrusters or PPT. 
 

+ High level of maturity 
As mentioned, millinewton ion thrusters of different kinds have been flown on numerous missions. 
The level of confidence and knowledge in this technology is relatively high. The development of 
micronewton ion engines is however still in its early stages. 

 
+ Cleanliness 

Using Xenon (or other inert gases) as propellant minimises spacecraft contamination problems. Still 
due to inefficiencies in neutralising the expelled ions, issues with spacecraft charging may arise in 
addition to the previously mentioned “charge-exchange collisions” (section 6.5.3) 
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6.5.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 
- High power consumption 

The power consumption of an ion propulsion system can be high, depending on the required thrust 
levels. For 10 mN of thrust, about 300 W would typically be needed. This severely limits the 
application of ion thrusters for small spacecraft, and is one of the reasons why low-power micro-ion 
thrusters are being developed. On commercial satellites, there is also currently a shift from ion 
engines to Hall thrusters, due to their lower power consumption. 

 
- Heavy electronics 

Because of the high power and voltage levels used in ions thrusters, the necessary power 
conditioning and power supply units may have significant mass (and volume). 
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6.6 Hall-Effect Thruster 

6.6.1 OVERVIEW 
The Hall-Effect Thruster (HET) is an electrostatic type of thruster, which contrary to ion engines does not 
have a grid. The principle of operation is in some ways simpler than ion engines, giving the HET a more 
compact design. Sometimes called Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT), the Hall thruster development 
started in Russia many decades ago. Since the early 1990’s though, both Europe and the U.S. has become 
increasingly interested in this propulsion concept, mainly due to its lower power consumption with 
similar (or slightly lower) performance compared to ion engines.  
   In addition to the SPT, there is another Hall-thruster design called Anode Layer Thruster (ALT or 
TAL). For the sake of conciseness, this thruster concept is not further investigated in this report. 

6.6.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
A standard Hall thruster consists of a magnet, an insulated plasma channel, an anode, a propellant feed 
system and a hollow cathode. The accelerator section is shown below, with the cathode (green), magnets 
(yellow), anode and a plasma chamber (blue). The propellant is commonly Xenon because of its high 
molecular weight and low ionisation potential, but other inert gases such as Krypton also apply. 
 

 
Figure 18 - The basic elements of a Hall thruster 

6.6.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
As previously mentioned, the Hall-thruster is a gridless electrostatic propulsion system. Electrons from an 
external hollow cathode are pulled into a ring-shaped anode chamber with a potential difference of about 
300 V. Magnetic field coils around the anode ring cause the electrons to spiral inside the ring producing 
ions. Due to the magnetic BE × -drift, the circulation lifetime of the electrons is increased, thus 
allowing the electrons to ionise the injected propellant for longer times. The ions are then accelerated out 
of the anode by the same electric field that attracts the electrons. Additional electrons from the cathode 
flow into the exhaust stream to neutralise the charge flow, preventing a charge build-up of the spacecraft.  
   Due to the absence of a grid, no sputtering of charge-exchange ions limits the thruster lifetime (as it 
does on ion engines). Instead, the dominant lifetime factor of the system is erosion of the anode wall by 
the high-speed ions. This often reduces the lifetime of Hall thrusters to below that of ion engines. 
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6.6.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The Isp commonly ranges from 1,500–2,000 s, with a power-to-thrust ratio of around 15-20 W/mN and an 
efficiency of up to about 50% (40-60% according to NASA’s Advanced Propulsion Concepts webpage37). 
Typical power levels of Hall thrusters are between some hundreds of watts to a few kilowatts. As with 
most other electric propulsion systems, the performance drops at lower power levels. Small Hall thrusters 
with power consumptions as low as 50 W have been built, though the specific impulse of these thrusters 
is significantly lower than normal, down to 600 s. The efficiency is also much lower, only 10-30%. 
   The thrust level of Hall thrusters typically ranges between tens of millinewton to a few hundred 
millinewtons, a brief performance summary is found below. 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 800-3,000* 5 µNg 200 mNg 50%f 15-20b

Typical 1,500b 30 mNk 70 mNk 18g

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Hall-effect thrusters

 
Table 26 - Hall thruster performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.6.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
No micronewton Hall thruster concept is currently known to be under development. Miniaturising HET 
systems introduces several scaling issues, which are difficult to overcome. The physics of Hall thrusters 
also prevent them from being accurate beyond a certain point. The best precision achieved so far with 
Hall thrusters is around 0.3 mN. 

6.6.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
Most existing Hall thrusters operate in the mid and upper millinewton range (80-200 mN). Miniature Hall 
effect thrusters with thrust levels of a few millinewtons are currently being developed for small spacecraft 
applications. They are envisioned to have a more compact design and lower power-to-thrust ratio than 
ordinary HET systems, and are targeted for missions with intermediate delta-v needs, typically 200-2,000 
m/s. Such a HET would have lower power consumption, on the order of 50-200 W. The idea is that the 
micro-HET would be a lower cost and lower risk alternative to FEEP thruster or gridded ion thrusters, 
also for relatively accurate attitude control on large spacecraft. 

6.6.5 STATUS 

6.6.5.1 Current Situation 
Over the years, Hall thrusters have been used for station keeping on over a hundred Russian 
telecommunication satellites. Nowadays Hall thrusters are a standard option for telecommunication 
satellites, and on SMART-1 (the European mission to orbit the Moon) this technology is for the first time 
tested for primary propulsion. 

6.6.5.2 Future Prospects 
Hall-thrusters for micropropulsion (low millinewton thrust levels) are still in early phases of 
development. ALTA (Italy) has proposed an activity to develop an advanced micro-HET prototype. Also 
to be mentioned, an interesting miniature HET concept is being investigated at MIT, targeting a 3 mN 
thrust level with an Isp of 1,600 s. The power consumption of this system is aimed to be around 50 W, 
with an efficiency of 50% 
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6.6.6 EVALUATION 
Hall thrusters are among the highest performing electric propulsion systems (in addition to ion engines 
and FEEP). The lower power requirements in addition to the use of benign propellants (Xenon) make 
them an attractive propulsion option. 
   Compared with ion engines, Hall thrusters have some interesting advantages. Due to the high electron 
density in the magnetic field region, a dense ion beam can be formed, overcoming the space charge 
limitations found in ion engines. Hall thrusters are thus more compact for the same delivered thrust level 
than ion engines. In addition, lower potential differences are required to reach specific impulses close to 
those of ion bombardment systems, and this leads to a less complex power-processing unit. On the other 
hand, hall thrusters usually have a lower efficiency and shorter lifetime than ion engines. 
   A main problem with HET systems is that their plumes diverge quickly and thus can impinge on other 
spacecraft parts leading to thermal and contamination problems. In addition, the strong magnetic fields 
that are required to contain the electrons are another drawback of Hall-effect thrusters, as the mass of the 
associated hardware can be significant. 
   In miniature HET systems, several scaling problems arise. An example is that even larger magnetic 
fields have to be produced to reduce the electron gyration radii. To give an idea, field strengths in the 
mentioned advanced MIT Hall thruster are around 0.5 T. There are also problems in miniaturising the 
required neutralisers. 

6.6.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ Low power consumption 

In comparison to the quite similar ion engines, Hall thrusters generally have a lower power-
consumption. Due to this, many commercial satellites are nowadays using Hall thrusters rather than 
ion engines. 
 

+ Compact design 
Compared with ion engines, Hall thrusters have a more compact design and a less complex PPU, due 
to a lower potential difference need. 
 

+ High performance 
Hall thrusters can have a relatively high efficiency of up to 50% while at the same time having an Isp 
between 1,500-2,000 s. This makes them an interesting propulsion option.  

6.6.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 
- Divergent beam 

The wide plume dispersion angle increases the risk for contamination/impingement on other 
spacecraft parts, and typically requires a thruster alignment at angles of 30-40 to sensitive surfaces. 

 
- Scaling problems 

To be able to successfully develop high-performance miniaturised Hall-Effect thrusters, several 
scaling issues have to be overcome. These include downsizing of neutralisers and the requirement to 
provide very high magnetic fields.  
 

- Inaccurate 
The physics of a Hall thruster prevent it from being accurate beyond a certain point. The best 
precision achieved so far with Hall thrusters is around 0.3 mN, which limits its usefulness for precise 
manoeuvres. 
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6.7 Solid Propellant Microthrusters 

6.7.1 OVERVIEW 
The Laboratory for Analysis and Architecture of Systems (LAAS-CNRS, France) is developing a 
MEMS-based chemical thruster system consisting of an array of small solid propellant thrusters. The 
main application of the microthrusters is micropropulsion for small satellites (up to 100 kg). 
   In addition to the LAAS-system, numerous other solid-state thrusters are under investigation in Europe, 
USA and Japan. Examples are Honeywell (USA) and a joint project between TRW, Aerospace 
Corporation and Caltech, sponsored by DARPA (USA). For conciseness though, only the LAAS-system 
is described in this report. 

6.7.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
Each thruster consists of four parts of silicon: 
 

 A silicon micromachined igniter with a polysilicon resistor patterned onto a very thin dielectric 
membrane. 

 A propellant reservoir that defines the combustion chamber. 
 A nozzle wafer added on the top of the structure. 
 A seal wafer. 

 

 
Figure 19 - Schematic view of a single microthruster [Courtesy of LAAS] 

The thrusters can only be used once, and therefore large 2-D arrays are fabricated. These arrays are put 
together using many hundred thruster chips as building blocks, thus making the total array size flexible. 

6.7.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
The principle of operation is rapid combustion of a single propellant stored in a combustion chamber. 
When the ignition propellant is heated to its ignition temperature, it burns leading to the rupture of the 
membrane and resistor. The gas generated by the combustion of the propellant is then accelerated in the 
nozzle, producing a thrust. The thrusters are fired symmetrically two-and-two around the spacecraft 
centre of gravity (COG), to avoid inducing a torque in the satellite. 
   Since the thrusters cannot be restarted, a high number of thrusters are required. The whole system 
consists of a two-dimensional array of 100 separate microthrusters on a 24 mm x 24 mm silicon chip. 
These chips can be clustered together to achieve the desired level of thrust capability. 
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6.7.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Each thruster has a mass ranging from 16 mg to 0.4 g. The thruster diameter ranges from 1 mm to 5 mm, 
and the thruster length from 1 mm to 10 mm. According to theoretical thrust evaluations, the thrust levels 
range from a few millinewton to tens of millinewton. This depends on the design of the thruster, namely 
the section ratio between the chamber and throat area for a given propellant. 
   The average Isp is around 100 s; this relatively low value is due to thermal losses experienced in a small 
system like this. The power consumption is low, about 150 mW for every thruster firing (ignition). 
   The number of thrusters required for station-keeping in a “standard” mission would range from 200 to 
1,000 per year, which is equivalent to a surface area of 90 cm2 to 340 cm2. 

Isp (s)
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 100j 1 mNj 300 mNj N/A
Typical

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Solid propellant Microthrusters

 

Table 27 - Solid propellant microthruster performance overview 

Please refer to Table 34 for a complete list of references. 

6.7.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
The solid propellant microthrusters are not capable of producing micronewton thrust. They are intended 
to operate only in the millinewton range. Currently there seems to be no plans for solid propellant 
microthrusters that produce micronewton thrust levels. 

6.7.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
Thrust levels from a few millinewtons to a few hundreds of Newtons are possible, depending on the 
thruster design for a given propellant. Flexibility of use, easy starting-up and quick direct impulses could 
make this micropropulsion technology an attractive option for coarse manoeuvring of spacecraft. The low 
power consumption even at high thrust levels is also an advantage. 

6.7.5 STATUS 

6.7.5.1 Current Situation 
The development of the solid propellant microthrusters is still in its early stages. Initial theoretical thrust 
evaluations have been conducted, as well as thrust impulse and combustion rate testing. The work on the 
solid propellant microthrusters started in 1997, and the European Community is currently funding the 
project. 

6.7.5.2 Future Prospects 
The microthrusters have been successfully tested, and a flexible 2D-design have been realised. So far, 
impulse bits of 6 mN-s have been measured. Different propellant materials have also been formulated and 
tested. Future work includes more research, testing and system optimisation. 

6.7.6 EVALUATION 
The microthruster system is mainly suited for small satellites with masses below 100 kg. For a larger 
satellite, the system generally provides a very small delta-v. A satellite of 100 kg could only be provided 
with a delta-v below 20 m/s. In addition, accommodating the thruster arrays in a way that avoids 
impingement on other parts of the spacecraft might be difficult. 
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   A problematic issue is heat-loss. The solid microthrusters system generates high temperatures, which is 
a problem for missions with cryogenic payloads. The inflexible use of single-shot mini-thrusters is 
another disadvantage, which requires advanced algorithms for calculation of the torque from the thrusters 
still available, as the array is successively consumed. 
  Advantages with the system are easy “start-up” (firing of a thruster). The system can also be dormant for 
long periods without performance degradation. The low power consumption is another attractive feature. 

6.7.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 

 
+ High reliability 

The solid microthrusters are more reliable than systems with higher complexity, such as liquid or 
electric systems. 

 
+ No leakage 

Since the system uses a solid propellant, there are no leakage problems. 
 

+ Low power consumption 
The solid propellant ignition requires very low power consumption. 

6.7.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 
- One-shot characteristic 

The restriction of single firing of the thrusters is compensated by the presence of arrays of a desired 
number of thrusters. The number of firings is nonetheless still limited to a certain number. This might 
constitute a severe constraint to missions that require more “flexible” and frequent thrusting 
capabilities. In addition, advanced algorithms are required for calculating the torque from some 
particular thruster and which thrusters should be fired as the arrays of thrusters are succesively 
consumed. With the one-shot characteristic, neither fine-tuning nor throttling is possible, something 
that is required for DARWIN. 
 

- Low performance 
A specific impulse of 100 s is relatively low for a solid propellant system. This low figure implies 
that more mass is required than it would be for a system with a higher Isp.  
 

- Difficulties of Accommodation 
Due to the large thruster array area that is likely to be required, it might be problematic to 
accommodate the thruster arrays in a way that avoids impingement on other parts of the spacecraft. 
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6.8 Conventional Resistojets 

6.8.1 OVERVIEW 
Resistojets is a well-known thruster concept that has been developed since the 1960’s. They belong to the 
category of electrothermal propulsion systems, and the design and principle of operation is relatively 
simple and robust. Resistojets have a number of attractive features that make them suitable on 
communication satellites. The performance is nevertheless in many respects lower than for other electric 
propulsion systems. In addition, the commercially available state-of-the-art resistojet technology is 
according to Micci and Ketsdever1 “far too heavy and requires far too much power to be useful for 
microspacecraft”. Nevertheless, conventional resistojets are included in the report for completeness and 
for comparison. 

6.8.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
A resistojet propulsion system consists of a propellant tank, power supply unit, electric heater and heat 
exchanger, and a nozzle. Some kind of thermal radiation shielding is also often included. The propellant 
can be of either liquid (e.g. Hydrazine, Ammonia) or gaseous form (e.g. Nitrogen, Hydrogen). 
 

 
Figure 20 - Schematic of a resistojet thruster [Courtesy of NASA] 

6.8.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
In a resistojet, the propellant can be stored either in liquid or gaseous form, and it is heated to vaporisation 
through conduction or convection from a heater element. Thrust is produced through the thermal 
expansion of the vaporised propellant. This process is basically similar to what is being done in the 
previously mentioned Cold Gas Microthrusters, where the gas is actually heated before it is expelled 
through the nozzle. Hence, heated Cold Gas Microthrusters are technically resistojets. Yet due to 
historical reasons the Cold Gas Microthrusters are designated simply as cold gas thrusters in this report, 
even if the mentioned systems are in essence “warm gas thrusters”, or resistojets. 

6.8.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Conventional resistojet systems usually have an impressive efficiency of around 80%, and the thrust level 
typically ranges between 5 mN to 0.5 N. The specific impulse is usually between 300-1,000 s, but it 
depends strongly on the propellant used. The power-to-thrust ratio is very attractive, and may be as low as 
1 W/mN. Thus a 100 mN-system could have a power consumption of about only 100 W. 
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   The lifetime is mainly limited by the valves (proportional or latch-type), which have a maximum 
number of allowed cycles. Especially for small resistojets, contaminants that could obstruct the very small 
nozzle are a possible life-limiting factor that is neither easily definable nor predictable42. 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 150-1,000* 5 mNg 500 mNf 65-90%* 1-3*

Typical 300g 80%f 1.5g

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Resistojets

 
Table 28 - Resistojet performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.8.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
Several attempts to scale down the resistojet technology to micronewton levels are ongoing. Two of the 
most promising examples of micro-resistojets are the Free-Molecule Micro Resistojets (FMMR) and the 
Vaporising Liquid Microthrusters (VLM). Both are being developed in the U.S., and they are presented in 
more detail in the next two sections. 
   Other promising micro-resistojet systems are the previously mentioned Cold Gas Microthrusters 
(section 6.2), which are actually heated and should thus technically be classified as resistojets. As 
explained though, they are called cold gas thrusters in this report according to the traditional 
classification. 

6.8.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
Many resistojet systems that provide thrust levels in the millinewton range and above exist today as 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS). They are frequently used on communication satellites. 

6.8.5 STATUS 

6.8.5.1 Current Situation 
Resistojets have been used extensively on a variety of missions, e.g. on the Iridium multi-satellite project. 
The technology of resistojets is considered well developed, reliable and relatively cheap.  

6.8.5.2 Future Prospects 
Currently work is being done (mainly in the U.S.) to develop a new kind of miniaturised resistojets 
applicable for microspacecraft missions. This work is nonetheless in its early stages, and will be presented 
in the following two sections. 

6.8.6 EVALUATION 
Resistojet systems are simple and reliable, which makes them attractive for many propulsion applications. 
They also have power-to-thrust ratios superior to other EP systems, and uncharged/benign plumes. 
Nonetheless, a major drawback of currently available resistojet systems is their considerable mass and 
power consumption, which according to Micci and Ketsdever1 renders them unsuitable for 
microspacecraft. Another possible disadvantage of resistojets for micropropulsion applications is that they 
are generally not especially accurate. Since available resistojet systems usually operate at thrust levels of 
tens or hundreds of millinewtons, they might not be able to meet the DARWIN coarse manoeuvre needs 
of a few millinewtons of thrust with sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, the high operational temperatures 
of resistojets might render them impractical for missions with low temperature requirements, e.g. where 
there are cryogenic payloads (such as in DARWIN). 
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6.8.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ Low power-to-thrust ratio 

The power-to-thrust ratio of resistojet systems is usually very low compared to other electric 
propulsion systems, usually around 1-3 W/mN. This is because of the low specific impulse and the 
high efficiency. Resistojet thrusters with up to a Newton of thrust might have a power consumption 
of only a kilowatt, with an efficiency of 80%. 

 
+ Low operational voltage 

Because of the low operational voltage of resistojets, they do not require complex and possibly heavy 
power-processing electronics. 

 
+ Simple 

The design and principle of operation is rather simple in a resistojet propulsion system. This leads to 
a higher reliability, a more robust system and a lower price. 

 

6.8.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 
- Low accuracy 

The resolution of typical resistojets is low compared to many other micropropulsion technologies. 
This might render them inappropriate for high-precision missions such as DARWIN. 
 

- Heavy 
According to Micci and Ketsdever1, commercially available state-of-the-art resistojet technology is 
far too heavy for use with microspacecraft. 
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6.9 Free Molecule Micro-Resistojet 

6.9.1 OVERVIEW 

The Free Molecule Micro-Resistojet (FMMR) is a MEMS-based micro-resistojet propulsion system being 
developed in the U.S. by the University of Southern California (USC), together with NASA and JPL. The 
FMMR is a micropropulsion system that addresses the need for low mass, low power, efficient, simple, 
and robust thrusters for microsatellites. It is designed to perform attitude control and primary manoeuvres 
for nanosatellites. FMMR-thrusters can be built with either MEMS or conventional technology.  

6.9.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
The FMMR thrusters are constructed using etched-out silicon chips for different purposes. The thruster 
system consists of a propellant tank and feed-system, a plenum and an expansion slot, a MEMS valve and 
filter assembly, a heating element and a nozzle. 
    In a FMMR, the stagnation pressures are unusually low (50-500 Pa), and correspondingly large slot 
apertures are used. Due to the reduced propellant storage pressure, the propellant tank mass can be 
reduced and valve leakage becomes less of a problem. 
   The propellant can be Argon or water. An interesting option is to have the propellant stored on-orbit as 
a solid with a temperature around 245 K. This results in a vapour pressure for ice near 50 Pa, which is the 
FMMR operating pressure for the standard design of a 100 µm slot width. 

6.9.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
The latest version of FMMR features a MEMS-thruster that uses water as a propellant and expels gaseous 
water molecules at high speeds through slits, thereby producing a thrust in the opposite direction. Since 
another applicable propellant is Argon, the general thruster principle can be stated as propelling the 
spacecraft by electrically heated gas molecules being expelled through a nozzle, just as for a conventional 
resistojet. 
   As shown in the figure, the propellant gas enters the FMMR stagnation chamber through propellant 
inlets that are connected to the propellant tank with a MEMS-valve and filter assembly. The propellant is 
heated through molecular collisions with the warm expansion slot surfaces. 

 

Figure 21 - The principle of an FMMR thruster [Courtesy of the University of Southern 
California] 
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6.9.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The thrust level ranges from 25 µN to a few millinewtons, with a specific impulse around 45-70 s. The 
power consumption is very low, about 1-2 W/mN. 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 45-70b 25 µNb 6 mNb N/A 1-2*

Typical 0.5 mNh

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

FMMR (micro-resistojet)

 
Table 29 - FMMR performance overview 

See Table 34 for complete references. 

6.9.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
As mentioned above, the FMMR is intended to operate in the span from many micronewtons to a number 
of millinewtons, roughly from 25 µN to 6 mN. 

6.9.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
The usefulness of FMMR thrusters for high-millinewton applications seems limited, since thrust levels of 
only up to 6 mN have been targeted so far. 

6.9.5 STATUS 

6.9.5.1 Current Situation 
This technology is still under development. A set of FMMR-thrusters has nevertheless been fabricated 
and will be tested on two satellites in the upcoming U.S. nanosatellite mission “3-Corner Satellite 
Constellation”. FMMR-thrusters will also be tested on the “Traveler-1” sub-orbital experimental payload, 
which is expected for launch on a sub-orbital vehicle during 2003-2004. 

6.9.6 EVALUATION 
The FMMR is intended to be a safe and simple micropropulsion system. It is also supposed to be efficient 
and of relatively low mass and low power. The main advantage with the system is that it is capable of 
providing very small impulse bits, an attractive feature to missions requiring fine manoeuvres and 
accurate pointing. Yet since the minimum thrust level is roughly 25 µN, the application of FMMR 
thrusters for low-µN manoeuvres is limited despite their accuracy. 
   The specific impulse of the FMMR is very low, between 45-70 s. This is even lower than for cold gas 
systems, which leads to significant mass and volume requirements for missions with high delta-v 
demands. For DARWIN, a propellant mass of almost 180 kg per spacecraft would be needed according to 
Table 21 (assuming a coarse manoeuvre thrust level of 5 mN). 

6.9.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 

 
+ Small impulse bits 

The FMMR is a very precise thruster system, capable of delivering very small impulse bits. This 
makes it an interesting option for missions with high demands on accuracy. 
 

+ Low power consumption 
The low power consumption of only a few watts is very attractive for microspacecraft applications. 
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+ Attractive system characteristics 
Compared with many other small-scale thrusters, the FMMR has a number of system advantages. 
Examples of these are reduced propellant storage pressure, no risk of catastrophic nozzle plugging, 
ease and flexibility of construction and reduced valve actuation requirements for small impulse bits. 
The system has also a very low mass (excluding propellant). 

6.9.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 

 
- Low performance 

The Isp between 45-70 s is very low, which can lead to extreme propellant requirements for missions 
with a high delta-v. 
 

- High temperatures 
Since the system is based on resistojet technology, it might be unsuitable for certain missions where 
low temperatures are desired (e.g. missions with cryogenic payloads). 
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6.10 Vaporizing Liquid Microthruster 

6.10.1.1 Overview 
The Vaporising Liquid Microthruster (VLM) is another MEMS-based micro-resistojet propulsion system, 
being developed in the U.S. by JPL/NASA. It is targeted for nanosatellites and high-precision 
interferometry missions (e.g. TPF) with thrust level requirements in the micronewton level and impulse-
bits in the microsecond range (or less). The thrust is produced through vaporising a liquid propellant on 
demand. Weight, volume and power-usage are supposed to be minimised with this technology. 

6.10.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
The propulsion system consists of a long, narrow heated channel in which fluid is vaporised. At the end 
of the channel is a nozzle/diffuser structure that converges the pressurised vapour, and then allows it to 
diverge, thus creating the thrust. The device is made of silicon, which is fabricated using MEMS etching 
techniques. The total chip size is 1 x 1.1 x 0.1 cm3, and the weight is a few grams. 
 

 
 Figure 22 - "T-type" Vaporising Liquid Microthruster [Courtesy of JPL/NASA] 

Liquid propellants are being used rather than gaseous propellants in order to reduce propulsion system 
mass and volume (through the use of more compact and lighter liquid propellant tanks). Currently, water 
is the preferred propellant (due to ease in laboratory handling). Future alternatives could be Ammonia 
(lower heat required for vaporisation) or Hydrazine (extensive flight heritage). 

6.10.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
Since the VLM is basically a type of resistojet, the principle of operation is similar. A liquid propellant is 
fed into a microfabricated thruster that features two opposite thin-film deposited heater elements. The 
propellant is pressure-fed between these heaters, and is vaporised through heat transfer from the 
electronically powered heaters. The resulting vapour is ejected from a microfabricated nozzle, thus 
producing the thrust.  

6.10.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The structure generally requires between 1-5 W to heat the water until vaporisation. The obtained thrust 
so far ranges between 0.15 mN and 0.46 mN, and the stated goal is a thrust range between 0.1-1 mN. 
Impulse bits in the 10-7 Ns to 10-5 Ns range are targeted. No Isp-data is yet available. 
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Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* N/A 32 µNi 1 mNj N/A 5j

Typical 0.1 mNj

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

VLM (micro-resistojet)

 
Table 30 - VLM performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.10.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
The VLM is intended to mainly operate at thrust levels above 100 µN to a millinewton, but tests have 
shown that still lower thrust levels are achievable. Future developments will determine the feasible thrust 
range for the VLM. 

6.10.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
The VLM is not intended for use in the mid or high millinewton range, the maximum thrust is estimated 
to be a few millinewtons. 

6.10.5 STATUS 

6.10.5.1 Current Situation 
A large amount of key testing still remains to be done. Nevertheless, some limited performance tests have 
been carried out. At power levels of 0.8 W, thrust data as low as 32 µN have been measured on a thrust 
stand, determined within an accuracy of 0.5 µN. The results indicate that the VLM could possibly operate 
not only in the mid- or high micronewton level, but perhaps also in the low micronewton range. 

6.10.5.2 Future Prospects 
The VLM thruster technology is still in very early stages of research and development. Extensive testing 
needs to be performed before any fair evaluations can be made, e.g. no Isp-data exists yet. 

6.10.6 EVALUATION 
The development programme of this technology is ambitious, and VLM seem promising for 
nanosatellites and high-precision applications, e.g. interferometry missions. The maturity of the VLM is 
nonetheless relatively low compared to other micropropulsion technologies, and relevant test-data is still 
lacking (e.g. Isp, lifetime). 

6.10.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ Small and lightweight propulsion system 

Due to small and lightweight components, as well as compact, lightweight and low-pressure tanks for 
liquid propellant storage, the size and mass of this propulsion system is highly optimised.  
 

+ Low leakage rates 
Leakage concerns can be significantly reduced or eliminated due to liquid propellant storage. 
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6.10.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 
- Relatively high power-to-thrust ratio 

The main drawback of the Vaporising Liquid Microthruster is the high power-to-thrust ratio, which is 
due to the high thermal conductivity of silicon. 
 

- Low level of maturity 
Significant development in this technology is required, and before any fair evaluations can be 
performed, relevant performance-data is needed (e.g. Isp and lifetime). 
 

- Low accuracy 
It is not yet completely clear at which thrust level the VLM will mainly operate. Indications exist that 
the minimum thrust level would be at some tens of micronewtons, possibly making the VLM 
insufficiently accurate for the DARWIN micronewton manoeuvres. 
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6.11 Low-power Arcjets 

6.11.1 OVERVIEW 
Arcjets are another electrothermal propulsion technology, in some ways similar to resistojets. They are 
often used for North-South Station Keeping (NSSK) purposes on communication satellites. Their main 
advantage is the relatively high propellant efficiency compared with chemical and resistojet thrusters. 
This can increase the mission lifetime and lead to more profitable mission.  
   Due to the high power requirements of an arcjet thruster system, several kinds of new low-power arcjets 
are presently being developed in order to meet the increasing demand for smaller satellites with low 
power budgets and lower thrust requirements. 

6.11.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
An arcjet thruster system generally consists of a propellant tank and feed-system, a cathode and anode, 
the arc-producing arrangement, a power processing unit (to produce the high voltages often required) and 
a nozzle. The PPU of an arcjet is significantly more complex than for resistojets, and can be several times 
heavier than the thruster itself. Many different propellants can be used; some of the most popular are 
Hydrazine, Hydrogen and Ammonia. 
 

 
 Figure 23 - Schematic of Arcjet operation [courtesy of NASA] 

6.11.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
In the arcjet thrust is produced by electrically heating a propellant to gaseous form, which expands 
through a nozzle. In order to achieve higher specific impulses than in resistojet systems, an arc discharge 
is used to heat the propellant. The discharge is produced either with a low DC voltage (~100 V) and a 
high current (~300 A), or by applying a high voltage field with a high frequency.  
   The propellant whirls into the cathode, and together with the column-shape of the anode this whirling 
motion increases the time exposure of propellant to the arc, which improves the performance. 

6.11.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The thrust level of commercial arcjet systems is varying, spanning from hundreds of millinewtons to a 
few Newtons. Due to thermal losses in arcjets the efficiency is much lower than in resistojets, usually 
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between 30-40%. The Isp on the other hand is higher, 500-2,000 s. Power consumption is generally higher 
than in resistojets due to the high voltages or currents used to produce the arc. Normal values range from 
a few hundred watts to 100 kW for some systems. 
   Lifetime is one of the major issues in arcjets. Due to electrode erosion, arcjet systems are usually 
limited to around 1,500 h of operation. 
 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 450-2,000* 50 mNg 5 Ng 30-50%* 7-9g

Typical 500g 200mNf 2 Nf 35%*

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Arcjets

 

Table 31 - Arcjet performance overview 

C.f. Table 34 for complete references. 

6.11.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
No arcjet system for micronewton thrust levels is known to be under development. 

6.11.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
For micropropulsion applications, several kinds of very low-power arcjets are under investigation and 
development. Two of the most promising systems are microwave arcjets and pulsed arcjets. Targeted 
thrust levels are in the millinewton range, e.g. values of 4-6 mN have been measured in tests. The Isp for 
these small Arcjets is significantly lower than in conventional Arcjets, only around 200-300 s. The input 
power ranges from 5-30 W for the smallest systems. 

6.11.5 STATUS 

6.11.5.1 Current Situation 
Arcjets have been frequently used on a variety of missions, and they are well developed. Typical 
applications are North-South Station Keeping (NSSK) on communication satellites. 

6.11.5.2 Future Prospects 
Low-power arcjet systems are presently being developed for microspacecraft applications. These arcjets 
are aiming at power consumption levels of 5-30 W, but preliminary results indicate that the specific 
impulse of these scaled-down thrusters drops dramatically, to values below 300 s. More research is 
required before any feasible high-performance low-power arcjet thrusters can be produced. 

6.11.6 EVALUATION 
The design and principle of operation in arcjets is relatively simple and robust. Arcjets and resistojets 
have many similarities, both being electrothermal propulsion technologies. 
   Arcjets are well suited for manoeuvres such as NSSK on communication satellites, which do not have 
the same demands on high accuracy as precision flying missions. The thrusters have low efficiencies as 
well as a decent Isp of around 1,000 s. These intermediate performance characteristics make ordinary 
arcjets an improper alternative for micropropulsion missions. Feasible very low-power arcjets suitable for 
micropropulsion might nevertheless eventually be developed. 

6.11.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
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+ Power and Mass efficient 
Arcjets have one of the lowest power-to-thrust ratios of all electric propulsion systems37. They also 
have a higher propellant efficiency than chemical or resistojet systems. 

 
+ Simple 

Like resistojets, the design and principle of operation is simple. This leads to a high reliability and a 
low cost. 

6.11.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 

- Low performance 
Due to thermal losses in the arc-discharge process, the efficiency is much lower than in resistojet 
systems, between 30-40%. The Isp drops to around 300 s (or less) in scaled-down arcjets for 
micropropulsion. 

 
- Limited lifetime 
 Because of cathode erosion, the lifetime of arcjet thrusters is limited to usually about 1,500 h. 
 
- Inaccurate 

Arcjets are not likely to meet the accuracy requirements of high-precision missions such as 
DARWIN. 
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6.12 Pulsed Plasma Thrusters 

6.12.1 OVERVIEW 
The pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) is classified as an electromagnetic propulsion system; because the 
thrust is produced through accelerating an ionised propellant using magnetic fields. It was one of the first 
electrical propulsion systems, developed already in the 1960’s. The principle of operation is relatively 
simple, which leads to high reliability and robustness. 
   A Micro-PPT system is currently being developed in the U.S., targeting a thrust range from 2-30 µN to 
a few millinewtons with a power consumption of 1-20 W. This is considered to be an interesting option 
for NASA’s formation flying interferometry mission Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF)12. The pulsed type of 
operation in a PPT is nonetheless likely to introduce vibrations and other phenomena that cannot be 
tolerated in high-accuracy missions42. 

6.12.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
The most common design is the ablative PPT, in which a solid propellant is ablated, ionised and 
accelerated. The propellant is in the form of a solid bar, usually Teflon. A typical ablative PPT thruster 
system consists of a propellant bar, two electrodes, a spring, a spark plug, a capacitor, a power processing 
unit (PPU) and a nozzle. Thruster system mass including propellant is usually a couple of kilograms. 
   Another promising but less mature type of PPT is the gas-fed PPT. It is being developed in the U.S. by 
Science Research Laboratories (SRL), a company situated in Massachusetts, USA. This thruster uses 
high-pressure Xenon instead of solid Teflon as propellant, but the principle of operation is similar. While 
disadvantages are found in leakage issues, less compact storage and lower reliability (due to moving 
parts) than in the ablative PPT, this system minimizes contamination issues and has an improved 
throttling capability. 

6.12.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
The principle of a PPT is relatively simple compared with many other electric propulsion concepts. The 
solid propellant bar is placed between two electrodes that are connected to a capacitor bank. The bar is 
pushed against a retaining lid by a feed-spring. 
   A spark plug triggers an electrical discharge across the surface of the propellant, and heat transfer from 
the discharge ablates part of the propellant and ionises it. The ionised propellant is then accelerated by 
electromagnetic fields. After each thruster firing, the spring pushes the propellant bar forward in position 
for the next pulse. 
 

 

 Figure 24 - Principle of an ablative Pulsed Plasma Thruster [Courtesy of NASA] 
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6.12.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The thrust level of PPT systems range all the way from 2 µN to above 1 N, and the specific impulse 
varies between 200-5,000 s, with typical values around 1,000-1,500 s. The efficiency is rather low 
(around 10-15%), and the power-to-thrust ratio is between 45-90 W/mN. 
 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 200-5,000* 2 µNb 100 mNf 5-15%e 50-90e

Typical 1,500g 5 µNg 4.5 mNb 10%d 60g

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

Pulsed Plasma Thrusters

 
Table 32 - PPT thruster performance overview 

See Table 34 for complete references. 

6.12.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
Micronewton PPT-systems are currently under development in the U.S., for use in high precision 
missions and small satellite missions. A thrust range from 2 µN to 4.5 mN1 gives the PPT a flexible 
characteristic for micropropulsion applications. The drawback of PPT systems for micropropulsion and 
especially high-precision missions is that it operates in a pulsed-mode, i.e. the thrust is obtained from 
numerous repeated tiny pulses. This can lead to unacceptable level of vibrations in missions with extreme 
demands on accuracy and stability42. 

6.12.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
Most available PPT systems operate in the millinewton-range, usually from a few millinewtons to above 
100 mN. The heritage in the millinewton PPT is considerable, due to decades of flight experience. This 
makes it a reliable and well-known option for millinewton applications. Since the power-to-thrust ratio is 
nevertheless relatively high, power consumption at high thrust levels can be a concern. 

6.12.5 STATUS 

6.12.5.1 Current Situation 
The PPT was one of the first electric propulsion technologies developed. Already in 1964, PPT thrusters 
were successfully used on the Soviet spacecraft Zond-2 that headed for Mars.  
   Currently, small PPT thrusters are being developed for microspacecraft applications and high-precision 
attitude control. An example is the Washington university project “Dawgstar”, which is a nanosatellite 
formation-flying mission. Here a PPT propulsion system with an Isp of 500 s and a minimum impulse bit 
of 70 µN-s will be used. The total mass of the propulsion system is estimated to be about 3.8 kg.  

6.12.5.2 Future Prospects 
The U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) is developing another type of PPT, a miniature 
propulsion system capable of station-keeping and primary propulsion on microsatellites in the 25 kg 
category. It is intended for a demonstration on the planned AFRL TechSat21 space mission. 

6.12.6 EVALUATION 
The PPT has a number of advantages, such as simplicity, good Isp and a flexible thrust range. The heritage 
of ablative PPT systems is also considerable. A possible drawback is the pulsed mode of operation, which 
might make it unsuitable to missions with extreme demands on thrust noise and stability (such as 
DARWIN). Other disadvantages of the PPT are the low efficiency and the possible contamination risk 
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with vaporised Teflon. This problem could nonetheless be solved with the new gas-fed PPT concept, 
which on the other hand introduces some other drawbacks. An additional concern with PPT systems 
could be Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). The lifetime is also argued to be limited due to the solid 
Teflon propellant feeding process42. 
   But despite these disadvantages, many experts consider the PPT as one the most feasible 
micropropulsion options in addition to FEEP and Colloid thrusters. 

6.12.6.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ Simple 

The principle of operation in a PPT is straightforward, and the propellant feed system is simple and 
reliable. No moving parts (except the propellant bar) are used. 
 

+ Compact propellant storage 
Due to the solid propellant, problems with leakage and fuel sloshing are avoided. The high-density 
solid propellant also leads to a compact propellant storage with a small volume. 

 
+ Small impulse-bits 

PPT systems are generally capable of providing small impulse-bits, around a few µN. The minimum 
thrust is around 2 µN, and even smaller systems are being developed for microspacecraft applications 
and extremely accurate attitude control. 

6.12.6.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
 
- Contamination 

It is argued that PPT systems can possibly cause spacecraft contamination problems, due to Teflon 
that easily sticks to surfaces. This might be unacceptable to missions with sensitive optical surfaces. 
The gas-fed PPT concept that is currently under development could eliminate contamination issues, 
but instead bring in some other problems (e.g. gas-leakage, larger and heavier propellant storage). 
 

- Pulsed mode of operation 
PPT systems are pulsed thrusters. Their pulsed mode of operation can possibly introduce vibrations 
and other phenomena, which might be unacceptable for missions with very stringent demands on 
accuracy and stability. 

  
- Inefficient 

Many PPT systems suffer from a high power-to-thrust ratio (50-90 W/mN), and also a low efficiency 
(~20%). 
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6.13 Magnetoplasmadynamic Thrusters 

6.13.1 OVERVIEW 
The magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster is of electromagnetic type, and the ionised propellant is 
accelerated using magnetic fields. MPD thrusters have been developed since the 1960’s, and there are two 
types: the self-field MPD thruster and the applied-field MPD thruster. A major drawback of this thruster 
technology for small spacecraft applications is the large power requirement, which usually is on the kW 
or even MW-level. Although MPD systems are most likely improper for micropropulsion, this technology 
is included in the report for completeness. 

6.13.2 SYSTEM DESIGN 
An MPD propulsion system generally consists of a propellant tank, pipes and feed system, a PCU with 
wires, and a thruster system with the electrodes and a nozzle. 
   Many different propellants can be used, but they have to be non-oxidising (oxidation leads to cathode 
degradation). Examples of applicable propellants are Hydrogen, Hydrazine, Xenon, Argon and even 
alkali metals such as Lithium. 

6.13.3 THRUSTER PRINCIPLE 
In an MPD-thruster, a high current discharge is applied between two coaxial electrodes. The general 
configuration has an axi-symmetric chamber with a cathode along the ionisation region carrying a large 
current, typically kilo-amperes. The potential difference between the cathode and the anode ionises the 
inflowing neutral gas. The current generates a self-induced radial magnetic field that interacts with the 
currents, resulting in Lorentz-force acceleration. The axial component generates thrust and the radial 
component increases the pressure towards the centre line. This is the principle of a “self-field MPD 
thruster”. Another configuration is called “applied-field MPD thruster”, and it uses additional external 
magnetic fields (permanent magnets or coils) around the anode for increased performance. 
   Propellant flow and thermal gas expansion also contribute to the thrust but are usually at least one order 
of magnitude below the magnetic acceleration. 
 

 
 Figure 25 - Self-field MPD schematic 

6.13.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
MPD thrusters can generate higher thrust levels than any other electric propulsion system, up to 200 N. 
This is done at very high power levels (kW or even MW) at specific impulses between 1,000-8,000 s. The 
higher the power, the better the efficiency (which typically ranges from 35-75%).  
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   Smaller MPD thrusters exist, with thrust levels of several Newtons and a power consumption of around 
100 kW. The disadvantage with these smaller MPD systems is lower efficiency (~20%) and lower Isp 
(~1000 s), due to the lower power levels. 
   A major lifetime limiting factor for an MPD is cathode erosion, but lifetimes of more than 1,000 hours 
have been demonstrated. 

Isp (s) Efficiency
Power 

consumption (W)
Power-to-

Thrust (W/mN)
min max

Span* 1,000-8,000* 1 Nf 200 Ng 10-75%* 1,000-10,000,000* 0.5-50e

Typical 2,000g 25 Ng 200 Ng 35%f

*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided

Thrust range

MPD

 
Table 33 - MPD performance overview 

Please see Table 34 for complete references. 

6.13.4.1 Micronewton Thrust Levels 
Due to physical and technical reasons, no MPD thruster exists that operate at thrust levels in the 
micronewton or millinewton range. Instead they are used for thrust levels of several Newtons or more. 

6.13.4.2 Millinewton Thrust Levels 
See above. 

6.13.4.3 Current Situation 
The MPD has been developed since the 1960’s, but its very high power requirements have lead to 
restricted use. Yet in 1997 the Japanese Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) successfully 
flew a pulsed MPD thruster. Research in this technology is currently being done by American, European, 
Japanese and Russian organisations.  

6.13.4.4 Future Prospects 
The ongoing research programs in this thruster technology might eventually discover feasible applications 
for the extremely power-consuming MPD thruster concept. A suggestion is that they could be used on 
high-power interplanetary missions. 

6.13.5 EVALUATION 
An advantage with electromagnetic propulsion technologies (e.g. MPD, PPT) compared with electrostatic 
ones (e.g. ion engines and Hall thrusters) is that a plasma with higher temperature and density can be 
confined and directed. This result in higher exhaust velocities and therefore more efficient use of the 
propellant mass. The extremely high power requirements nonetheless render MPD systems impractical 
for most space applications, especially for small satellite/low-power missions. 

6.13.5.1 Advantages 
The main advantages are listed below. 
 
+ High performance 

At high power levels (up to megawatts) the efficiency and the Isp can be very high, around 75% and 
8,000 s respectively. 

6.13.5.2 Disadvantages 
The main disadvantages are listed below. 
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- Extreme power requirement 
Since the power consumption of an MPD thruster typically is on the level of several hundreds of kW 
or even MW, there are very few (if any) existing spacecraft that are able to accommodate this kind of 
propulsion system. 
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7. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND EVALUATION 

7.1 Introduction 
The large variety of micropropulsion technologies available with widely different performance 
characteristics makes it a delicate task to identify the most promising concepts that should be investigated 
further. In order to facilitate this undertaking and provide a comprehensive overview, several performance 
matrixes have been created. 
   In the first round of narrowing, a detailed matrix with numerical performance figures is presented. This 
is used for ruling out inappropriate and uninteresting concepts. In the second round of narrowing, 
weighted performance matrixes for micronewton and millinewton thrust levels lead to a decision which 
technologies should be further investigated for the DARWIN attitude and position control system. The 
possibility of utilising combinations of propulsion systems for the different thrust levels is also addressed. 
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7.2 First Round of Narrowing 

7.2.1 PERFORMANCE TABLE 
The performance table below contains key performance data for the propulsion technologies investigated. 
It will facilitate sorting out systems with insufficient characteristics, and identification of more interesting 
candidates. 
 

Technology Isp Efficiency
Typical power 
consumption**

Power-to-
Thrust

sec min max W W/mN
Span* 4,000-8,000m 1 µNa 2-5 mNb 30-90%f 10-150f 40-75*

Typical 6000m 50-60%a 60e

Span* 2,000-3,500* 10 µNb 500 mNg 50-75%a 200-3,000* 25-40g

Typical 3,000b 30 mNb 200 mNk 55%e 30b

Span* 800-3,000* 5 µNg 200 mNg 50%f 400-5000* 15-20b

Typical 1,500b 30 mNk 70 mNk 18g

Span* 500-1,500f 1 µNf 50 mNg 70-75%b 5-50f 10b

Typical 1200g 5 µNg 1 mNb 75%a

Span* 150-1,000* 5 mNg 500 mNf 65-90%* 500-1,500f 1-3*

Typical 300g 80%f 1.5g

Span* 45-70b 25 µNb 6 mNb N/A 7-15* 1-2*

Typical 0.5 mN
Span* N/A 32 µNi 1 mNj N/A 1-5* 5j

Typical 0.1 mNj 5j

Span* 450-2,000* 50 mNg 5 Ng 30-50%* 300-10,000* 7-9g

Typical 500g 200mNf 2 Nf 35%*

Span* 1,000-8,000* 1 Nf 200 Ng 10-75%* 1,000-10,000,000* 0.5-50e

Typical 2,000g 25 Ng 200 Ng 35%f

Span* 200-5,000* 2 µNb 100 mNf 5-15%e 1-200f 50-90e

Typical 1,500g 5 µNg 4.5 mNb 10%d 60g

Span* 80-120c 1-5 µNc 0.5-5 mNc N/A 1.5-3c N/A
Typical
Span* 100j 1 mNj 300 mNj N/A 1j N/A

Typical
*The whole span of numbers from various references is provided
**Typical power levels for the specific thruster-type

Solid prop. Microthrusters

VLM (micro-resistojet)

Arcjets

MPD (magnetic thrusters)

Pulsed Plasma Thrusters

FEEP thrusters

Ion thrusters

Thrust range

Cold gas microthrusters

Hall-effect thrusters

Colloid thrusters

Conventional Resistojets

FMMR (micro-resistojet)

 
aNASA/JPL Advanced Propulsion Concepts webpage37 (2004)
bMicropropulsion for small spacecraft1 (2000)
cMicro Propulsion Cold Gas Thrusters - Phase 2 Final Report24 (2003)
dMicropropulsion system selection for precision formation flying satellites16 (2001)
eElectric Propulsion - Which one for my spacecraft8 (2003)
fAdvanced Space Propulsion Systems4 (2003)
gSpace Mission Analysis and Design2 (1999)
iVaporising Liquid Microthrusters28 (2003)
jSolid Propellant MicroThruster: an alternative propulsion device for nanosatellite6 (2003)
kEuropean activities in Electric Propulsion12 (2003)
mNicolini42 (2004)

Sources:

 
 

Table 34 - Micropropulsion technology performance overview 

Two trade-off analyses are made using Table 34, one for the precision-pointing applications and another 
for the coarse manoeuvres. 
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7.2.2 MICRONEWTON TRADE-OFF 
This section aims at identifying micropropulsion systems with insufficient performance for the DARWIN 
micronewton manoeuvres, and to pass the most promising systems on to the second round of narrowing. 

7.2.2.1 Discussion 
The thrust range is a critical parameter for the micronewton precision-pointing attitude control, and it will 
be used for ruling out inappropriate systems. A proportional and accurate thrust from 1 µN (or less) to at 
least 100 µN is a requirement. Although some of the included systems do not currently live up to this, a 
redesign might be possible in order to meet the demands. Some of the propulsion technologies are though 
for physical reasons not feasible for accurate thrust levels as low as 1 µN, at least not within a reasonable 
timeframe. 
   Using Table 34, the following systems are regarded as having a serious potential for meeting the 
stringent demands: 
 

 FEEP 
 Colloid thrusters 
 PPT 
 Cold Gas Microthrusters 

  
The FMMR and VLM are mainly intended for thrust levels of some hundreds of micronewton to around a 
millinewton, and not for extremely low and precise micronewton levels. 
   Although Hall thrusters according to Wertz2 can have minimum thrust levels of 5 µN, this is 
contradictory to other sources and not viewed as credible. No low-micronewton Hall thrusters are known 
currently to be under development. 
   Micro-ion thrusters on the other hand are indeed under development, but in very early stages. It is also 
not clear whether they will have a thrust range all the way to one micronewton. It is possible that this 
technology is not suitable for such a considerable downscaling. 

7.2.2.2 Conclusion 
The four most promising micronewton propulsion technologies that are carried on to the second round of 
narrowing are FEEP, Colloid thrusters, PPT and Cold Gas Microthrusters. 
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7.2.3 MILLINEWTON TRADE-OFF 
This section aims at identifying micropropulsion systems with insufficient performance for the DARWIN 
millinewton manoeuvres, and to pass the most promising systems on to the second round of narrowing. 

7.2.3.1 Discussion 
For the coarse manoeuvres, a thrust range from about 1 mN (or less) to 5 mN is preferable. The 
requirements on precision are not as stringent as for the micronewton manoeuvres, but a certain degree of 
accuracy is necessary in order to enable smooth transitions to the precision-pointing system. From these 
criteria and with the help of Table 34, the following systems are viewed as the most promising: 
 

 FEEP 
 Ion thrusters 
 Hall-effect thrusters, 
 Colloid thrusters 
 Resistojets 
 PPT 
 Cold Gas Microthrusters 

 
The FMMR and VLM are under very early development, and their performance characteristics are 
somewhat vague. It seems their performance will be very low, and that the main area of operation will be 
between 500 µN to 1 mN, not much higher. This makes them less attractive alternatives compared to the 
other millinewton technologies. 
   Arcjets usually operate at high thrust levels of 50 mN or more, and they are not very accurate. Because 
of this, they are not further considered for the DARWIN millinewton thruster system. 
   Solid propellant microthrusters are rather inflexible due to their one-shot characteristic. 
Accommodating the large thruster-plates on the spacecraft with a free line of sight for all microthrusters 
is a challenging task. In addition, the spacecraft contamination of solid propellant microthrusters remains 
to be investigated, as does the accuracy. Because of all this, they are not considered as a very promising 
propulsion options. They do nevertheless have a very low power consumption, long lifetime and high 
reliability, which might very well make them suitable for other missions.  

7.2.3.2 Conclusion 
The most promising millinewton propulsion technologies that are carried on to the second round of 
narrowing are FEEP, Ion thrusters, Hall-Effect thrusters, Colloid thrusters, Resistojets, PPT and Cold Gas 
Microthrusters. 
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7.3 Second Round of Narrowing 

7.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
A number of micropropulsion technologies still seem feasible for the DARWIN mission. In this second 
round of narrowing, a recommendation is made for the select few technologies that are considered the 
most promising for the micro and millinewton manoeuvres. These will then be investigated in more detail 
in chapter 8. 

7.3.2 MICRONEWTON TRADE-OFF 

7.3.2.1 Weighted Characteristics Matrix 
The matrix below presents a weighted overview of the performance of the different micronewton 
propulsion systems carried over from the first round of narrowing. The marks are based on data from 
current state-of-the-art systems. 
 

Maturity
Thrust 
range Resolution Lifetime Contamination

1 2 3 3 2
Technology (Value) (Value) (Value) Sum

3 5 5 24 kg 3 44 W 2 37 dm 3 4 3 2
3 10 15 3 2 8 9 4 54
2 5 4 15 kg 4 24 W 3 66 dm 3 3 3 3
2 10 12 4 3 6 9 6 52
2 4 3 15 kg 4 44 W 2 34 dm 3 4 3 1
2 8 9 4 2 8 9 2 44
2 5 4 49 kg 2 3 W 5 139 dm 3 2 4 5
2 10 12 2 5 4 12 10 57

Criteria

FEEP

µ-PPT's

Mass
1

Power 
consumption Volume

1 2
Importance 
of criteria >

CGMT

Colloid

 
Table 35 – Micronewton characteristics matrix 

The criteria and weighting system are described below. 

7.3.2.2 Weighting System 
A high mark for a technology on a certain attribute indicates attractive properties, e.g. a high mark on the 
maturity signals a high level of maturity for that specific thruster technology, while on the other hand a 
high mark for the mass means a low thruster and propellant mass (which of course is desirable from a 
system standpoint). The scale is from one to five. 

7.3.2.3 Definition of Criteria 
Each performance criteria is assigned a value that represents its present significance to the DARWIN 
system for micronewton manoeuvres, on a scale between one and three. High numbers indicate important 
factors. The performance criteria for the micronewton thrusters are described in more detail below. 

7.3.2.3.1 MATURITY 

The maturity gives an indication on the heritage of the system. It takes into account how well known the 
technology is, and its flight record. For technologies under development, the degree of performed testing 
and required development is also taken into account. 
   Considering that the DARWIN implementation phase is scheduled for 2009, this factor is of no major 
significance at present. If a thruster system is however to be demonstrated on the precursor mission 
SMART-3, it needs to be available perhaps already in 2007. Hence at least a reasonable degree of 
maturity has to have been achieved in order for any technology to be eligible for the DARWIN 
micropropulsion system. 
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   The marks are assigned in accordance with Table 36 below: 
  

Mark
[1-5]

Under early development 1
Development to be finished within a few years 2

Fully developed, but not flown 3
Flown on several missions 4
Considerable flight heritage 5

Maturity status

 
Table 36 - Scale for weighted maturity 

7.3.2.3.2 THRUST RANGE 

The thrust range is a measure on the capability of the thruster system to provide a proportional thrust 
within a large interval in the micronewton range, ideally from 1-1,000 µN (or higher). Employing several 
micronewton thrusters, which operate in parallel (in the same direction) can increase the maximum thrust 
in any given direction.  
   A large thrust range is important in order to make fine micronewton manoeuvres of any desired 
magnitude possible. The minimum demand on the micronewton thrust range is that it should span from 
one micronewton to at least 100 µN. The marks are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
 

 

Range Mark
[µN] [1-5]
0-50 1

0-100 2
0-500 3

0-1000 4
0-5000 5   

Table 37 - Scale for weighted thrust range 

7.3.2.3.3 RESOLUTION 

The resolution provides an indication of how precise the thruster technology is. General figures for both 
the resolution and accuracy are taken into account; with requirements being a resolution of about 3 µN 
and an accuracy of 0.5 µN (see section 5.1). In addition, a continuous mode of operation is preferred 
instead of pulsed operations, since the latter is not as stable and can induce vibrations in the system. 
Therefore, systems with pulsed operation are penalised with -1 in their marks. 
   The resolution criterion has a high importance for the micronewton manoeuvres, due to the stringent 
requirements on precise attitude and position control. Furthermore, a more accurate micropropulsion 
system can possibly improve observations. The marks are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
 

 

Resolution Mark
[µN] [1-5]
> 4 1
3-4 2
2-3 3

0.5-2 4
< 0.5 5   

Table 38 - Scale for weighted thrust resolution 

7.3.2.3.4 MASS 

The mass is defined as the mass of the propellant, tankage and thruster, assuming a mission lifetime of 5 
years and 24 thrusters (section 5.2). Especially systems with heavy thrusters or low Isp are penalised here. 
   Currently the propulsion system mass is not considered to be a major issue for the DARWIN mission, 
as the Ariane-5 launcher seems capable of providing all DARWIN spacecraft with relatively generous 
mass-budgets. Because of this, the mass of the micronewton propulsion system is given an importance 
factor of one. The marks are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
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Mass* Mark
[kg] [1-5]
> 55 1

35-55 2
20-35 3
10-20 4
< 10 5

*Propellant, tankage and thrusters  

Table 39 - Scale for weighted thruster mass 

7.3.2.3.5 POWER CONSUMPTION 

The power consumption is judged by the power requirements of the propulsion system (including PPU if 
applicable), assuming an average thrust level of 100 µN (section 5.3.3.1). Also the mass impact from any 
required power-conditioning electronics is taken into account; with a penalty of –1 if a PPU is required. 
   For micronewton thrust levels, the power consumption is not a major issue since it is relatively low for 
all included systems. Therefore, the importance factor of the power consumption and power related 
hardware mass for micronewton thrust levels is set to one. The marks are assigned in accordance with the 
table below: 
 

 

Power 
requirements Mark

[W] [1-5]
> 80 1

50-80 2
30-50 3
15-30 4
0-15 5   

Table 40 – Marking scale for weighted power requirements 

7.3.2.3.6 VOLUME 

The volume is here defined as the total volume of propellant, tankage, thrusters and power-processing 
equipment (if applicable). It is assumed that 24 thrusters are used, 12 nominal and 12 redundant (see 
section 5.2). The propellant figures are based on continuous 100 µN-thrusting during 2.5 years of 
observations (5.3.3.1). Systems with large thrusters or large power processing electronics are penalised 
here, as well as systems with low specific impulses or low-density propellant (e.g. gaseous). 
   Since the Ariane-5 fairing imposes limitations on the spacecraft size, volume has a considerable impact. 
It is therefore given an importance factor of two. The marks are assigned in accordance with the table 
below: 
 

 

Volume Mark
[dm3] [1-5]
> 140 1

90-140 2
50-90 3
20-50 4
<20 5   

Table 41 – Marking scale for weighted Volume 

7.3.2.3.7 LIFETIME 

The lifetime is defined considering how likely it is for a propulsion system to able to operate during a 5-
year mission in a satisfying way. Systems with no obvious life-limiting factors are assigned higher marks, 
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while systems that have relatively complicated designs are penalised. In addition, systems generally prone 
to wear-phenomena (such as valve cycling, erosion etc.) receive lower marks.   
   Lifetime is one of the key-drivers for the DARWIN micropropulsion system, since it is imperative that 
the thrusters are capable of functioning throughout a 5-year mission. Furthermore, a 5-year extension 
would be desirable. 

7.3.2.3.8 CONTAMINATION 

The contamination is defined considering how severely the propulsion system is likely to contaminate the 
spacecraft (and itself), including vital parts such as sensitive optical surfaces. This is highly dependant on 
the propellant, where benign gases such as Xenon and Nitrogen are preferred, while propellants such as 
Caesium or Teflon are to be avoided. Due to the importance of contamination effects for DARWIN, this 
issue deserve an in-depth study. It is imperative to keep the sensitive optical surfaces of the telescope 
flyers and hub spacecraft as clean as possible, in order to maintain the optical properties throughout the 
mission. Another reason why contamination issues are one of the major drivers on the DARWIN 
propulsion system is the fact that the spacecraft are flying in formation, where thrusters on one spacecraft 
might fire in the direction of another spacecraft in the formation.  
   Since for the micronewton manoeuvres the amount of exhausted propellant is so minute, this factor is 
more important for the millinewton thrusters. For the micronewton thrusters, contamination concerns are 
given an importance factor of two. The marks are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
 

 

Contamination Mark
[type of propellant] [1-5]

Teflon 1
Caesium / Rubidium 2

Other 3
Ionised benign gas 4

Benign gas, not ionised 5   
Table 42 – Marking scale for weighted Contamination 

7.3.2.4 Micronewton Impacts 
Some parameters deserve to be commented on especially for the micronewton thrust levels, since their 
degree of significance will have a considerable impact on the selection of micronewton propulsion system 
for DARWIN. 

7.3.2.4.1 POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Due to the small thrust levels, the power consumption of all systems is low in the micronewton range. An 
example is FEEP thrusters, which have one of the highest power-to-thrust ratios. Nonetheless, for a 100 
µN thrust they would still only consume 6 W of power (plus a PCU standby power of typically 20-30 W 
for 4 PCU). 

7.3.2.5 Discussion 
The results from the matrix are the following: 
 

1. Cold Gas Microthrusters, 57 p 
2. FEEP, 54 p 
3. Colloid thrusters, 52 p 
4. PPT, 44 p 

 
It appears the technology best suited for the micronewton attitude and position control is Cold Gas 
Microthrusters, which has an excellent thrust range and high precision, as well as extremely low power 
consumption and clean propellant. Development is still ongoing; a complete system is scheduled to be 
available within a few years. 
   Number two is the FEEP technology, which is also recognised for its large thrust range, and for its very 
high accuracy. In addition to a high mass-efficiency (due to the high Isp) and a relatively high degree of 
maturity, this is indeed a very promising candidate technology. 
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7.3.2.6 System Selection 

7.3.2.6.1 COLD GAS MICROTHRUSTERS 

Cold Gas Microthrusters are selected as the number-one technology for the micronewton manoeuvres, 
based on the performance matrixes (Table 34 and Table 35) and their general characteristics. The power 
consumption is very low, only a few watts per pod at maximum thrust. Furthermore, benign propellants 
are used which minimises spacecraft contamination. 
   The most advanced and promising Cold Gas Microthruster concept is probably be the MEMS-based 
ACR thrusters. They are nonetheless still under development, but are expected to be available within a 
few years. A more mature Cold Gas Microthruster system is the Polyflex cold gas thruster. A brief 
comparison between these two systems is made in section 8.1.10.2. 
 
? Question marks 

The lifetime is a potential issue, testing of this and other performance characteristics is yet be made. 
In addition, the mass and volume for the DARWIN applications seems to be considerable. 

7.3.2.6.2 FEEP THRUSTERS 

FEEP-thrusters are selected as number two. They have a superior Isp, excellent resolution/accuracy and 
are capable of covering the whole span from 1 µN to a few millinewtons. The power consumption is also 
low in the micronewton range. In addition, FEEP is viewed as the most mature propulsion technology for 
low micronewton thrust levels. 
 
? Question marks 

Two major issues of the FEEP that should be investigated in more detail are the lifetime and 
contamination properties. In addition, thermal dissipation of FEEP thrusters placed on the cold 
payload module of the TF could be a serious issue. 

7.3.2.7 Conclusion 
The most promising propulsion system for the DARWIN micronewton manoeuvres is concluded to be the 
Cold Gas Microthrusters from ACR. They will be further investigated in chapter 8.1, and since it is out of 
the scope of this report to thoroughly cover the other systems, these should be kept in mind for future 
micropropulsion trade-off studies. 
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7.3.3 MILLINEWTON TRADE-OFF 

7.3.3.1 Weighted Characteristics Matrix 
The matrix below presents an overview of the performance of the millinewton propulsion systems carried 
over from the first round of narrowing. The marks are based on data from current state-of-the-art systems. 

 

Maturity
Thrust 
range Resolution Lifetime Contamination

1 1 2 3 3
(Value) (Value) (Value) Sum

3 4 5 31 kg 4 332 W 1 71 dm 3 3 3 2
3 4 10 8 2 6 9 6 48
5 4 3 42 kg 4 170 W 1 77 dm 3 3 4 4
5 4 6 8 2 6 12 12 55
1 3 2 25 kg 5 120 W 2 48 dm 3 4 3 4
1 3 4 10 4 8 9 12 51
2 4 4 42 kg 4 70 W 3 111 dm 3 2 3 3
2 4 8 8 6 4 9 9 50
5 4 2 60 kg 3 7.5 W 4 78 dm 3 3 2 4
5 4 4 6 8 6 6 12 51
5 5 4 35 kg 4 332 W 1 130 dm 3 2 3 1
5 5 8 8 2 4 9 3 44
2 4 4 75 kg 2 3 W 5 257 dm 3 1 4 5
2 4 8 4 10 2 12 15 57

2

CGMT

HET

Colloid

Resistojets

PPT

FEEP

Ion engines

Mass
2

Power 
consumption

2

Criteria

Importance 
of criteria >

Volume

 
Table 43 - Millinewton characteristics matrix 

The criteria and weighting system are described below. 

7.3.3.2 Weighting System 
A high mark for a technology for a certain parameter indicates attractive properties, e.g. a high mark for 
the maturity signals a high level of maturity of that specific thruster technology, while on the other hand a 
high mark for the mass means a low thruster and propellant mass (which of course is desirable from a 
system standpoint). The scale spans from one to five. 

7.3.3.3 Definition of Criteria 
Each performance criteria is given a value that represents its present significance to the DARWIN system 
for millinewton manoeuvres, on a scale between one and three. High numbers indicate important factors. 
The performance criteria are described in more detail below. 

7.3.3.3.1 MATURITY 

The maturity gives an indication on the heritage of the system. It takes into account how well known the 
technology is, and its flight record. For technologies under development, the degree of performed testing 
and required developments is also taken into account. 
   Considering that the DARWIN implementation phase is scheduled for 2009, this factor is of no major 
significance at present. Yet if a thruster system is to be demonstrated on the precursor mission SMART-3, 
it needs to be available perhaps already in 2007. Hence at least a reasonable degree of maturity has to 
have been achieved in order for any technology to be eligible for the DARWIN micropropulsion system. 
The marks are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
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Mark
[1-5]

Under early development 1
Development to be finished within a few years 2

Fully developed, but not flown 3
Flown on several missions 4
Considerable flight heritage 5

Maturity status

 
Table 44 – Marking scale for weighted maturity 

7.3.3.3.2 THRUST RANGE 

The thrust range is a measure of the capability of the thruster system to provide a proportional thrust 
within a certain interval. This is not as important for the millinewton thrusters as for the fine-tuning 
micronewton system, and therefore this criterion is given a lesser degree of importance, i.e. a weight of 
one. The main purpose of the millinewton thrusters is to perform quick manoeuvres in order to change the 
configuration of the spacecraft, therefore high thrust levels are attractive (less time spent on 
reconfigurations) and a flexible thrust range is not as important as in the micronewton range. It is 
nevertheless preferred to have a system that allows tuneable thrust within a certain interval; down to a 
level such that a smooth transfer to the fine-pointing system is possible. Because of this, systems with a 
thrust range that spans to the low or mid-micronewton level are awarded with +1 in the marking. 
   The maximum thrust capability should be at least 1 mN (see Table 2, section 5.1), while around 5 mN 
seems to be ideal. According to Table 51 in section 7.3.3.4.4, a 5 mN thrust would reduce a 100 m 
reconfiguration time by more than a factor of five compared to a 150 µN thrust (and a factor of two 
compared to a 1 mN-thrust). Even if higher thrust levels would be welcome, they might not be feasible 
due to unacceptably high power demands and/or propellant use. In addition, higher reconfiguration 
velocities increase the risk for spacecraft collisions. 
   The marks for the thrust range are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
 

Max 
thrust Mark
[mN] [1-5]
0.150 1

1 2
5 3
10 4
50 5  

Table 45 – Marking scale for weighted thrust range 

7.3.3.3.3 RESOLUTION 

The resolution provides an indication of how accurate and precise the thruster technology is. General 
figures for both the resolution and accuracy are taken into account. While there are no existing stringent 
requirements for the resolution, the thrust accuracy should according to Ankersen21 be better than 0.5 mN 
(see section 5.1). 
   This criterion is of moderate significance for the millinewton thrusters, since they are mostly about 
quickly reconfiguring the spacecraft to new positions and attitudes. These manoeuvres can be allowed to 
be somewhat coarse, since when the desired position is roughly acquired, a transfer to the more accurate 
micronewton thrusters is performed in order to refine the position further. Because of this, the resolution 
is given an importance factor of two for the millinewton thrusters. 
   The marks for the resolution are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
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Thrust 
resolution Mark

[mN] [1-5]
> 0.5 1
0.5 2
0.1 3

0.01 4
0.001 5  

Table 46 – Marking scale for weighted thrust resolution 

7.3.3.3.4 MASS 

The mass is defined as the mass of the propellant, tankage and thrusters, assuming a mission lifetime of 5 
years and a total of 24 thrusters (see section 5.1). Propellant mass is calculated from a delta-v figure of 
160 m/s, based on 5.3.4.6 assuming 150 observed stars, a reconfiguration thrust level of 5 mN, an average 
reconfiguration distance of 100 m and an average array baseline of 50 m. Table 20 shows that especially 
systems with low specific impulses are penalised. 
   Currently mass is not considered to be a major issue for the DARWIN mission. The Ariane-5 launcher 
seems capable of providing all DARWIN spacecraft with relatively generous mass-budgets. The 
millinewton coarse manoeuvres nonetheless require a larger delta-v than for micronewton fine pointing; 
hence they also consume larger amounts of propellant. Because of this, the mass is given an importance 
factor of two for the millinewton manoeuvres. 
   The marks for the mass are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
 

 

Mass* Mark
[kg] [1-5]
> 90 1

70-90 2
50-70 3
30-50 4
< 30 5

*Propellant, tankage and thrusters  
Table 47 – Marking scale for weighted mass 

7.3.3.3.5 POWER CONSUMPTION 

The power consumption is judged by the power requirements of the propulsion system (including a PPU 
if applicable), assuming a coarse manoeuvre thrust level of 5 mN. Also the mass impact from any 
required power-conditioning electronics is taken into account; with a penalty of -1 if a PPU is required. 
   For millinewton thrust levels, the power consumption is becoming a real issue. The difference between 
the maximum and the minimum power consumption at 5 mN is on the order of 300 W. Employing larger 
solar arrays can however significantly increase the initial power budget of 146 W. Because of the 
considerable power levels for coarse manoeuvres, the importance factor of the power consumption and 
power related hardware mass for millinewton thrust levels is set to a two. 
   The marks for the power consumption are assigned in accordance with the table below: 
 

 

Power 
requirements Mark

[W] [1-5]
> 250 1

150-250 2
80-150 3
20-80 4
< 20 5  

Table 48 – Marking scale for weighted power requirements 
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7.3.3.3.6 VOLUME 

The volume is defined as the total volume of propellant, tankage, thrusters and power-processing 
equipment (if applicable). It is assumed that 24 thrusters are used (see section 5.2). Propellant volume is 
calculated from a delta-v figure of 160 m/s, based on Table 17 in section 5.3.4.6 where the assumptions 
are 150 observed stars, a reconfiguration thrust level of 5 mN, an average reconfiguration distance of 100 
m and an average formation baseline of 50 m. Systems with large thrusters or large power processing 
electronics are penalised here, as well as systems with low specific impulses or low-density propellant 
(e.g. gaseous). 
   Since the Ariane-5 fairing imposes limitations on the spacecraft size, volume has a considerable impact. 
It is therefore given an importance factor of two. The marks are assigned in accordance with the table 
below: 
 

 

Volume Mark
[dm3] [1-5]
> 230 1

150-230 2
80-150 3
40-80 4
< 40 5  

Table 49 – Marking scale for weighted volume 

7.3.3.3.7 LIFETIME 

The lifetime is defined considering how likely a propulsion system will be able to operate during a 5-year 
mission in a satisfying way. Systems with no obvious life-limiting factors are assigned higher marks, 
while systems having relatively complicated designs are penalised (due to higher risk of failure over 
time). In addition, systems generally prone to wear-phenomena (such as valve cycling, erosion etc.) 
receive lower marks. 
   Lifetime is one of the key-drivers for the DARWIN micropropulsion system, since it is imperative that 
the thrusters are capable of functioning throughout a 5-year mission. Furthermore, a 5-year extension 
would be desirable. 

7.3.3.3.8 CONTAMINATION 

The contamination is defined considering how severely the propulsion system is likely to contaminate the 
spacecraft (and itself), including vital parts like sensitive optical surfaces. This is highly dependant on the 
propellant, where benign gases such as Xenon and Nitrogen are preferred, while propellants such as 
Caesium or Teflon are to be avoided. Due to the importance of contamination effects in DARWIN, this 
issue deserve an in-depth study. 
    Contamination issues are one of the major drivers on the DARWIN propulsion system, especially since 
the spacecraft are flying in formation, where thrusters on one spacecraft might fire in the direction of 
another spacecraft in the formation. It is imperative to keep the sensitive optical surfaces of the telescope 
flyers and hub spacecraft as clean as possible, in order to maintain the optical properties throughout the 
mission.  For the millinewton manoeuvres the contamination is given an importance factor of three, due 
to higher propellant mass flows than in the low-thrust micronewton manoeuvres. The marks are assigned 
in accordance with the table below: 
 

Contamination Mark
[type of propellant] [1-5]

Teflon 1
Caesium / Rubidium 2

Other 3
Ionised benign gas 4

Benign gas, not ionised 5   
Table 50 – Marking scale for weighted Contamination 
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7.3.3.4 Millinewton Impacts 
Some parameters deserve to be commented especially for the millinewton thrust levels, since their degree 
of significance will have a considerable impact on the selection of propulsion system for DARWIN. 

7.3.3.4.1 DELTA-V REQUIREMENTS 

The coarse manoeuvres require a larger total impulse than the micronewton manoeuvres. Hence the total 
delta-v requirements for the millinewton thrusters are higher, which means increased propellant 
consumption. This favours systems with high specific impulses, where an increase in delta-v leads only to 
minor increases in mass and volume. 

7.3.3.4.2 POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Due to the higher thrust levels, the power consumption is a more significant factor for the millinewton 
thrusters than for micronewton thrusters. The difference between “power-hungry” systems such as FEEP 
thrusters or PPT and non-electric propulsion systems like Cold Gas Microthrusters is becoming 
considerable. For a 5-millinewton thrust, it can be on the order of 300 W. Therefore some of the EP 
systems might not be feasible beyond certain thrust levels for DARWIN (possibly about 3-5 mN), even if 
the power budget of around 150 W can be increased to a certain extent by using larger solar arrays. In 
addition, the systems with high power consumption can be difficult to accommodate close to the 
passively cooled 40 K telescopes, due to the power dissipation. 

7.3.3.4.3 CONTAMINATION 

The contamination is becoming more of an issue with increased mass-flows due to the higher thrust 
levels. This favours systems using clean propellants. 

7.3.3.4.4 THRUST LEVEL 

The thrust level for the millinewton coarse manoeuvres does not need to be as flexible as for the 
micronewton fine pointing manoeuvres, but it still needs to be tuneable within a reasonable interval. 
While it should have a maximum thrust level allowing it to reposition the spacecraft quickly, it should 
also be able to gradually decrease the thrust to a level where a transition to the micronewton thruster 
system is possible. 
   An optimum for the maximum thrust level can be discussed when comparing reconfiguration times and 
propellant consumptions (as a function of thrust). Using Table 7 for the reconfiguration time (5.3.4.3.5) 
and Table 8 for the delta-v (section 5.3.4.3.6), and inserting this into Equation 10 in section 1.5 to obtain 
the propellant mass (using an arbitrary Isp of 100 s); the following table is produced for different thrust 
levels: 
 

 

Time-of-flight (100 m)

Time

[hours] [normalised]* [gram]
150 µN 16.9 85% 17% 1.87
1 mN 6.6 33% 45% 4.79
5 mN 2.9 15% 100% 10.76
10 mN 2.1 11% 141% 15.19
50 mN 0.9 5% 316% 34

* The 5 mN propellant consumption of 14.4 g is set as 100%

Propellant 
consumption, Isp = 

100 s
Thrust level

Fraction of 
average planet 
detection time 

(20 hours)

 
Table 51 - Time-of-flight for a 100 m reconfiguration, using different thrust levels 

where m = 500 kg 
  s = 100 m 
  Isp = 100 s. 
  
Since planet detection operations (10-30 hours) are assumed to be much more common than spectroscopy 
operations (up to 20 days), significant amounts of valuable time can be saved by reducing the 
reconfiguration time. 
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   A thrust level of about 5 mN would reduce the reconfiguration time from about 1/3 of the average 
observation time to about 1/7 compared with a 1 mN thrust, with a propellant consumption about twice as 
high. Further reduction of the reconfiguration time would of course be attractive, but not if the price in 
power, propellant or inaccuracy is too high. In addition, faster manoeuvres leads to a higher risk of 
collision between the spacecraft. Hence we conclude that a maximum thrust level of around 5 mN seems 
to be a reasonable compromise. 

7.3.3.5 Discussion 
The results from the matrix are the following: 
 

1. Cold Gas Microthrusters, 57 p 
2. Ion engines, 55 p 
3. Hall-effect thrusters and Resistojets, 51 p 
4. Colloid thrusters, 50 p 
5. FEEP, 48 p 
6. PPT, 44 p 

 
The top two technologies that appear to be best suited for the millinewton coarse manoeuvres are Cold 
Gas Microthrusters (CGMT) and ion engines. They are both able to cover the preferred thrust range, and 
they can do this with an adequate precision. Both systems use clean propellants, although the ion engines 
partially expel charged particles (the majority is neutralised). The Cold Gas thrusters have a very low 
power consumption, while the ion engines need considerable amounts of power, e.g. about 150 W at 5 
mN. On the other hand, millinewton ion engines are more mature than the Cold Gas Microthrusters, and 
they have a higher performance (i.e. consume less propellant). The ion engines might however introduce 
problems due to some of their characteristics, e.g. such as their thermal dissipation and plume dispersion. 
These (and other) potential issues of ion engines should be investigated in more detail.  

7.3.3.6 System Selection 

7.3.3.6.1 COLD GAS MICROTHRUSTERS 

Cold Gas Microthrusters are selected as the number-one technology for the millinewton manoeuvres due 
to three main reasons: 
 

 No spacecraft contamination / charging issues 
Cold Gas Microthrusters are simply propelled using an inert gas that is heated and then expelled at a 
high velocity. While ion engines also use benign gases, they ionise the propellant and although they 
also neutralise it as it is expelled, a portion of the exhaust gas will remain charged (depending on 
neutraliser efficiency). This could lead to contamination and possibly EMC issues. 

 
 Very low power consumption 

Even if power consumption is no major driver on DARWIN, a system with such an extremely low 
power-consumption as the Cold Gas thrusters is clearly advantageous. It would allow weight savings 
as fewer solar arrays are needed, and allow other electronics to have larger power budgets. In 
addition, for systems like FEEP that have very high power consumptions; power dissipation could be 
a serious issue for the very cold (44 K) payload module of the TF. 

 
 High degree of redundancy 

Due to the modest mass and volume of each thruster pod, a high number of thrusters can be 
implemented to increase the redundancy of the system. This is not possible to the same extent for EP 
system, where the thruster weight is usually much higher than for the CGMT. 

 
? Question marks 

The main drawback of the CGMT is their low Isp, which leads to a high propellant and tankage mass 
and volume especially for millinewton thrust levels. It needs to be assessed whether the considerable 
mass and volume is acceptable. For a 5-year mission, around 95 kg of propellant per TF spacecraft 
would probably be needed (see section 6.2.4). This figure includes a 100% safety margin of the delta-
v, but needs nevertheless to be added with propellant leakage. Another main issue of using Cold Gas 
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Microthrusters for the DARWIN coarse manoeuvres is the lifetime/reliability of the system, and its 
low maturity. 

7.3.3.6.2 ION ENGINES 

Ion engines are selected as number two for the millinewton manoeuvres due to their high maturity, high 
specific impulse, good accuracy, benign propellant and moderate power consumption. The optimum 
thrust level of ion engines would probably be around 5 mN (~150 W), which according to Table 51 in 
section 7.3.3.4.4 would give a 100 metre time-of-flight of about 2.9 hours (15% of an average planet 
detection operation). 
 
? Question marks 

The main issues of using ion engines for the DARWIN coarse manoeuvres could be the reliability 
and lifetime, in addition to possible EMC or contamination/plume dispersion issues. Another 
drawback is the considerable power consumption and thermal dissipation. These (and other) potential 
issues of ion engines should be investigated in more detail 

7.3.3.7 Conclusion 
The most promising propulsion system for the DARWIN millinewton manoeuvres is concluded to be the 
Cold Gas Microthrusters from ACR. They will be further investigated in chapter 8, and since it is out of 
the scope of this report to thoroughly study also millinewton ion engines (such as the RMT), these should 
be kept in mind for future micropropulsion trade-offs. 

7.3.4 LIMITATIONS 
The degree of confidence in the assigned marks of the weighted matrixes is varying, especially since 
some of the attributes are difficult to judge in a fair way. Especially the relative lifetime and maturity 
have been found hard to accurately determine. Due to the coarse grading, the results from the weighted 
matrixes should be viewed more as indications than definite conclusions. In addition, due to the rough 
and preliminary nature of the delta-v calculations in section 5.3, it is recommended that the DARWIN 
manoeuvres and their delta-v requirements should be investigated in more detail in future studies. 

7.3.5 FINAL CONCLUSION 
To keep the propulsion system complexity to a minimum, and reduce mass and volume by avoiding the 
use of two different propulsion systems for micro and millinewton thrust levels, it is suggested that one 
single type of propulsion system is used for all DARWIN attitude and position control applications. As 
the ACR Cold Gas Microthrusters have been found to be the most suitable system for both micronewton 
and millinewton manoeuvres, they are the logical choice. 
   An industrial system study will be carried out in order to validate the results of this report, after which 
the final choice of micropropulsion technology for DARWIN will be made. 

7.3.5.1 Discussion of FEEP thrusters 
Many experts argue that FEEP thrusters would be the best choice of propulsion system for DARWIN. Yet 
FEEP devices have a number of disadvantages that the CGMT do not experience. It can be discussed to 
which extent the FEEP suffers from these drawbacks, and which degree of negative impact they have in 
the case of DARWIN. The main point here is that there exist several potential issues for the FEEP that 
may increase risk and reduce the performance the observations for DARWIN. These risks can be avoided 
using Cold Gas Microthrusters: 
 

 Power dissipation 
The high power dissipation of several watts with a FEEP system is definitely an issue when placing 
thrusters on the cold payload module of the TF. Thermal isolation of the thruster units might be 
possible, but comes at a cost. 

 Contamination 
FEEP thrusters using Caesium are known to cause contamination. To which extent this will be the 
case for DARWIN remains to be investigated in detail. Some argue that the configuration of the 
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DARWIN spacecraft where the beam combiner and the 6 telescope flyers are in the same plane will 
minimise contamination problems. 

 
 Power consumption and EMC/EMI 

The FEEP has a very high power-to-thrust ratio, which could limit its maximum thrust. The high 
power levels and complex power-processing unit might also introduce the risk for EMC/EMI 
problems. 

 
The view of this report is that since CGMT do not introduce the above risks, and since they seem feasible 
in terms of mass and volume (according to the preliminary delta-v calculations in section 5.3), they 
should be a more robust and reliable alternative than FEEP. The maturity of the CGMT is currently low, 
but as the launch of DARWIN is scheduled more than a decade away, many years of testing are available. 
In addition, the cost of implementing a high degree of thruster redundancy for the CGMT is as previously 
mentioned low. 
   DARWIN is an ambitious and complex mission, where risks should be kept to a minimum. Because of 
this, the CGMT appear to be the best choice for a micropropulsion system. 
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8. INVESTIGATION OF RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGIES 

8.1 ACR Cold Gas Microthrusters 

8.1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Cold Gas Microthruster (CGMT) under development at ACR Electronics at the Ångström Space 
Technology Centre (ÅSTC) in Uppsala, Sweden, is a new, highly miniaturised and integrated cold gas 
propulsion concept. Generally, cold gas systems are viewed as the most basic type of space propulsion. 
Because of their simplicity, these systems are reliable and relatively inexpensive. Conventional cold gas 
thrusters nevertheless suffer from a very low performance compared to other propulsion technologies, 
often making chemical or electrical systems end up as preferred alternatives (depending on the mission 
specific requirements).  
   ACR are trying to overcome this typical drawback of conventional cold gas thrusters by creating a 
MEMS-based thruster system, where the propellant gas is heated in order to increase the specific impulse. 
The aim is to create a clean micropropulsion system that combines an acceptable performance with 
extremely low power consumption, high precision and high stability. Development of the Cold Gas 
Microthrusters has been going on since 1998 under an ESA contract, and is scheduled to be completed 
within two or three years. 

8.1.2 TYPICAL COLD GAS THRUSTER CHARACTERISTICS 
Today, the smallest off-the-shelf cold gas systems have a minimum thrust level of a few millinewton. The 
table below shows the performance of some of the smallest currently available cold gas thruster systems. 
 

 

Marotta
Type 58E125 50E794 Cold gas µ-thruster
Thrust (mN) 4.5 55 to 440 100 to 2360
Min. impulse-bit (mN-s) - - 44
Isp (s) N2 He / N2 N2 (or inert gas)
Response time (msec) < 2.5 < 3.0 < 5
Power consumption (W) < 10 - < 1
System dim. (cm) - 25x25x13 -
Thruster mass (kg) 0.025 16 (ent. system) < 0.070
Op. pressure (kPa) 138 345 588 to 15343
Operating temp. (°C) -20 to +45 - -20 to +40
Cycle life > 15,000 > 10,000 -
(Sources: Micci and Ketsdever1: table 7, p.69; MOOG33, Marotta34)

MOOG

Manufacturer
Performance of available 
small Cold Gas Thrusters

 
Table 52 – Performance of some available small cold gas thruster systems 

Using Nitrogen as propellant, the specific impulse is typically around 65-70 s. For Helium it can be 
higher, around 165 s. Yet since Helium has a very low density, larger and heavier propellant tanks are 
required for pressurisation. In addition, leakage problems are more problematic with light gases due to the 
small molecular size. Because of this, it is not very common to use neither Helium nor Hydrogen in cold 
gas systems, despite their superior Isp. Instead, Nitrogen is usually the primary choice because of its 
adequate specific impulse as well as an acceptable storage density and benign properties (a minimum of 
spacecraft contamination). 
   An overview of the characteristics of different propellant gases is given below in Table 53. 
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Molecular 
weight

Density (at 24.13 
MPa, 273 K)

kg/kmol g/cm3 Theoretical Measured
Hydrogen 2 0.02 296 272

Helium 4 0.04 179 165
Neon 20.4 0.19 82 75

Nitrogen 28 0.28 80 73
Argon 39.9 0.44 57 52

Krypton 83.8 1.08 39 37
Xenon 131.3 2.74 31 28

Freon 12 121 - 46 37
Freon 14 88 0.96 55 45
Methane 16 0.19 114 105

Ammonia 17 Liquid 105 96
Nitrous oxide 44 - 67 61

Carbon dioxide 44 Liquid 67 61
(Source: Micci&Ketsdever1, table 6, p.69)

Isp, sPropellant gas 
characteristics

 

Table 53 - Cold gas propellant characteristics 

From the table we see that the theoretical values of the Isp are higher than what has been achieved in 
practice. This is not surprising since no system is optimal in all aspects; performance losses due to 
inefficiency of operation are always experienced. 
   In spite of the significantly lower specific impulse of cold gas thrusters compared with other 
technologies, cold gas systems are not necessarily out of question for attitude control purposes. The delta-
v budget for attitude control is usually small compared with the one for primary propulsion or other types 
of coarse manoeuvres. This means that a smaller Isp might not be a serious drawback since the propellant 
masses involved are small in any case. This is, though, something that has to be investigated from case to 
case, since requirements strongly depend on specifications for the mission. For DARWIN, a preliminary 
analysis of delta-v and propellant requirements is done in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
   An overview of typical characteristics of a cold gas thruster system is found in Table 54 below. 
 

 

Advantages Disadvantages
Reliable Low performance
Low cost Leakage issues

Clean Lifetime issues

Typical Cold Gas thruster characteristics

 
Table 54 - Typical cold gas thruster characteristics 

8.1.2.1 Typical Advantages of Cold Gas Thruster Systems 
+ Reliable 

Cold gas thruster systems generally have a low complexity, since they represent a relatively basic 
technology. Hence the risk of something failing is smaller than for more complicated systems. This 
makes cold gas an attractive alternative when simplicity is more important than high performance, 
e.g. in the manned manoeuvring unit used by astronauts.  
 

+ Low cost 
Because of the simple technology, the price is low compared to more complex thruster alternatives 
such as electric propulsion systems. The price can also be kept low since there is possibly no need for 
significant development; cold gas technology is well known and has a considerable flight heritage. 
 

+ Clean 
For benign propellants such as N2, spacecraft contamination problems are minimised. This can be a 
considerable advantage, especially for missions with sensitive payloads. 
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8.1.2.2 Typical Disadvantages of Cold Gas Thruster Systems 
- Low performance 

Most cold gas propellants exhibit a very poor specific impulse, with the exception of light gases such 
as Hydrogen and Helium. They require though the use of large and heavy tanks for pressurizing, 
because of their low densities. 
 

- Leakage 
Cold gas systems of all types have been proven to suffer from leakage problems. Leakage can occur 
as small amounts of microscopic contaminants accumulate on the thruster valve seats, hindering the 
valves from closing completely. Systems with low propellant viscosity/low molecular weight and 
high-pressure storage are more susceptible to leakage. When the gas can be stored in liquid or solid 
form, leakage problems are reduced. For solid propellants, leakage is not an issue.  
 

- Questionable lifetime 
The lifetime of cold gas systems is usually determined by the amount of available propellant, which 
in turn is affected by the degree of leakage. Leakage problems can increase over time, as microscopic 
contaminants (e.g. metal flakes from fabrication that remains in the tank) accumulate at the valve 
seats. As an effect, the valves become less and less capable of sealing completely. Ultimately, the 
increasing leakage rates might lead to an accelerated depletion of the propellant. 
 

The most significant disadvantage of cold gas systems is the low performance, i.e. the specific impulse. A 
cold gas system with more reasonable performance would be very interesting, especially if it keeps the 
advantages of typical cold gas systems while minimizing leakage and lifetime problems. The ACR Cold 
Gas Microthrusters are intended to be such a system. 

8.1.3 TIME PLAN 
As part of the ESA-coordinated General Support Technology Programme (GSTP-2), the Agency is 
supporting the “Micro Propulsion Cold Gas Thrusters” from ACR. The project was started in 1998, and is 
expected to end in 2005. Phase 2 was finished in the end of 2003, and phase 3 is expected to commence in 
the beginning of 2004. 
 
Phase 1 – Development of individual critical components 
 
Phase 2 – Development of an integrated demonstration model 
Thruster model with all micromechanical components integrated in the same stack of silicon wafers. The 
associated control-electronics are bread-boarded on PC-boards outside the pod. 
 
Phase 3 – Development and prequalification of an engineering model 
Fully integrated thruster model to be flight qualified. 
 
The completion of phase 3 is scheduled for mid 2005, with an “Advanced Engineering Model”, or “up to 
Qualification Model (QM)”. A technical verification mission for testing in-flight operation of the Cold 
Gas Microthrusters is currently being discussed, and might, if approved, take place as early as 2006. 

8.1.4 SYSTEM DESIGN 

8.1.4.1 Overview 
The microthruster system is built with highly integrated MEMS-technology; all parts of the system 
excluding the propellant and tankage are fitted inside a small pod about the size of a golf ball. This is in 
accordance with the mechanical requirements from the phase 2 Micro Thruster development, which state 
that the thrusters should be integrated into a number of identical pods, each with four thrusters. The 
thruster pod diameter is 42.5 mm and the total mass is about 150 g (60 g without the mounting bracket). 
The mass for propellant and tankage is assessed in sections 8.1.6.3 and 8.1.6.4. 
   The pod is coated with a thin film possessing several interesting properties. The coating is able to alter 
its thermal properties, thus assisting in the thermal control of the pod. It also has a high electrical 
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conductivity, which prevents charge build-ups. In addition, the film does not experience any outgassing 
due to its stable chemical properties. 
 

 
Figure 26 - Physical model of thruster pod [Courtesy of ACR] 

The housing of the pod is pressure-tight and acts as a plenum chamber. It consists of two main parts, 
joined together either with miniature V-bands or a fine thread: 
 

 Bottom half-sphere 
The bottom half-sphere contains the gas inlet and filter stack. It also has the mechanical interface 
to a mounting surface. 

 
 Top and centre of sphere 

The gas-handling unit is located in the section where the two half-spheres are joined together. 
 

A preliminary outline drawing of the interior structure is given below: 
 

 
Figure 27 - Thruster pod internal architecture [Courtesy of ACR] 

Since the walls of the pod are relatively thick, they offer mechanical protection and also some degree of 
radiation protection for the electronics inside. To simplify the integration of the pod with the spacecraft, a 
single mixed service line is used for gas, power and data. 
   The internal structure of the pod consists of four silicon wafer-stacks with different functions. The gas-
handling module contains microstructures for all gas handling functions, including nozzles, channels, 
filters and valves. Analogue electronics and interconnections are located in the analogue module, while 
the processor module holds the microcontroller chips and related circuits. The interface module includes 
filters, electrical I/F and other electronics. More detailed investigations of each module are presented in 
their respective sections below. 
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Figure 28 - Exploded view of thruster pod [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.2 Gas-handling Module 
The gas-handling unit has a circular shape with a diameter of 39 mm, thickness of 1.65 mm, and a total 
mass less than 5 g. It is made of four silicon wafers, which are bonded together to a hermetically sealed 
unit. These wafers contain microstructures for all gas handling functions, including nozzles, channels, 
valves and pressure-sensors. A cross-section of the gas-handling unit is given below. 
 

  
Figure 29 - Cross-section of the Gas-handling unit [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.2.1 THRUSTERS 

8.1.4.2.1.1 Overview 

In order to illustrate the operational elements of the thruster pod, a top-level block diagram is presented 
below: 
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Figure 30 - Thruster pod block diagram [Courtesy of ACR] 

From Figure 30, we see that the thrusters share an input protection filter, a plenum chamber and an inline 
filter before the main isolation valve. Two input pressure sensors and a heating element are also shared. 
Each pair of thrusters has its own control electronics for redundancy reasons. The main isolation valve 
and the pod heater are nevertheless separately controlled by one of the respective thruster electronic 
control units. Each unit of control electronics also has a temperature sensor, as can be seen in Figure 30. 
   The internal design of all four thrusters is the same, according to the more detailed thruster block 
diagram below. 
 

  
Figure 31 - Micro thruster block diagram [Courtesy of ACR] 

 The inline filter protects the proportional valve, which has two housekeeping (HK) sensors: a valve 
temperature sensor and a valve displacement sensor. A capacitive pressure sensor monitors the nozzle 
input pressure, while another sensor measures the secondary pressure. The pod temperature is also 
measured, as is the thrust (see Figure 31). 

8.1.4.2.1.2 Thruster configuration 

Following the phase 2 development requirement that the thrusters should be configured in a plane 
separated by 90°, the four thrusters are mounted in pairs opposite to each other and orthogonally (Figure 
32). With this configuration, the net thrust is achieved as the difference between the thrust from two 
opposite thrusters. This is called relative thrust control, and makes the minimum thrust level very low, 
close to zero, depending on the accuracy of the thrusters. 
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Figure 32 - Thruster orientation [Courtesy of ACR] 

Generally, at least 12 nominal thrusters are required to control the three rotations and three translations of 
a spacecraft. For a translation in a given direction, two thrusters are needed on either side of the centre of 
mass (C) in order to avoid inducing a torque. ACR have suggested a configuration for DARWIN with 
four pods (16 thrusters) placed on the spacecraft in a way that redundancy is achieved for the attitude 
control around all axes. In addition, redundancy for translations in the z-direction is also obtained. A 
simple schematic of this thruster configuration is given in Figure 33 below: 
 

  
Figure 33 - Schematic of attitude control redundancy with four thruster pods 

Figure 34 illustrates how this configuration could look like on a DARWIN telescope flyer spacecraft: 
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Figure 34 - Example of 4-pod Cold Gas Microthruster configuration on the telescope flyer 
spacecraft 

If redundancy is desired also for the x- and y- axes, more pods could potentially be added to the 
spacecraft. The modest mass of only 150 g per pod (including mounting bracket) should not present any 
difficulties, at least not concerning mass and volume (assuming that the pods can share propellant tank). 
   A high redundancy scenario would be to have four nominal pods, and an additional four (cold) 
redundant pods. This would instil a high degree of confidence in the attitude and position control system, 
while only adding 0.6 kg extra mass per spacecraft (excluding additional propellant tubing etc.). 

8.1.4.2.1.3 Nozzle 

The nozzle is of De Laval-type, which means the exit pressure is kept well below the input pressure in 
order to produce a supersonic flow (see figure below).  

  
Figure 35 - Concept of a De Laval nozzle 

The nozzle is three-dimensional and consists of a total of four wafers. Since the nozzle structure itself is 
very fragile, it needs to be enclosed in two outer mechanical protection wafers. Despite the fragility, the 
nozzle is not severely affected by vibrations due to its low mass. Figure 36 provides a view of the nozzle, 
which is composed of the two inner wafers and fabricated using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling. This is 
a high-precision method for MEMS-etching using directional beams of energetic particles (ions) for 
carving material on atomic scale. With this technology, precisions beyond 50-100 nm can be achieved. 
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Figure 36 - SEM picture of 3-D nozzle (before isotropic etch is finished) [Courtesy of ACR] 

The exact design of the nozzle has yet to be determined. The ideal would be to have a design as close to a 
perfect de Laval-nozzle as possible, and although this is currently possible, it has not been done during 
the development phase due to the considerable time it takes. According to ACR40, the efficiency of a 
micro-nozzle seems to be about 10% lower than what can be achieved with conventional technology. 
   The nozzle is suspended by four springs in a way that permits movement in the thrust vector direction 
but not in any other direction. One or more displacement sensors measure directly the small sideways 
movement that occurs when thrust is generated, and uses it for calculating the thrust produced. 
 

  
Figure 37 - Top view of nozzle with thrust sensors [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.2.1.4 Suspension springs 

The springs (above) are etched from two bonded silicon wafers using the micro-manufacturing technique 
of Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE). To ensure that the thruster movements are along the nominal thrust 
vector axis, springs located opposite to each other must have the same spring constant. Another design 
issue that must be taken into consideration is that the length of the springs might vary over time due to 
internal pressure changes, since gas flows under varying pressure in the springs. The solution to this 
potential problem is to use a reflection-symmetry between the springs located opposite to each other. 

8.1.4.2.1.5 Capacitive displacement sensor 

The capacitive displacement sensor is connected to the spring-suspended micro nozzle with a number of 
integrated gas transport channels. It gives a direct indication of the thrust delivered at each moment, 
through a system where one of the sensor electrodes is allowed to follow the nozzle movements during 
thrusting. As the electrode moves, the sensor capacitance either decreases or increases. From this, a stable 
and accurate thrust-measurement signal can be produced if the capacitors of the sensor are coupled in an 
AC excited bridge (Figure 38). The signal is used in a small feedback-loop for controlling the valve 
position. 
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Figure 38 - Capacitive bridge configuration for stable and sensitive thrust feedback 
[Courtesy of ACR] 

The sensor can be of any non-contact type. The part mounted on the nozzle must however be small and of 
low mass in order to minimise the disturbance of extra mass on the suspension. The standard design is to 
use a capacitive sensor, since it is easy to maintain a narrow gap between the capacitor electrodes if they 
are located on opposite wafers bonded together as one unit. 
   An alternative possibility, though less accurate, is to use the feed-line pressure (secondary pressure) as a 
feedback signal.  

8.1.4.2.1.6 Filters 

The propellant gas filters used in the system are listed below: 
 

 Input protection filter 
All four thrusters share an input filter, which is placed directly after the gas inlet before the 
plenum chamber (see Figure 30). It is a large-area two-stage filter that protects the pod from 
contaminating particles originating from the supply system. The input filter is followed by 
another input filter, i.e. it is redundant. 

 
 Inline filter 

The inline filter is the second propellant gas filter. It is located between the plenum chamber and 
the main isolation valve, and is also shared by all four thrusters (Figure 30). Its main purpose is 
to protect the proportional thrust control valves from any contamination particles carried on from 
the plenum chamber, e.g. particles remaining from fabrication. 

 
The filters consist of two parts, a one-dimensional pre-filter followed by a three-dimensional main 
particle filter. The one-dimensional filters are of slot-filter type, where the gas has to pass through narrow 
slots with a width of 1 µm. These filters are mechanically very robust, and will act both as pre-filters and 
as protection against pressure shock waves. Yet these filters permit two-dimensional particles such as 
fibres and flakes to pass. 
   This is why three-dimensional (class 3) particle filters are employed as a complement for the slot filters. 
They will stop all particles with any dimension larger than the filter-mesh, which is 1µm. The robust 
“crossed V-groove”-type seems to be the most promising class-3 filters to use. In these, many hundreds of 
thousands of tiny V-grooves are crossing each other in order to create a complex channel-system, forcing 
a contaminant particle to pass through several 90-degree bends in different directions. 
 
The filter properties have so far only been simulated. Different gases and volumes have been used in 
rough and simplified models. Therefore, the results are only viewed as input for further design. The 
diagram below is an example of the results obtained. 
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Figure 39 - The mass flow vs. pressure for different propellant gases through a filter device 
at 300 kPa. (In descending order: Xe, Ar, N2 and He) [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.2.2 VALVE SYSTEM 

The thruster system contains five integrated Phase-Changing Material (PCM) valves: 
 

 Four, normally closed, proportional thrust control valves (one for each thruster) 
 One proportional system isolation valve 

 

 
Figure 40 - Thruster pod valve configuration [Courtesy of ACR] 

The operating principle of these valves is that an amount of paraffin is electrically heated, and ultimately 
it changes phase (it melts). As this happens, the valves either open or close depending on the design. 

8.1.4.2.2.1 Main isolation valve 

The system isolation valve is normally open, and has three functions. It automatically closes if the thrust 
control valves are about to open unintentionally as an effect of an excessive increase in thruster pod 
temperature. It can also be closed by a manual command in order to prevent uncontrolled gas losses 
resulting from failures in the thrusters or thruster electronics. The third function is that it controls the 
amount of gas fed to the thruster valves. 
   The valve is made of four silicon-layers. A cross-section is shown below: 
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Figure 41 - Cross-section of the main isolation valve [Courtesy of ACR] 

The principle of the valve is that gas enters through a large opening in wafer 2 (to the upper right in 
Figure 41), where the bottom of the cavity forms a flat membrane with a hole in the centre. The valve seat 
is located just under the hole, and it is covered with an anti-sticking thin film coating for reducing 
accumulation of contaminants. 
   A small amount of paraffin is placed beneath the valve seat (wafers 3 and 4). The top lid of the paraffin 
consists of a grooved membrane that moves upwards when the paraffin melts and expands. To avoid any 
pressure build-up in the paraffin volume during expansion, the valve seat can move up together with the 
lid. When the valve closes, a pressure difference between inlet and outlet will exist, and the large inlet-
cavity membrane will press against the paraffin cap, thereby improving the sealing. 

8.1.4.2.2.1.1 AUTOMATIC SWITCH-OFF 

If the ambient temperature gets too high, it will eventually trigger the normally closed thrust control 
valves to open completely, resulting in a major gas leakage. As a countermeasure for this eventuality, the 
system isolation valve uses a different kind of paraffin, one with a lower melting point than the paraffin in 
the thruster control valve. Hence, if the structure temperature comes close to the actuation temperature of 
the thrust control valves, the main isolation valve will close the common gas supply to all thrusters before 
their control valves will open and cause a leak.  

8.1.4.2.2.1.2 MANUAL SWITCH-OFF 

The main isolation valve can also be manually closed at any time, by a command from the onboard 
computer. The valve will close as the heater coils increase the temperature to the paraffin melting point.  

8.1.4.2.2.2 Thrust control valve 

Contrary to the case for the main isolation valve, the thrust control valves are of a design normally closed. 
The thrust level is controlled by adjusting the level of electrical heating of a small paraffin quantity, 
which expands when it melts in order to open the valves by the desired amount. 
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Figure 42 - Cross-section of the thrust control valve [Courtesy of ACR] 

The principle of operation is that gas enters through a channel between wafer 1 and 2 (to the upper left in 
Figure 42), and passes a capacitive position sensor to a valve seat etched on the top surface of wafer 2. 
The valve cap in wafer 1 is suspended by a flat membrane, which is pushed upwards when the valve 
opens. This is due to the paraffin located between wafers 3 and 4 that expand when it melts and moves a 
small free-etched pushrod (in wafer 2) against the valve cap. 
   The central part of the paraffin is melted using an internal heater coil, the rest of the paraffin acts as a 
thermal isolation for the heat-conductive silicon walls. The valve is regulated by a response signal from 
the low-pressure side of the valve in a small closed loop. 
   Advantages with this valve design are low power consumption as well as a good response time. 

8.1.4.2.3 PROPELLANT HEATERS 

Several heater coils are implemented in the gas channel in order to increase the propellant temperature to 
the desired level. Disadvantages with the use of internal instead of external heaters are difficulties of 
implementation and a higher fabrication complexity. Nevertheless, advantages such as lower power 
consumption and reduced heat-losses to the surrounding environment favour the use of internal heating. 
   The exact design of the heater coils remains to be decided; currently the electrical properties are subject 
to more research. Some examples of different coil sizes that are possible to fabricate are shown below. 
 

  
Figure 43 - Different sizes of carbon micro coils [Courtesy of ACR] 

The velocity of the gas flow has a parabolic distribution, with zero velocity at the channel walls (see 
Figure 44). To maximise the heat transfer from the heater to the propellant gas, the heater coils are made 
conical in shape. This design assures that a majority of the gas will flow by the heater, and only small 
amounts will pass outside. 
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Figure 44 - Flow velocity distribution [Courtesy of ACR] 

The heater coils are suspended in the centre of the gas channel and welded to the electrical terminal using 
the MEMS micro-machining technique of FIB tungsten deposition. The material used for the heaters will 
probably be Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC), as it is viewed by ACR to be the most promising filament 
material. The DLC will have tungsten thin film coating applied in a Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 
process, while the manufacturing of the DLC is made using laser assisted deposition of carbon from 
ethane. 
 

  
Figure 45 - Filament heater design [Courtesy of ACR] 

The heating efficiency and system reliability is increased if more than one heater is used in the channel. A 
reasonable choice in terms of heating and redundancy is according to ACR to use three coils connected in 
series, this is the microthruster standard design. The physical concept of multiple heaters in series is 
illustrated in the figure below. 
 

  
Figure 46 - Dual filament heater setup [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.2.4 PRELIMINARY GAS HANDLING MODULE ASSEMBLY 

In order to give an overview and present a suggestion for the gas-handling module, a conceptual and 
highly simplified cross-section is given below. The four wafers are denoted 1-4 from the bottom. 

 

 
Figure 47 - Conceptual and simplified cross-section of a preliminary Gas-handling module 
[Courtesy of ACR] 

This is nonetheless most likely not the final version of the gas-handling module. It will probably undergo 
substantial modifications before the development work is finished. 
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8.1.4.3 Analogue Module 
The analogue module contains integrated analogue electronics and related circuitry, as well as through-
wafer electrical interconnections providing access to surrounding chips. As seen in Figure 28 on page 98, 
the analogue module is placed between the gas-handling module and the processor module in the thruster 
pod. 
   Three-dimensional integration techniques are used for stacking of the electronic chips. Compared with 
the conventional 2-D strategy, this will mean shorter chip-to-chip interconnects and reduced parasitic 
effects which in turn lead to faster signal processing and reduced power consumption24. Some 
manufacturing problems have been experienced by ACR when producing the chips, only one out of three 
wafers on average has been fully satisfactory. The problems have nevertheless been identified and 
methods for improving the manufacturing process are being developed. A schematic of the 3-D stacking 
strategy is presented below, together with the conventional 2-D technique. 
 

  
Figure 48 - 3-D multi-chip stacking compared with a conventional 2-D structure (chip 
thickness 6 mm) [Courtesy of ACR] 

According to ACR, a 3-D stack provides access to 116 chips from the centre chip, within the same 
interconnection length that would provide the centre chip with only 8 neighbours in a 2-D structure 
(assuming a chip thickness of 0.6 mm). High accessibility means shorter interconnections and therefore 
also to shorter propagation delays between the stacked chips24. This is a key point of 3-D stacking. 

8.1.4.4 Processor Module 
The processor module is situated between the analogue and the interface module (see Figure 28 on page 
98). It is made of two silicon wafers, forming a stack with interconnecting pins in both directions. The 
module contains two processor chips with related circuitry. 

8.1.4.4.1 CAN BUS 

The two microcontrollers communicate with the spacecraft attitude control system through a Controller 
Area Network (CAN) bus. This is a requirement in the contract with ESA, that the “data transmission 
to/from the microthruster control unit shall be over a CAN-2B bus”24. A preliminary list of the 
Input/Output (I/O) signals in the thruster pod is given below: 
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Figure 49 - Preliminary outline of the I/O signals in the thruster pod [Courtesy of ACR] 

A CAN-bus is highly suitable for space applications, due to its robustness and excellent error detection 
and confinement capabilities. It can also operate at very high transmission speeds. The attractive 
properties of CAN-buses have lead to their use not only in the automotive industry and other industrial 
areas, but also in highly advanced projects such as the European spacecraft SMART-1, the Swedish JAS-
39 fighter aircraft and various Boeing/Airbus commercial aircraft. 

8.1.4.4.2 CAN MICROCONTROLLERS 

The two CAN microcontrollers are implemented in Infineon C515C 8-bit microcontrollers; this is done in 
order to save cost and time from additional development. The C515C is built on experience from the 
widely used 8051 platform, it is chosen for the Cold Gas Microthruster system due to its stability and 
flexibility of use24. Compared with its predecessors from the C500-family of 8-bit microcontrollers, it has 
enhanced EMC/RFI properties35 and reduced power consumption (estimated by ACR to 0.13 W). 
   An overview of the microcontroller structure is shown below: 
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Figure 50 - Internal description of an Infineon C515C structure [Courtesy of ACR] 

An important advantage with using microcontrollers are that the thrusters can then be independent from 
the S/C computer, and any errors in the evaluation loops due to long-term operations in space can be 
corrected by altering the evaluation formulae constants in the microcontrollers. The source code of the 
controllers can be written in C or assembler. 

8.1.4.5 Interface Module 
The interface module is the wafer stack closest to the “bottom” of the thruster pod (see the exploded view 
in Figure 28). It contains the propellant gas inlet filters, electrical interface (I/F), power filters, bare die 
DC/DC step-down converters and surface mounted electronics. 
   There are two types of electronics in the interface module: bare die components that are placed in chip 
cavities on the top wafer (see Figure 51), and surface mounted electronics (Figure 52). 
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Figure 51 - Schematic cross-section of the integrated microsystem in the interface module 
[Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.5.1 BARE DIE COMPONENTS 

The bare die components save surface area significantly, due to their small size. They also provide a good 
heat transfer to the bulk material. The bare die components used in the interface module are DC/DC-
converters, which take the input voltages ranging from 8-40 V and convert them to 5 V for operation in 
the rest of the thruster module electric system. 

8.1.4.5.2 SURFACE MOUNTED ELECTRONICS 

According to ACR, the surface mounted electronics are required for achieving the high values on 
capacitors and coils that are necessary to maintain stability in the DC/DC converter circuit. A schematic 
of the implemented electronics is given below: 
 

 

Figure 52 - Schematic cross-section of the integrated electronics [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.4.5.3 FABRICATION AND TESTING 

The fabrication of the interface module is still subject to optimisation, but the manufacturing process is on 
the whole reliable and well-known. The integrated electronics process has so far been successful, but 
some testing still remains, e.g. of the complete metal system in the ground signal layers. 
   Other upcoming testing related to the I/F module concerns gas flow measurements and filter functions. 
Electrical function tests are also planned, as well as mechanical durability tests. 

8.1.4.6 Control Electronics Overview 
The thruster electronics share a common serial data interface and input power-conditioning unit (PCU). 
The power is delivered directly from the S/C power bus, and is converted by the DC/DC converters in the 
I/F module. A system block diagram over the control electronics is given below: 
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Figure 53 - Control electronics block diagram [Courtesy of ACR] 

From the block diagram, we see that the control electronics are made by a number of main elements: 
 

 CAN microcontrollers for both X and Y axis thrusters 
 Analogue control electronics 
 Power conditioning electronics 
 Conversion electronics (D/A and A/D converters and multiplexers) 
 A dual CAN-bus interface 
 Housekeeping (HK) electronics 

 
The pod has two independent communication systems for redundancy: X (nominal) and Y (redundant). If 
the nominal controller is lost, the pod can still operate by switching to the redundant controller. This 
concept is shown below: 
 

  
Figure 54 - Communication redundancy of thruster pod [Courtesy of ACR] 
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8.1.5 SYSTEM OPERATION 

8.1.5.1 Thrust Control 
The micropropulsion system employs a continuously proportional control of the thrust. The impulse is 
obtained as the difference between the thrust of two opposite actuators of the same unit, which makes the 
minimum impulse bit almost zero. This also avoids potential problems from extremely low flows at near-
zero thrust from a single thruster. 
   The opposite mounting strategy can also present a solution to the problem of small thrust fluctuations 
from leakage, which normally constitutes a source of disturbances to the spacecraft. If the thrust control 
valves are never completely closed, a known small equivalent thrust from the opposite thrusters produce 
an equal force in both directions, thus keeping the spacecraft fixed in space as accurate as the thrusters 
permit. This also increases the lifetime, since wear of the valve seats is reduced.  
   Since very low flows are used for the small equivalent thrust levels, this strategy of continuous 
operation could be acceptable in terms of propellant consumption when extreme performance is needed 
(see section 5.3.3, Delta-v for Precision Pointing Manoeuvres). In standby periods, the valves can be 
completely closed in order to minimise gas consumption. 

8.1.5.1.1 ANALOGUE CONTROL SIGNAL 

The attitude control processor needs a feedback signal with information about the delivered thrust at any 
given moment, in order to enable proper calculation of the desired thrust for the subsequent thrust-cycle. 
This thrust-feedback loop should be both fast and accurate, to maximise the precision of the attitude 
control system. 
   In the Cold Gas Microthrusters, the standard design is to use a direct measurement that is transferred 
into an analogue signal. This reduces the response time compared with indirect measurements, where 
delays from dead volumes between the pressure sensor and the nozzle throat would be experienced. 
   From the capacitive displacement sensor that is connected to the spring-suspended micro nozzle, the 
thrust produced is measured directly and with high accuracy. In this way, indirect noise from 
conventional parameter measurements such as valve position or differential pressure across the nozzle 
throat is also avoided. Another disadvantage experienced using conventional means to produce the 
feedback signal, is that the sensor itself can affect the generated thrust, since its size is of the same order 
of magnitude as the microthruster. This leads to unpredictable irregularities in the thrust behaviour, and it 
makes the attitude control calculations more cumbersome. 

8.1.5.1.2 VALVE FUNCTION 

Since the valves in the system are simply controlled by paraffin that expands when it melts, no major 
internal mass movements are involved in the valve operation. Compared with more conventional valves, 
this leads to much less noise in the system. 
   The expansion rate of the paraffin valve is the most important factor affecting the response time of the 
control system. To estimate this rate, a thermal finite element analysis has been carried out by ACR using 
a simplified valve design with cylindrical symmetry (all data courtesy of ACR). 
 
Simulation input data: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The power delivered from the heater coil is assumed to be uniformly distributed. The paraffin boundaries 
are kept at a temperature of 300 K since they are in contact with the thermally conductive silicon. 
Thermal data are obtained from a type of paraffin (n-Pentacontane) with 95.7°C melting point and 
approximate volume expansion of 20 vol-% at melting. 
   In the simulations performed by ACR, 80% of the paraffin within the heater volume melts when 400 
mW is supplied to the heater. This is illustrated in the figure below, where the liquid zone is indicated by 
a dark colour. 

Heater coil located at the centre of the paraffin cylinder 
Diameter of paraffin block = 2 mm 
Height of paraffin block = 300 µm 
Height of heater coil = 150 µm 
Diameter of heater coil = 1 mm 
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Figure 55 - Paraffin actuator function, A) The inactive actuator with a flat membrane, B) The 
activated device with 400 mW supplied to the heater. The elevation of the valve cap is illustrated 
in a magnified scale [Courtesy of ACR] 

At this power, the relative volume expansion of the paraffin block is 1.02. Assuming the diameter of the 
valve cap to be the same as the heater diameter and assuming all exterior heater surfaces but the top 
surface to be rigid, this expansion corresponds to 10 µm elevation of the valve cap. 
   In Figure 56 the top surface elevation is plotted as a factor of time. In the bottom curve, the power is 
instantaneously turned off and in the top curve it is doubled. In both cases the initial rate of height change 
is 77 µm/s, and the cap elevation is changed by 50% within 0.1 seconds. 
 

  
Figure 56 - Valve cap elevation is plotted as function of time when power is switched off 
(bottom curve) or doubled (top curve) from an initial steady state of 400 mW heating power 
[Courtesy of ACR] 

The response time is a rather flexible parameter that can be tailored according to demand40. The longer 
surface elevation times seen to the right in Figure 56 concerns a full paraffin phase-change, but only a 
small partial transition is needed in order to move the valves from close to open. The maximum allowed 
power for the paraffin internal heaters is largely what limits the response time. Since the heaters are 
placed centrally in the paraffin body, the power is used to move the rigid paraffin phase-front back and 
forth around the coil. 
   According to ACR40, there are micro-scale thermal valve concepts with response times down to 
microseconds, which is possible because of the microscopic masses that are involved. In a possibly 
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upcoming test-flight of the Cold Gas Microthrusters, the aim is to have a 50 ms response time. In 
conclusion, the phase 2 development requirement for a response time below 130 ms seems to be clearly 
within reach. 

8.1.5.2 Propellant Heating 

8.1.5.2.1 OVERVIEW 

From Equation 2 from section 1.1, it is clear that the only way to increase the specific impulse of any 
given propellant gas is to heat it: 
 

 
M
T

KI C
sp ≡ . 

 
The square-root relation between specific impulse and gas temperature implies that doubling the Isp, 
requires a four-fold increase in gas temperature. If we have Nitrogen at room temperature (300 K), the Isp 
will be around 65-70 s. By increasing Tc to 1,200 K, a specific impulse of up to 120 s can be reached. 
This is the aim of the Cold Gas Microthruster system. 
 

 
Figure 57 - Specific impulse as a function of input gas temperature [Courtesy of ACR] 

8.1.5.2.2 POWER AND TEMPERATURE SIMULATION 

In order to simulate the required heater power and power loss to the channel walls, ACR has used a finite 
element model. The temperature and velocity distributions are also obtained in the simulation.  
 
Simulation input data: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The purpose of the simulation is to find out how much power needs to be supplied to the heater in order to 
achieve a two-fold increase in specific impulse, which requires a fourfold increase of gas temperature 
(from 300 K to 1,200 K). The gas flow in the simulation is assumed to be laminar, and the flow is 
equivalent to a thrust level of 1 mN. 
   The results from the simulation show that the average gas temperature rises from 300 K at the inlet to 
1,470 K at the end of the heater if a power of 1.46 W is supplied. The exact temperature distribution is 
shown below. 
 

Axi-symmetric system, heater located at the centre 
Channel diameter = 220 µm 
Length of simulated channel segment = 3 mm 
Heater diameter = 200 µm 
Heater length = 1 mm 
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Figure 58 - Temperature distribution of the gas flowing in the channel. The heater is 
illustrated as a black rectangle. [Courtesy of ACR] 

In the heater region, the power loss to the walls is 0.35 W. In addition, a certain amount of power is also 
lost to the walls in the region between the heater and the nozzle. Therefore the heater should be placed as 
close to the nozzle as possible. 
   From Figure 58 it is clear that the temperature increase is highest in the centre of the heater exit plane. 
This is further illustrated in Figure 59 below.  
 

  
Figure 59 - Temperature distribution at the outlet of the heater. The horizontal lines 
represent the pipe walls. [Courtesy of ACR] 

This temperature distribution reduces thermal losses compared with a homogeneous temperature 
distribution, since the warmest gas is close to the centre axis and thus “insulated” by the surrounding 
colder gas. 
   Optimisations for reducing heat losses to the pipe walls and for increasing the average output 
temperature are underway at ACR. The peak heater temperature is nonetheless a limiting factor. It must 
not get too high in order to avoid damage of the heater coils.  
   Further and more advanced simulations are required in order to obtain more accurate results. A major 
problem is the presence of turbulence, which adds a non-negligible conductive heat transfer. Additional 
experimental results are also needed. 

8.1.5.2.3 DIFFICULTIES 

Three major issues have been identified in the heating process, due to the high temperatures and the small 
dimensions. 
 
Material properties 
The structural material of the microthrusters is silicon, which is known for its high heat-conductance. 
Because of this, significant heat losses can be experienced (especially at high temperatures). The strong 
mechanical properties of Silicon are also successively lost at elevated temperatures. This process starts at 
about 1,000 K, and at 1,680 K the silicon melts. 
 
Heater coil damage 
Another risk at very high temperatures is that the heater coils themselves might get damaged. They are 
expected to endure temperatures up to 2,800 K, yet this property is currently under study. 
 
Small dimensions 
A physical effect of the micro-level size of the internal thruster structure is that the gas flow is likely to be 
mostly laminar. This is yet another side effect of MEMS-scale devices. With a dominating laminar flow, 
gas mixing and heat transfer is not as efficient as in a turbulent flow.  
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8.1.5.2.4 SOLUTIONS 

As a solution to these problems, the electrical heater is placed inside the gas transport channel. Now the 
laminar flow in the layers close to the wall will act as a thermal insulation for the hot gas in the centre, 
reducing both heat losses and thermal impact on the surrounding silicon. 
   With this design strategy, decent average gas temperature levels (1,200-1,500 K) at the heater exit can 
be maintained without significant risks of silicon structure failure. 

8.1.6 PROPELLANT 

8.1.6.1 Propellant Requirements 
Following the preliminary design requirements of the Micro Thrusters during the phase 2 development 
work, ACR concludes that Nitrogen or any other inert non-corrosive gas could possibly be used as 
propellant. Based on performed technical research and experience of ACR, Nitrogen is currently 
recommended. 
 
Gas pressure requirements are given below: 

 The maximum operating pressure shall be MEOP = 8 bar 
 The proof pressure shall be 1.5 x MEOP 
 The burst pressure shall be 2.5 x MEOP 

8.1.6.2 Selection of Propellant 
An important property that needs to be taken into account when choosing propellant is the storage 
characteristics. A gas that can only be stored in gaseous form under high pressure requires an extra large 
and heavy propellant tank. Because of this, high-density solid propellants are preferred, followed by 
propellants that can be stored in their liquid phase under a reasonable pressure. 
   ACR has given some examples of gases that can be stored liquefied with a decent tank pressure, and 
that have specific impulse similar to that of Nitrogen. The table below lists the proposed liquid 
propellants, with performance characteristics based on a propulsion study for the British nanosatellite 
SNAP-1 (launched in 2000). 
 

 

Storage 
pressure at 

40oC

Storage 
phase Isp

bar (absolute) (gas/liq/sol) sec
Ammonia 15.6 liquid 105
Propane 14.5 liquid 76

Butane 3.8 liquid 69
(Source: Gibbon et al18: table 1, p.3)

Propellant gas 
characteristics

 
Table 55 -  Options for propellant gases stored in liquid phase, as proposed by ACR 

As seen in the table, Ammonia has the highest Isp. Its toxicity is however a serious drawback that adds 
additional risk and handling costs. 
   If instead a propellant is stored in its solid state, the system specific impulse improves even further since 
mass and volume is reduced. In addition, fuel-sloshing disturbances (that are normally experienced for 
liquid propellants) are avoided. 
   The solidly stored propellant gas would sublimate directly to the gas phase before it is injected into the 
thruster. Several propellant gases that could be stored in their solid phase are mentioned by ACR, and 
given in the table below: 
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Sublimates 
below*

Storage 
phase Isp

oC (gas/liq/sol) sec
Carbon dioxide (CO2) -56 solid 61

Sulfurhexafluoid (SF6) -50 solid N/A
Neon (Ne) -250 solid 75

(Source: Gibbon et al18: table 1, p.3)
* The exact number depends on the ambient pressure

Propellant gas 
characteristics

 
Table 56 - Options for propellant gases stored in solid phase, as proposed by ACR 

An attractive option would be to use Neon. Not only can it be stored in its solid phase, but it could 
possibly also be used as coolant in the cryogenic system needed on DARWIN. The idea is that Neon 
could first be used in the cooling system, and then transported into the propulsion system. This combined 
system would save weight and volume because of reduced gas and propellant storage needs. A closer 
investigation of the feasibility is strongly recommended. 

8.1.6.3 Propellant Budget 
The propellant requirements are determined by the amount of delta-v needed throughout the mission. 
Initial calculations for total delta-v and propellant consumption for DARWIN have been accounted for in 
sections 5.3.5 and 5.4.3, resulting in Table 18 for total mission delta-v (per TF spacecraft) and Table 21 
for total mission propellant requirements (per TF spacecraft). 
   For the Cold Gas Microthrusters, we can make a more specific analysis of the delta-v and propellant 
requirements. We assume an Isp of 100 s (to add some margin to the claimed maximum of 110-120 s), and 
adopt the same figures for average reconfiguration distance and average array baseline as was used in 
section 5.3.4.5, Total Delta-v from Reconfiguration and Array Rotation. 

8.1.6.3.1 DELTA-V FOR PRECISION POINTING  

The leakage of the Cold Gas Microthrusters is specified as 50 µg/s per pod when the thrusters are 
activated but passive24. This figure constitutes a small controlled thrust of 50 µN that is used to balance 
the thrusters with respect to each other and keeping the spacecraft stable (this can be shown by 
substituting Equation 12 into Equation 10 and solving for the thrust). 
   If four nominal pods are used, this adds to a continuous thrust of 200 µN. Recalling the assumptions 
made in section 5.3.3.1, that an average thrust level of 100 µN per spacecraft is required for 2.5 years of 
precision pointing manoeuvres, we assume that the 200 µN of controlled leakage and balancing thrust of 
the Cold Gas Microthrusters will be sufficient for satisfying this demand. The delta-v for precision 
pointing is calculated using Equation 12, and found to be 31.56 m/s. 
   Also implementing the thrust vector efficiency of 80% mentioned in section 5.3.4.1, and with a typical 
delta-v margin of safety of 100%, the total delta-v from precision pointing manoeuvres is found to be 78.9 
m/s. This figure is somewhat higher than what was calculated in Equation 14, section 5.3.3.2. 

8.1.6.3.2 DELTA-V FOR COARSE MANOEUVRES 

For the coarse manoeuvres, we will as an approximation here use the same delta-v figures as was 
calculated in section 5.3.4.6 (Table 17). How the “opposite-mounting” design of the CGMT affects the 
delta-v requirements needs a more detailed investigation, and is therefore recommended for future 
studies. 
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8.1.6.3.3 TOTAL MISSION DELTA-V REQUIREMENTS 

In order to acquire the total mission delta-v per TF spacecraft, we add the precision pointing delta-v 
(section 8.1.6.3.1) to the coarse manoeuvre delta-v figures in Table 17. A table of the total mission delta-v 
(per TF spacecraft) as a function of different thrust levels and number of target stars is now created: 
 

100 150 200 250 300 400 500
150 µN 132 139 146 153 160 174 188
0.5 mN 143 156 169 181 194 220 245
1 mN 154 172 190 208 226 262 298
5 mN 198 239 279 319 359 440 520
10 mN 232 289 345 402 459 573 687
50 mN 372 499 627 754 881 1135 1390

Number of stars
Total CGMT mission delta-v per TF (m/s)

Thrust 
level

 
Table 57 - Total mission delta-v per TF spacecraft, using CGMT (kg) 

8.1.6.3.4 TOTAL MISSION PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 

The total mission propellant consumption for the CGMT can be calculated using the numbers of Table 57 
and inserting them into Equation 10 of section 1.5: 
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where mp = Propellant mass (kg) 

m0 = Initial dry mass of the spacecraft, set to 500 kg 
∆V = Absolute velocity change (m/s) 
Isp = Specific impulse of propellant, set to 100 s 
g0 = 9.807 (m/s2). 

 
Using a somewhat conservative specific impulse of 100 s (the actual Isp might be up to 120 s), a matrix 
with the total mission propellant requirements (per spacecraft) may be presented: 
 

100 150 200 250 300 400 500
150 µN 63 66 69 72 75 81 87
0.5 mN 68 74 79 84 90 100 111
1 mN 73 80 88 95 103 117 131
5 mN 92 108 124 139 153 181 206
10 mN 105 127 148 168 187 221 252
50 mN 158 200 236 268 296 343 379

Total CGMT mission propellant consumption per TF (kg)
Number of starsThrust 

level

 
Table 58 - Total mission propellant consumption per spacecraft, using CGMT 

From this table, the propellant consumption levels might appear very high even for low numbers of target 
stars. It should nevertheless be kept in mind that a safety factor of two for the delta-v is taken into 
account, in addition to thrust vector inefficiencies. In addition, the calculations have been conservatively 
made in most instances, so that the actual propellant consumption might turn out to be well below the 
calculated results. 
   In any case, the mass budget for DARWIN is generally not seen as a severe limiting factor (due to the 
capacity of the Ariane-V launcher), so it is likely that when deciding how many stars will be targeted for 
the DARWIN-mission, that the propellant consumption will not be the major limiting factor. Instead, it is 
possible that the time used for observations (including spectroscopy) will determine how many stars can 
be observed during the 5-year mission. 
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8.1.6.3.5 DISCUSSION OF COARSE MANOEUVRE THRUST LEVEL 

   A thrust level of about 5 mN is recommended for the coarse manoeuvres, since it enables relatively 
quick reconfigurations and thus maximises the time available for observations. From Table 7, we see that 
compared to a thrust level of 1 mN, a 5 mN thrust level cuts the reconfiguration time to less than half 
(with twice as large delta-v, though, see Table 8). Table 14 and Table 15 reveal that the same is true for 
array rotations. If we look at Table 58, we find that a thrust capacity of 5 mN only means a slightly higher 
total mission propellant consumption, about 20% (since the contributions from “fix” delta-v requirements 
and the precision pointing tend to flat out the delta-v differences for coarse manoeuvres). 
   If the Cold Gas Microthrusters would perform coarse manoeuvres at a thrust level of 5 mN with 200 
target stars, they would perform manoeuvres twice as fast (possibly allowing for more stars to be 
observed) compared to a 1 mN thrust level, with a mass penalty of merely 36 kg per spacecraft. 

8.1.6.3.6 LEAKAGE 

If the standard propellant Nitrogen (or any other gaseous or liquid propellant) is used, leakage figures 
must be added. For Nitrogen, the leakage rate is estimated by ACR as 50 µg/s (when the thruster is 
activated but passive). This figure is already incorporated in the previous propellant mass calculations for 
4 nominal pods.  
   When the thrusters are passive (i.e. main valve is closed), the leakage rate is only 5 µg/s per pod. For 
the assumed 2.5 years that the 4 nominal pods are not active, the leakage becomes roughly 1.6 kg. 

 
( ) kg_58.145.224.36524606010105 36 =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ −− . 

Equation 53 – 2.5-year propellant leakage for 4 passive thrusters 

If we employ an additional 4 pods for redundancy (see section 8.1.4.2.1.2), 5-years of 5 µg/s leakage for 
these extra pods must also be included: 
 
 ( ) kg_16.34524.36524606010105 36 =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ −− . 

Equation 54 - 5-year propellant leakage for 4 passive thrusters 

The leakage from passive thrusters thus adds to 4.7 kg. With these figures included, Table 58 have to be 
changed as follows: 
 

 

100 150 200 250 300 400 500
150 µN 68 71 74 77 80 86 92
0.5 mN 73 78 84 89 95 105 115
1 mN 77 85 93 100 108 122 136
5 mN 96 113 128 144 158 185 211
10 mN 110 132 153 173 192 226 256
50 mN 163 204 241 273 301 348 384

Total CGMT mission propellant consumption per TF, 
including leakage (kg)

Number of starsThrust 
level

 
Table 59 - Total mission propellant consumption per spacecraft, including leakage (kg) 

We see that the leakage rates do not have a considerable impact on the propellant mass budget, which still 
seem to be at reasonable levels (considering the generous mass budget of DARWIN). For the previously 
mentioned example with 200 target stars and a coarse manoeuvre thrust level of 5 mN, the propellant 
consumption is now below 130 kg. This would for the 8 spacecraft mean a total of roughly 1,000 kg of 
propellant. 
   In conclusion, the leakage does not seem to be a serious issue for the CGMT. This should however be 
investigated in more detail in future studies, and alternatives such as solid storage of propellants should 
also be evaluated. An attractive option would, as mentioned previously (section 8.1.6.2), be to use Neon, 
which could possibly be used also in the cryogenic cooling system. 
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8.1.6.4 Propellant Tankage 
In order to estimate the mass and volume of the complete Cold Gas Micropropulsion system, the 
propellant tank and related hardware needs to be assessed. In the final mass and volume budget, the 
contributions from the thruster pod and the propellant itself should also be included. 
   Although it is not possible at this early stage of the DARWIN mission to precisely calculate the tankage 
properties, at least rough preliminary estimates can be made. According to Wertz2, the tank weight for 
typical spacecraft propulsion is about 5-15% of the propellant weight. The exact figure ultimately 
depends on basic design, safety factors and construction materials. In addition, 20-30% of the overall tank 
weight must also be added for mounting hardware and propellant management devices2. 
   Based on Table 59, and the reasonable thrust levels of 1-5 mN, this would for the Cold Gas 
Microthrusters mean 5-22 kg. In order to obtain a more case-specific estimation, we try to calculate the 
tank mass and volume based on a number of reasonable assumptions using Nitrogen propellant. 

8.1.6.4.1 NITROGEN MASS AND VOLUME ESTIMATION 

If the gaseous Nitrogen is approximated as an ideal gas, it will have a volume according to the ideal gas 
equation: 
 

 
p

TRmV ⋅⋅= , 

Equation 55 - The ideal gas equation of state 

where  V = Volume of the gas (m3) 
m = Mass of gas (kg) 
R = Gas constant (kJ/kg-K) 

 T = Absolute temperature of gas (K). 
p = Gas pressure (Pa) 

 
The amount of propellant gas is assumed to be 113 kg, according to the mentioned example of 150 stars 
and a 5 mN thrust level for coarse manoeuvres. The gas constant for Nitrogen is 0.2968 kJ/kg-K, 
according to Sonntag et al.5 (table A.5, p.658). Based on specifications for a Moog miniature cold gas 
thruster system33 (type 50E794), the maximum expected operating tank storage pressure (MEOP) is 
assumed to be 275.9 bar, which is equivalent to 27.59 MPa. 
   If we assume the storage temperature of the gas to be about room temperature (25°C), the volume is 
calculated according to Equation 55: 
 

3
6

3

_36.0
1059.27

)2515.273(102968.0113 mV =
⋅

+⋅⋅⋅= . 

Equation 56 - Volume of Nitrogen propellant stored at 25°C and 27.59 MPa 

This volume translates to a tank radius of 4.4 dm. Although this appears to be a considerable size, we can 
put it in perspective by comparing with the measurements of the telescope flyer spacecraft. Each of the 6 
TF is 2.8 m long and 1.7 m wide. Hence the tank diameter constitutes 52% of the S/C diameter and 32% 
of the length, which at a first glance seems possible to accommodate. 

8.1.6.4.2 ASSUMPTIONS FOR TANK PROPERTIES 

Assuming a spherical propellant tank, the following expression for the tank thickness is obtained from 
Wertz and Larson2 (eq.17-20, p.714): 
 

σ
σ

22
rpt

t
rp ⋅=⇔⋅= , 

Equation 57 - Propellant tank properties expression 

where  σ = Allowable tensile ultimate stress  (N/m2) 
p = Maximum Expected Operating Pressure of storage tank (Pa) 
r = Tank radius (m) 
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 t = Tank wall thickness (m). 
 
The allowable tensile ultimate stress depends on the tank-material used. Possible options are aluminium, 
titanium or steel. In order to obtain results for the tank mass, two scenarios with different tank materials 
are suggested. 

8.1.6.4.3 TITANIUM TANK 

Titanium is selected as the number-one tank material, due to its robust properties combined with a 
reasonable density. Using table 11-52 in Wertz2 (p.466), we find that the allowable ultimate tensile stress 
(here denoted as Ftu) for titanium is 900 MN/m2. This number should be added with a safety factor before 
being inserted into Equation 57. According to the phase 2 development requirements, the safety factor for 
ultimate design loads is 2.0. Hence we end up with σ = 1800 MN/m2. 
   The thickness of the tank can be calculated according to Equation 57: 
 

 mmt _39.3
1018002

442.01059.27
6

6

=
⋅⋅
⋅⋅=  

Equation 58 - Thickness of Titanium tank 

The volume of the titanium walls is calculated as the volume difference of two spheres, one with the outer 
tank radius and one with the inner tank radius. This results in a titanium volume of 8.39 dm3. As the 
density of titanium is 4.43 kg/dm3, the tank mass is found to be 37.17 kg. This is without doubt a 
considerable mass; implying that other propellant storage options should be investigated in order to 
reduce the tank mass to more attractive levels. 

8.1.6.4.4 ALUMINIUM TANK 

If instead aluminium is used, the tank mass will be even higher despite the lower density of aluminium. 
This is because the tank wall needs to be thicker when aluminium is used, in order to obtain the same 
factor of safety. The allowable tensile ultimate stress for aluminium is 460 MN/m2 (Wertz2; table 11-52, 
p.466), which with a 2.0 factor of safety becomes 920 MN/m2. Inserting this into Equation 57 yields a 
tank thickness of 6.63 mm for aluminium (compared to 3.39 mm for titanium). The weight of the tank is 
calculated as 46.3 kg, based on an aluminium density of 2.8 kg/dm3. 

8.1.6.4.5 CONCLUSION 

An overview of the obtained results for the storage tank properties is presented below: 
 

Tank material
Thickness 

(mm)
Weight 

(kg)
Titanium 3.4 37.2

Aluminium 6.6 46.3  
Table 60 - Tank properties 

Since both the tank mass and volume in the assumed scenarios have been found to be significant, efforts 
should be made to find more attractive ways of storing the propellant. An option could be to use 
composite tanks that allow efficient high-pressure storage. In addition, propellants that can be stored in 
more compact ways, e.g. in liquid or solid phase, should be assessed. 
   Storage at lower temperatures could help reducing the tank mass and volume due to a lower gas volume 
which means a smaller tank radius. The amount of required propellant should also be investigated in 
greater detail than the rough calculations in section 8.1.6.3. 
   An interesting option that has already been mentioned is to use Neon stored in solid condition at very 
low temperatures. This would require less volume, and considerably lower tank mass due to reduced 
storage pressure and tank size. 

8.1.7 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
ACR believes that the estimated Cold Gas Microthruster performance is within the DARWIN 
specifications, except for the leakage properties. This is due to the unconventional design where two 
opposite thrusters will balance each other with a low continuous thrust, which leads to a higher precision 
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and eliminates the requirement for a maximum leakage, since a “known” leak is used for generating 
microthrust. The main issue with this continuous microthrust is instead propellant consumption. Any 
leaks other than the ones from the nozzles are not foreseen within the system. 
 
According to ACR, the main advantages with the Cold Gas Microthrusters will be39: 

+ Proportional thrust control with micronewton resolution 
+ Opposite and independent microthrusters that balance each other, this eliminates problems with 

small thrust fluctuations from leakage.  
+ Direct thrust-feedback from integrated thrust sensors, which makes the system more reliable and 

more precise. 
+ Inert propellant gas contaminates neither the system nor the surrounding environment. 
+ Local heating of the propellant gas increases the propellant efficiency (higher specific impulse) 

8.1.7.1 Thruster Requirements 
The thruster requirements are derived by ACR from their requirements input and from the preliminary 
design requirements of the Micro Thrusters during the phase-2 development work. Listed below are some 
key thruster performance requirements for the Cold Gas Microthrusters: 
 

 

Parameter Value Remarks
Maximum thrust 1 mN

Thrust dynamic range 0.7 µN - 0.7 mN
4.2 µN noise standard deviation
7 µN thrust bias

Noise spectrum in MBW 2 µN / sqrt(Hz)
Unit step response < 130 ms to 90% of full thrust

Small signal bandwidth > 10 Hz
Thrust direction accuracy 1o typically not critical

10 Hz HK signals
100 Hz thrust response

Thruster performance requirements

Sampling rate data

Thrust realisation errors

 
Figure 60 - Cold Gas Microthruster performance requirements 

The micronewton propulsion shall be capable to provide a continuous thrust between 0 mN to 1 mN. It 
shall be possible to adjust the thrust command in steps of ≤ 0.24 µN. The maximum thrust variation rate 
shall be 1 µN/sec for thrust long-term variation ≥ 1,000 s (defines the maximum slope of a thrust ramp to 
be followed by the thruster; sized to change from 0 to maximum thrust in 1000 s). 
   Various requirements for the Cold Gas Microthrusters, as agreed in the contract between ESA and ACR 
Electronics, are also included in respective sections of this report. For the full requirements specification, 
we refer to Stenmark24, page 25-32.  
   In the section below, the thruster specifications are listed and any non-conformances are highlighted. 

8.1.7.2 Thruster Specifications 

8.1.7.2.1 THRUST RANGE 

Each thruster is able to deliver a proportional thrust between 1-5 µN to 0.5-5 mN at 4 bar, the maximum 
thrust is dependant on the system design. In order to comply with the DARWIN requirements, the 
maximum thrust must be at least 1 mN. The minimum thrust should be as low as possible, 1 µN or less. 
Verifying this property, and testing the thrust range and accuracy will be an important milestone in the 
microthruster development. It is not certain whether a minimum thrust as high as 5 µN would be 
acceptable for DARWIN. 

8.1.7.2.2 THRUSTER BANDWIDTH 

The phase 2 development requirement is that the Cold Gas thruster system shall be commandable at a 
frequency of up to 10 Hz, which is met by the specifications where the small signal bandwidth is stated as 
>10 Hz. 
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8.1.7.2.3 THRUST NOISE 

The phase 2 development requirement is that the thrust noise with a spectral density shall not exceed the 
profile given in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 61 - Thrust noise spectral density for the linear acceleration along YD,ZD and for 
attitude control [Courtesy ACR] 

The thrust realisation errors are < 4.2 µN for noise standard deviation, and < 7 µN for thrust balance. The 
noise spectrum in the 0.005-0.1 Hz range is < 1 µN/√Hz. 

8.1.7.2.4 RESPONSE TIME 

The unit step response is specified as less than 10 ms, which is significantly lower than the requirement of 
<130 ms. The response time can be tailored according to demands, it is limited by the amount of power 
used in the paraffin internal heaters (see section 8.1.5.1.2). 

8.1.7.2.5 SPECIFIC IMPULSE 

The specific impulse for Nitrogen will be minimum 110 s at maximum heater power (1 W). With Helium, 
this figure is 240 s. The requirement is an Isp > 100 s, which seems clearly possible to reach. 

8.1.7.2.6 THRUSTER DIRECTION ACCURACY 

The thruster direction accuracy is specified as < 0.1°, which is according to the phase 2 development 
requirements. This property is nonetheless stated as non-critical. The thrust vector direction accuracy 
remains to be determined. 

8.1.7.3 Electrical Properties 
Another phase 2 development requirement for the control electronics is that power to the microthruster 
control unit will be unregulated +12V, directly from the power bus. The power consumption for the Cold 
Gas Microthrusters is not deemed critical24, which is not surprising since it is so small in any case for a 
cold gas system. Furthermore, power is relatively abundant on the DARWIN spacecraft as a desired area 
of solar arrays can be implemented on the spacecraft body. Currently, the power budget for each 
telescope flyer spacecraft is 146 W. 
   Following the requirements*, the microthruster system has been designed with the following properties 
for each thruster module at 12 V: 
 

 30 mA power consumption in standby 
 200 mA with two thruster heaters on 
 280 mA with additional module heaters on during eclipse 
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The total power consumption of the Cold Gas Microthrusters is around 1.5 W in normal operation and 3 
W in the worst case. 

8.1.7.4 Thermal Properties 
The unit will be designed to meet all performance requirements when exposed to the environmental 
conditions producing the following equipment case temperatures: 
 

 

Temperature requirements (oC) Min Max
Non-operational -50 +100

Operational -20 +70  
Table 61 - Equipment case temperature requirements 

The current thermal specification is similar, with the exception of the maximum operating temperature, 
which is specified as +50ºC (20ºC less than the requirement*). The impact of this inconsistency will 
probably not be serious, but it remains to be addressed.  
 

 

Temperature specifications (oC) Min Max
Non-operational -50 +100

Operational -20 +50  
Table 62 - Temperature specifications 

The degree of thermal impact on the ambient environment of the thruster pod remains to be investigated. 
As the power consumption of the pod is very low, this should not be a serious issue.  

8.1.7.5 Radiation 
The radiation dose requirements are still to be determined. The total radiation dose endurance of the 
microthruster system has however been specified by ACR to above 10 krad.  
   This might well prove to be sufficient; Kweder36 notes that spacecraft in ~800 km LEO-orbits with 
inclinations of between 45-99° can be expected to have mission lifetimes between 4-7 years, if they have 
a radiation endurance level of 7 krad combined with a 2.54 mm aluminium shielding. If we assume that a 
S/C in orbit around L2 will experience less radiation than it would in LEO during a 5-year period (due to 
the absence of Earth’s radiation belts), it seems reasonable that the 10 krad radiation endurance of the 
Cold Gas Microthruster system would be adequate for a 5 year mission around L2. Since the thickness of 
the pod is about 2-3 mm, it has a protection similar to the one used by Kweder36. 
   This conclusion is certainly very rough, e.g. statistical probabilities such as extraordinary intergalactic 
radiation events with high-energetic particles are not taken into account (then a S/C in LEO orbit would 
possibly be protected by Earth’s magnetic field, while a S/C at L2 would not). The aim of the above 
scenario is nonetheless merely to show that 10 krad seems like a reasonable figure for protection of the 
thruster pod during the DARWIN mission. 

8.1.8 FAILURE ANALYSIS 
This section investigates possible shortcomings in the design of the thrusters and lists potential failure 
scenarios and with their consequences. 

8.1.8.1 Lifetime issues 
According to ACR, a 5-year lifetime should not be much of a problem. In principle, the only parts with a 
limited lifetime are the propellant heaters. The system is nevertheless able to operate without them, 
although with higher propellant consumption (or lower thrust level).  
   Foreseen lifetime limiting factors includes total radiation dose, number of temperature cycles and 
quality of the propellant gas. Another possible factor is wear of the valves, which can lead to increased 
leakage. The cycle lifetime of the paraffin valves is yet to be determined, which for paraffin valves 
generally depends on the actuator movement and output force. Since the Cold Gas Microthruster valves 
are highly miniaturised, one can expect relatively high cycle lifetimes compared with existing paraffin 
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valves from suppliers such as “Starsys” (U.S.), which claim cycle lifetimes of between 1,000 and 50,000 
full stroke/full load cycles.  
   A proposed way of improving the lifetime of the Cold Gas Microthruster system is to implement a 
number of redundant thrusters40. Additional pods could also be an alternative. 

8.1.8.2 Leakage issues 
The first step in order to prevent leakage is to make sure the propellant gas is of good quality, with as few 
unwanted particles as possible. A number of filters placed between the propellant tank and the thrusters 
are supposed to take care of any remaining particles. Preliminary results indicate that particle deposits 
should not present a problem, but this needs to be verified. If the whole propellant tank disrupts, there is 
not much to do. If, on the other hand, a thruster pod is leaking, a certain valve can shut it off and full 
performance for the rest of the system can be maintained. 

8.1.8.3 Lack of redundancy in thruster control electronics 
Each thruster pair has its own control electronics for reasons of redundancy. The main isolation valve is 
nonetheless controlled from the control electronics of the X-thruster pair and the common pod heater 
from the Y-thruster pair. Possible consequences of this lack of redundancy, should one of the control 
units fail, are either an uncontrolled pod temperature or loss of manual control of the main isolation valve. 
In addition, attitude control in either the X or Y thruster direction is lost, whereas Z-axis control can be 
maintained since both thruster pairs are able to thrust in this direction (see section 8.1.4.2.1.2). 
 

 Loss of control electronics for the Main Isolation Valve 
If the control electronics that manages the main isolation valve fails, the valve can no longer be 
operated manually. Nevertheless, it would still function automatically since it is thermally triggered 
(by paraffin that expands and closes the valve at a certain temperature). In the case of a sudden large 
leakage in a thruster however, not having manual control of the valve could lead to the loss of serious 
amounts of propellant gas. 
 

 Loss of control electronics for the Pod Heater 
A loss of the control electronics for the pod heater could have a serious negative impact, possibly a 
complete loss of pod function if the temperature drops to an unacceptably low level. 

 
In conclusion, the lack of redundancy for pod heater control electronics calls for a certain degree of 
redundancy in the number of pods for each axis of control. Implementing this should not be a major issue, 
due to the modest mass (and volume) of each pod. Whether the lack of redundancy for manual control of 
the main isolation valve can be accepted is an issue that remains to be investigated. 

8.1.8.4 Fragility of Microthruster System 
It must be verified through actual testing that the fragile silicon-wafer structure in the microthrusters is 
capable of withstanding the stresses during launch and early operations (e.g. separation from dispenser). 
A part that is of particular concern is the nozzle (section 8.1.4.2.1.3), which is so fragile that it needs two 
outer wafers for protection. Yet since the mass of the nozzle is very small, its susceptibility to vibrations 
should be limited. 

8.1.9 STATUS 

8.1.9.1 Testing 

8.1.9.1.1 SOFTWARE-BASED 

Most of the testing has so far been limited to computer simulations. As previously mentioned in section 
8.1.5.1.2, a thermal finite element analysis has been carried out in order to study the properties of 
paraffin, which control the valves. Another finite element model has been used in section 8.1.5.2.2 for 
simulating the required heater power and power loss to the channel walls. In this simulation, the 
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temperature and velocity distributions were also obtained. Simple filter characterisation has been 
performed, simulating, e.g. mass flow versus pressure. Flow and other properties of the nozzle have also 
been simulated. 

8.1.9.1.2 HARDWARE 

Performed hardware testing includes thermal characterisation of the heater coils, which are used for local 
heating of the propellant gas in order to enable an Isp of 120 s for Nitrogen, without making the silicon 
structure too warm. The coils are 200 µm in diameter and 1 mm in length, and the tests have proven them 
capable of handling the thermal loads of up to 400 mW. Now, simple long-duration testing will follow. 
   Since the gas-handling module is extremely complex, development and testing of support structures is 
needed. A major challenge, according to ACR is to develop a fabrication process of compatible steps. 
Test chips will be manufactured that contains delicate parts such as the capacitive thrust measurement 
structure, the nozzle, internal heater and other parts. An unfolded design of a test chip for fabrication is 
shown below. 
 

  
Figure 62 - Unfolded design of a test chip for fabrication of GSTP wafer 1-4 [Courtesy of 
ACR] 

8.1.9.1.3 UPCOMING TESTS 

Testing and experiments regarding specific impulse, leakage, lifetime and other key performance 
properties is scheduled for phase 3, which means before mid 2005. Before that, more tests of the 
integrated electronics fabrication and electrical function will be made. 

8.1.9.2 Possible Improvements 
There are many possible ways to tailor the microthruster system according to customer desire. Since the 
silicon wafers are mass-produced by etching the whole surface in one piece, there is not much added cost 
in implementing a new design (as long as a large number of new wafers are manufactured). 

8.1.9.2.1 COURSE/FINE SYSTEM 

A possible option, mentioned by ACR, is to implement an additional thruster system with a different 
nozzle size in order to enable course/fine operations. The thrust level difference between the two nozzle 
systems would probably be minor, especially compared to the DARWIN demands where precision 
pointing requires 1-100 µN while coarse manoeuvres need several millinewtons of thrust. 

8.1.9.2.2 ADDITIONAL REDUNDANCY 

If additional redundancy would be considered necessary from the DARWIN requirements on reliability 
and lifetime, this would to a large extent probably be possible to implement. An idea would be to add a 
second thruster system that is similar to the nominal system, not of different size as in the Course/Fine 
system described in the previous section. This redundancy would be valuable in case a nominal thruster 
suffers a serious leak, or loses its control electronics. Increased redundancy of the control electronics 
could be another worthwhile improvement, as well as more filters for minimising accumulation of 
particles on the valve seats. 
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8.1.10 EVALUATION 
After the detailed investigation, the Cold Gas Microthrusters from ACR still appear as a viable option for 
the DARWIN attitude and position control system. No critical flaws have been identified, but significant 
testing of the system is still to be done. For the moment, it seems that the Cold Gas Microthrusters have 
the potential to meet and in some instances also exceed the DARWIN requirements. 

8.1.10.1 Critical Issues 
Of the eight key criteria from Table 35 and Table 43 in the Performance Comparison and Evaluation 
chapter, main question-marks for the ACR Cold Gas Microthrusters concern the maturity, the mass and 
volume. The criteria are listed and commented below. 
 

? Maturity 
Although the Cold Gas Microthrusters are still under development, they are scheduled to be 
available for flight within a few years (around 2006). Several opportunities for gaining 
confidence in this thruster system by in-flight experience exist, though, before the anticipated 
DARWIN-launch around 2016, e.g. on SMART-2 or SMART-3. 

 
 Thrust range 

The thrust range of the microthrusters remains to be verified by actual testing. According to 
specifications, DARWIN requirements are met.  

 
 Resolution 

Due to the relative thrusting strategy with two opposite thrusters (see section 8.1.4.2.1.2), a very 
high resolution is obtainable that meets the requirements. The resolution and accuracy 
nevertheless needs to be verified in tests. 

 
? Mass 

The mass of the microthruster system is largely determined by the mass of the propellant and the 
tank. The necessary amount of propellant should be assessed in detail, before reliable 
conclusions can be drawn about the feasibility of using Cold Gas Microthrusters for both the 
DARWIN micro- and millinewton manoeuvres. 

 
 Power consumption 

The power consumption of the Cold Gas Microthrusters will not be higher than three watts at 
maximum thrust (per pod), which is a very low and clearly acceptable figure. 
 

? Volume 
Like the mass, the volume of the microthruster system is mainly determined by the amount of 
propellant and the size of the propellant tank (which in turn is depending on storage pressure and 
temperature). For storage in gaseous form of the standard propellant Nitrogen, the volume of the 
tank could be significant, according to preliminary calculations made earlier in this report (see 
section 8.1.6.4).  

 
? Lifetime 

No obvious shortcoming in the design seems to limit the lifetime below the DARWIN 
requirement of 5 years. In addition, relatively large degrees of redundancy are possible to 
implement without adding excessive amounts of mass or volume to the system. In-flight testing 
of the system is required in order to increase confidence, as some experts have expressed their 
doubts about the lifetime of this thruster technology. 

 
 Contamination 

Spacecraft contamination from the Cold Gas Microthrusters should not be an issue (as long as 
benign gases are used). 

 
In order to underline why the ACR Cold Gas Microthruster system in this report is regarded as better 
suitable for the DARWIN attitude and position control than the previously mentioned thrusters from 
Polyflex (U.K.), a brief comparison of the key criteria is made in the following section. 
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8.1.10.2 Brief Comparison between the Polyflex and ACR Thrusters 
The key criteria from the previous section are evaluated for the Polyflex Micronewton Proportional 
Thrusters (MPT), and compared with the performance of the ACR microthrusters. 

8.1.10.2.1 MATURITY 

The Polyflex system clearly has a higher degree of maturity. Engineering models of the complete system 
have been manufactured, and various performance tests have been conducted. Characterisation and life 
testing will take place during spring 2004, under ESA contract for the LISA and DARWIN missions. The 
heritage of the Polyflex Micronewton Proportional Thruster builds on experience from other related 
products within the company, which originally designed and built pneumatic valves. Polyflex cold gas 
thrusters will be used on the ESA “CryoSat”-mission that is scheduled for launch in 2004. 

8.1.10.2.2 THRUST RANGE 

The thrust range of the MPT spans from about one micronewton to a few millinewton, this depends on the 
pressure. In conclusion, the thrust range is similar to that of the ACR system. 

8.1.10.2.3 RESOLUTION 

The MPT will have a minimum thrust equal to their minimum leakage rate (<0.5 µN). The resolution and 
accuracy needs to be verified in greater detail, which might be done in the characterisation tests that are 
planned for spring 2004. According to available specifications, it appears the MPT will have a similar or 
somewhat higher resolution than the ACR microthrusters. 

8.1.10.2.4 MASS AND VOLUME 

8.1.10.2.4.1 Propellant 

In the requirement specification for the MPT, the minimum specific impulse is 65 s. In order to achieve 
this, according to Polyflex, a design modification required for heating the Nitrogen propellant. In tests 
where the gas temperature was heated to 200°C, a specific impulse of about 80 s was measured. This is 
nonetheless still lower than the ACR system. 
   Assuming that the Isp requirement of 65 s is met in the final MPT design, the propellant consumption 
would be considerably larger than in the ACR system. As an example, for a mission with 150 observed 
stars and a 5 mN thrust level for coarse manoeuvres, the ACR system would, according to Table 59 
consume 113 kg of propellant. The corresponding figure for the Polyflex system is 156 kg, which means 
almost 40% more mass (excluding leakage figures for the Polyflex system). The volume of the propellant 
tank would most likely also be larger. 

8.1.10.2.4.2 Thrusters 

The ACR system has a higher degree of miniaturisation than the MPT, since MEMS technology is used. 
The weight of an ACR thruster pod containing four thrusters is 60 g, while one MPT has a mass of about 
200 g. In addition to the mass, the volume of the Polyflex system would also be greater than the volume 
of the ACR system. Each MPT has a volume of 41.6 cm3 (6.5x4.0x1.6 cm), which adds to a total of about 
500 cm3 for 12 MPT thrusters. This is three times more than the volume of the ACR system, where the 
pod diameter of 4.25 cm means a total volume of only 160 cm3 for four pods. 

8.1.10.2.5 POWER CONSUMPTION 

The power consumption of both systems is minute, a few watts at the most.  

8.1.10.2.6 LIFETIME 

No life-limited items exist in the MPT system, according to Polyflex. A 200,000-cycle life test has been 
performed, without any performance degradations. More life tests are expected during the spring 2004. At 
this point, no obvious conclusion regarding the relative lifetime of the two competing systems can be 
made, as the ACR system remains to be tested. 
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8.1.10.2.7 CONTAMINATION 

Nitrogen is the propellant of choice in both systems. Using this benign gas, spacecraft contamination 
issues are minimised.  

8.1.10.2.8 RESULT OF COMPARISON 

The outcome of the brief comparison is presented in Table 63 below: 
 

ACR Polyflex
Maturity +

Thrust range
Resolution

Mass and volume +
Power consumption

Lifetime
Contamination

undetermined
equivalent

System
Criteria

equivalent

equivalent
equivalent

 
Table 63 - Comparison between ACR and Polyflex Cold Gas Microthrusters 

In conclusion, the two systems have a similar performance in many aspects. The main difference is that 
while the Polyflex system has a higher maturity, it also has a less miniaturised and less optimised design, 
which gives it a higher mass and volume than the ACR Cold Gas Microthruster system. 
   The result is that the ACR system is viewed as more suitable for the DARWIN attitude and position 
control, due to its higher performance, lower weight and lower volume. Future tests will determine 
whether this conclusion will continue to be valid. 
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8.2 Highlighted Issues 
In this section, a number of issues are listed that should be further investigated.  
 

 Neon as propellant 
The choice of propellant can lead to significant savings in both mass and volume; therefore 
this should be investigated in detail. It appears the optimal alternative would be solidly 
stored Neon that could double as coolant in the cryogen cooling system of DARWIN. The 
feasibility of this option remains to be evaluated. 

 
 Disturbances 

The impact of both external and internal disturbances should be assessed. Since the 
DARWIN accuracy demands are extremely high during observations, small issues that are 
normally of no concern could present challenging problems. An example is random 
disturbances large enough for making the accuracy leap out of the dead band before the 
attitude control system has time to respond and compensate. Such disturbances could lead to 
time losses probably on the order of 10 minutes per event, for forced realignment of the 
spacecraft and reacquisition of the fringes. 
   Examples of “micro-disturbances” could be: 

• Micro-meteorites 
• Solar flux (flares) 
• “Stick-slip” of carbon-fibre structures etc. 
• Outgassing, “micro-plops 
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